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STATEMENT 
The work presented in this thesis is original with 
the exceptions stated below, and has not been submitted 
for another degree of the University of Warwick or any 
other Institution. The exceptions are: 
(i) Throughout the emphasis has been one of systemat-
ically applying known mathematical results and 
systems techniques to solve the problems at hand. 
Many of these methods are well documented in 
engineering literature, and it is only aspects of 
their application to economic systems that is new. 
(ii) The actual systems defined in chapters 2-4 have 
been derived from the literature cited. In parti-
cular the linear system defined by model IA was 
proposed by Professors F. G. Pyatt and P. C. Parks, 
and has also been analysed by A. Hulme as is 
indicated in the references. 
(iii) The concept of models which can generate cycles 
through unemployment disequilibrium dynamics is 
built up from model II, and was due initially to 
Professor R. M. Goodwin. The solution of model II 
in section 3.1 is not original, but is included 
for the sake of completeness. 
January 1974 
(i) 
(ii) 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines the behaviour of a number of macro-
economic models starting initially with a simple linear formulation 
which is then developed systematically to embrace an increasing 
degree of economic sophistication and consequent mathematical comr 
p1exity. The study is essentially an exercise in mathematical econ-
omics as opposed to econometrics, (the object being to explain 
behavioural characteristics rather than to extrapolate forecasts) 
and the techniques employed are those of systems dynamics. 
Following the introductory remarks and definitions of Chapter 
1, Chapter 2 deals exclusively with continuous linear models and 
their solutions, which permit a number of limited conclusions to be 
drawn concerning the rates of growth of certain key variables such 
as investment and output. However, in the presence of disturbances, 
exponential growth is merely a trend about which fluctuations will 
occur on account of the dynamic adjustment mechanisms which then 
come into play. Two such mechanisms are considered in the context 
of a number of further models in Chapter 3, which are designed in 
such a way as to permit at least approximate analytic solutions. 
From this point in the thesis more detailed economic 
considerations (in particular the concept of a vintage technology) 
lead to the formulation of differential-delay equation models of a 
class which has hitherto received little attention in the literature. 
The basic models of this type are formulated in Chapter 4 which also 
examines the existence and uniqueness of equilibrium growth solutions. 
Abstract (iii) 
Having determined such solutions, Chapter 5 is concerned with the 
application of a number of standard control theory techniques as a 
means of establishing local stability conditions for equilibrium 
growth. 
Chapter 6 is concerned generally with the digital computer 
solution of differential-delay equations and specifically with the 
simulation of an advanced national economy as represented by such a 
system of equations. A number of interesting numerical problems 
arise in the simulation for which data relating to the United 
Kingdom is used. Some results are presented and a full 
documentation of the simulation programs is given in the appendix. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate the application of 
control techniques and simulation in the process of building and 
analysing mathematical models of a national economy, and hopefully 
through the models which are developed. to obtain results which are 
both meaningful and relevant in terms of macroeconomics. 
A mathematical model of an economic system may be defined as 
I 
a specification in mathematical terms of the inter-relationships of 
the system, constructed for the purpose of controlling or predicting 
the future behaviour of the system. As such the process of building 
a mathematical model of an economic system is no different from that 
applied in constructing a model of any other social or physical 
system and indeed the eventual mathematical specifications of two 
models, each of entirely different situations, might be identical; 
to take an example which arises later in this text the same model 
may represent either investment growth in a national economy or the 
spread of epidemics in a human community. However, the manner in 
which a model is built depends upon the purpose for which it is 
designed, for the aim in building a mathematical model is not to 
provide an accurate description of the system to be used for all 
possible purposes. Thus one may with equal validity construct 
different models of the same system. In economic modelling particu-
larly the aim is not to describe reality but rather to feature only 
those characteristics which have a bearing on the decisions under 
investigation, and thereby to reduce the complexities of the real 
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system to a more nanageable form. The process is one which 
frequently commences with a relatively modest model, perhaps one for 
which an analytic solution can be found. It progresses, often by 
some form of trial and error, by introducing additional structures 
and variables whose relevance 1S then tested against the particular 
purpose of the modelling exercise. On the one hand a national 
economic model might be used by a firm simply to predict the time 
path of certain variables in the short to medium term (0 + 5 years); 
or alternatively a model of the same economy may be required by the 
government for actual control and policy decision making. 
Of course the very nature of subject makes modelling in 
economics an extremely difficult task when for instance the complex 
decisions which are implemented by corporations may have to be 
predicted and understood. Even the measurement of variables, which 
probably presents little difficulty in a physical system, entails 
conversion to a money value where the conversion mechanism itself is 
part of the dynamics of the system. Then there is the problem of 
aggregation - to what extent can the behaviour of an average (man, 
price, wage, etc.) represent the collective behaviour of the 
separate individual components? It may be that the concept of 
aggregation is a perfectly valid divergence from reality for many 
exercises, but the question nevertheless remains to be 
satisfactorily answered. 
Under these generally adverse circumstances it is hardly 
surprising that the state of the m·t in economic modelling and fore-
casting is not advanced; but it is surely certain that further sig-
nificant progress will corne about only by the utilisation of every 
available tool of which control theory 1S just one. The application 
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of control techniques to economic concepts dates back to the now 
well known and very remarkable pioneering work of Tustin53 which was 
published in 1953. Shortly afterwards Phillips 53, 54 (again an 
engineer by initial training) also published his work formulating 
economic models in the terminology of the systems engineer and 
applying established control methods relating to stabilisation. It 
is however perhaps surprising that this early work did not produce 
much follow-up until fairly recently when activity was again revived 
by such workers as Dobell 17 , Livesey 42 and Noton47 among others. 
It has been suggested by Parks and Pyatt 51 that reasons for 
this latest resurgence of interest are the rapid progress in control 
techniques in the past 20 years on the one hand, and the advancement 
of economics in its ability to formulate mathematical models and in 
the estimation of their parameters on the other. In economic growth 
in particular the number of important contributions to modern theory 
have been tremendous (see the surveys and collected papers edited by 
Hahn25 , 25). These have examined neo-classical growth models of 
economies with fixed coefficients and vintage models with a particu-
lar emphasis on the existence, uniqueness and efficiency of equili-
brium or steady state solutions. On the other hand the theory of 
optimal control has grown and flourished in the same period and it 
is notable that most of the recent interdisciplinary work referred 
to above has been concerned with the application of optimal control. 
The use of optimal control theory in economics has itself 
served to highlight another issue which concerns the goals of 
economic policy, or in control terminology, the definition of suit-
able objective or welfare functions. It seems to be generally 
agreed that the sustainment of economic growth should be a primary 
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objective but there are many other issues which in any instance will 
be in need of resolution, such as the relative weight or disoount to 
be given to consumption flows in the distant as opposed to the more 
immediate future, the short term problems of unemployment and balance 
of payments (foreign trade account) control, the distribution of 
wealth and so on. With the need for much further work in this area 
alone it may be that the application of optimal control theory to 
economics, beyond what has already been demonstrated, would at this 
stage be premature. It is also important at this point to appreciate 
the heavy reliance placed upon high speed digital computers by most 
workers when solving their optimisation algorithms, which is a further 
reason why these developments could not have taken place earlier. 
It is the advent of the modern digital computer in its present 
form which has given impetus to another recent trend in economic 
model building, namely the construction and simulation of large 
scale eoonometrio models used primarily for short term forecasting. 
Simulation in this context is a numerical technique for conducting 
experiments on a digital computer which involves first setting up a 
mathematical model of the economic system on the computer and sub-
sequently deriving forecasts from the model. Important early con-
tributions in this field of activity were the Klein-Goldberger 
models 22 of the United States economy and the United Kingdom mode165 • 
Subsequently models of this type have been developed with as many as 
1500 equations including a model of the U.S. economy at the Wharton 
Business School and in the U.K., the London Graduate Business School 
model, the Treasury model and the National Institute of Social and 
Economic Research model. These large data-based models have been 
built to meet the needs of government and industry for detailed 
short term forecasts, but they are subject to the criticism that 
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their mechanisms are not fully understood by the model authors the~ 
selves. However even with these models work is now being done using 
the frequency response tests and pole and zero searches familiar to 
the control engineer, in addition to which it can justifiably be 
claimed that continual daily experimentation with a model by digital 
simulation does lead to a strong feel for its behavioural mechanism. 
Computer simulation is thus an extremely important tool in the hands 
of the economic analyst. 
The data-based model has lead to a great deal of research in 
parameter estimation by such workers as Thei162 . Generally a 
problem arises due to the extensive coupling between economic 
variables - 1n a simple but classic example we know that wage 
increases give rise to price increases but that the latter also give 
rise to the former - and special econometric techniques in multi-
stage parameter estimation are needed in such circumstances. Even 
when these difficulties have been overcome, with large multi-sector 
models it is not possible to forecast beyond the short term because 
of the build-up of large error variance. Forecasts made by the 
British Treasury model are limited to a time horizon of 2 years, 
which confinement is clearly less than adequate for government 
policy determination in such a field as investment for example. 
Thus we are forced to reconsider models of a conceptual nature which 
are non data-based (and thereby immediately vulnerable to the criti-
cism that they are unrelated to reality). This is the distinction 
between the econometric model and that of mathematical economics; 
but a role for each is quite clear. (Even Forrester's renowned world 
mode1 21 and the work which it preceeded is an example of a 
conceptual model which many would argue has fulfilled a valid role.) 
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It is to the category of mathematical economics that the 
present thesis aims to contribute in the belief that here perhaps is 
potentially the most significant area for control theory applica-
tions. The philosophy has been to present a sequence of time 
variab~e or dynamic models (all of a conceptua~ nature) and to 
analyse these models using appropriate techniques in control theory 
and simulation. The term systems dynamics is commonly used to 
describe this field of activity. Systems dynamics unlike econo-
metrics does not lean heavily upon numbers until the latter stages 
of an investigation and its use is concerned with a greater emphasis 
on explanatory reasons. It accepts as an operating principle that 
no complex system can be fully known in all its interactive detail, 
and accordingly seeks to elucidate global properties that 
characterise core dynamics. 
The first models are concerned solely with steady state growth 
and their analysis generates a number of elementary results relating 
the growth rates of various sectors of the economy (and one may 
recall that the growth rate of government expenditure was identified 
by Keynes in his Genera~ TheopY37 as a possible control to counter 
economic depression). Subsequent models are concerned with the 
issue of cyclical gorwth. The essential question to which this 
thesis is addressed is what is the effect when short/medium term 
disequilibrium adjustment mechanisms are superimposed on the basic 
model of long term growth. Thus we are led to discuss the stability 
of steady state growth and to exami~ the possibility of persistent 
oscillations as may be relevant to theories concerning the business 
cyc~e (see Matthews 43 and the work of Goodwin23 , Harrod29 , Hicks 30 
and Hansen28). All models used are expressed in terms of continuous 
as opposed to discrete time not because the former is regarded as 
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inherently superior but merely motivated by mathematical convenience. 
In fact in terms of the digital simulation which was used to analyse 
most of the models the choice of a discrete time formulation would 
have avoided a number of serious difficulties which are discussed at 
the appropriate point in the text. For each simulation of the more 
complex models a program listing is given not only so that the 
results may be reproduced or extended, but also because this is an 
ideal means of specifying each model in a way which is absolutely 
unambiguous. 
The construction of any macroeconomic model may be generalized 
in terms of three phases. These are 
(a) definition of the variables, 
(b) formulation of identity relationships that are self-
evident following the manner in which the variables have been 
defined, and 
(c) specification of a set of behavioural relationships as 
is necessary to complete the model. 
Variables are of either an exogenous or en~ogenous nature - thus for 
example labour supply in the present work is of the former category; 
that is to say that it is determined by factors completely outside 
the scope of the model although it may still be subject to variation 
so that typically in the case of labour supply, for example, one 
might assume exponential growth. As a further example it might be 
assumed in a national model that the price of raw material imports 
is exogenous. All other variables are defined as endogenous o~ 
determined by the internal system mechanisms. Thus will be the case 
with the national output determined perhaps partly by national 
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demand or more directly by such factors as labour input, personal 
incomes, past consumption, profits and dividends, savings and 
investment, and by capacity in terms of total capital stock. 
With the single exception of capital stock each of the 
variables mentioned above represents a money flow. Fig. 1 (a) shows 
the flow of goods and the provision of services in the simple case 
of a closed economy with only 3 markets - for goods, labour services 
and capital services. The household block provides production 
activities with labour services and in return receives consumer 
goods. Production activities also make use of capital services and 
supply investment goods. Fig. 1 (b) shows the flow of monies in the 
reverse direction between the household, production and capital 
accounts. It is evident that by the principles of accounting these 
money flows must balance to give three identity relationships (the 
so called accounting identities) which are as follows: 
PRODUCTION ACCOUNT 
Consumer Expenditure + Investment Expenditure 
= Wages + Profits 
HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNT 
Wages + Dividends - Consumer Expenditure + Savings 
CAPITAL ACCOUNT 
Profits + Savings - Investment Expenditure + Dividends 
In addition to these identity relationships is the relationship 
between capital stock and investment expressed as 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Investment Flow Gross Rate of Increase of Capital Stock 
a.~ 
HOUSEHOLD 
BLOCK 
Consumer goo ds L abour services 
If 
PRODUCTION 
ACTIVlTIES 
I 
Inves tment goo ds C apital services 
Savings 
FIGURE 1 
CAPITAL 
STOCK 
(a) F low of goods and servi ces 
HOUSEHOLD 
r------~ 
ACCOUNT 
I 
Consumer expo Wages 
• 
PRODUCT [ON 
ACCOUNT 
Inves tment exp. Profits 
~ CAPITAL 
'------?j 
ACCOUNT 
(b) Flow of money 
Bleck diagram of a simple economy 
Dividends 
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Lastly in the modelling exercise behavioural relationships are 
formulated describing the operation of the various sectors - a 
simple example might be to postulate the manner in which households 
determine the disposal of their income. For a properly determined 
model the total number of identity relationships plus the number of 
behavioural relationships must equal the number of endogenous 
variables and the model is then solvable. 
In the following chapter discussion is limited to behavioural 
relationships which are linear. 
10 
CHAPTER 2 
LINEAR MODELS 
The general linear differential model with constant coefficients 
is described in vector-matrix form by the equations 
} (2.1) 
where the vectors x = [xl' x2, ... , xkl' and ll.= [Yl, Y2' ... , yml' 
together represent the set of n =k + m time dependent endogenous 
variables and z = [zl, Z2, 
-
... , zrl' is the set of exogenous 
variables. Each of the matrices Ai, Bi and Ci (i = 1, 2) are 
constant and for a properly determined system Al is of order k x k, 
A2 is of order m x k, Bl is of order k x m, B2 is of order m x m and 
is non-singular, Cl is of order k x rand C2 is of order m x r. 
The first step towards obtaining a solution is to eliminate 
ll. giving 
"!' 
or more simply 
dli. - Ax + Cz dt -
(2.2) 
This equations corresponds in control theory terminology to a 
foroed dynamio system, and to obtain the solution we first consider 
the equivalent free dynamio system 
Linear' Models 
dK _ 
dt - Ax. 
Now let the characteristic roots of A (given by solution of, 
IA - sri = 0) be AI, A2' •.. , Ak and let the corresponding 
11 
(2.3) 
characteristic vectors be PI, P2, •.. , Pk which we will assume to be 
linearly independent. Then by definition 
or writing P = [PI PkJ that is 
AP = DP, (2.4) 
where D is the diagonal matrix 
o 
D = 
o 
Now since the vectors Pi (i = 1 ~ k) are linearly independent thenP 
is non-singular and hence eqn. (2.4) may be rewritten 
Now if a solution to eqn. (2.3) is required let 
x = Pu 
and substitute in the equation to give 
or 
P dQ = APu 
af 
(2.4a) 
LineOX' ModeZs 12 
du 1 dt = p- AP.!!. = Du. 
Thus the system of k simultaneous first order differential equations 
represented by eqn. (2.3) has been transformed into k first order 
differential equations of the form 
duo ~ = Ai ui (i = 1 -+ k) dt 
which can be solved independently of each other giving 
u = Q(t) .!!.(O) 
where ufO) is the initial value of u at t = 0 and 
exp{A1tl o 
exp{ Aztl 
Q(t) = 
o 
Transforming the coordinates back to x the final solution of the 
free system is given by 
p_l x = Q(t)P-1lfJO) 
or x = PQ(t)p-l~(O). (2.5) 
Now if the matrix C is non-zero in eqn. (2.2) the solution to 
the forced system is obtained as follows. Again substitute ~ = P.!!. 
to give 
dQ _ p- 1 APu + p-l C~, 
dt -
du 1 
or Du = p- Cz. dt -
7 
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This equation can also be solved separately f 
or ul, u2, .•• , uk but 
retaining the matrix notation and multiplying by the integrating 
factor which is Q-l 
Q-l dQ Q-1Du = o-lp-1Cz dt 
or 
d (Q-l,!:!) Q-lp-1Cz. dt 
Integrating this last equation between a and t we obtain 
that is 
or 
u = Q(t),!:!(O) + Q(t) It Q-l(T)P-lC~(T)dT 
o 
x = PQ(t)p-l ~(O) + PQ(t) Jt Q-l(T)P-1CZ(T)dT. 
o 
This is the solution to eqn. (2.2). 
(2.6) 
In the case where A has less than k independent characteristic 
vectors which may occur with multiple roots, the derivation is 
similar although the diagonal matrix D must be replaced by a Jordan 
Canonical form (see Ogata48 for further details). 
Thus it is that the solution and characteristics of the linear 
model are easily obtainable. The free system may exhibit exponen-
tial growth or decay or, if some of the characteristic roots of A 
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are complex, oscillatory motion which one might expect to be damped 
in any feasible economic system. Additionally the endogenous 
variables may force other dominant characteristics on the complete 
model. 
Naturally this well developed theory for linear systems is an 
attractive reason for adopting such a model, but on the other hand 
it is obviously relevant to question the adequacy of the linear 
model as a representation of a national economic system (when the 
latter will clearly possess no~-linearities of numerous and varied 
kinds). It is possible however with linear models like those 
exampled below, not only to obtain analytic solutions, but also as a 
consequence to derive quite meaningful results in terms of economic 
equilibrium dynamics and to explore problems such as capital 
formation, utilisation of capacity and balance of payments. The 
linear model therefore can fulfil a conceptual role both as a first-
stage test bed to study means of implementing policy through 
external (government) control, and as a foundation upon which more 
sophisticated non-linear models can be constructed. 
2.1 An Example of a Simple Linear Growth Model (Model I) 
According to standard practice the following variables 
are defined: 
K(t) Stock of capital goods and assets (the term pZant is 
also a useful description), 
I(t) Current investment in new capital, 
yet) Gross national product (GNP), 
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eft) All consumption on goods and services, 
M(t) Imports of goods and services, 
X(t) Exports of goods and services. 
For a fuller discussion of the definition of these terms and of 
their measure the reader is referred to a general economic text such 
as Lipsey41 or Samuelson57 and/or Central Statistical Office 11 • 
To fix ideas it is convenient to think in terms of a time 
interval of one year, thus for example Y is the annual GNP. Also 
the concern here, at least for the time being, is with real values 
at constant prices. 
In the present model a single national accounting identity 
(comparable with eqn. (1.1» equates the national product with gross 
national income which has the three components of consumption, 
investment and net exports, 
Y = e + I + (X - M). (2.7) 
In the absence of capital depreciation (an assumption which will be 
questioned later) the capital stock is the total accumulated value 
of investment flows which may be written 
K 
dK 
dt = I. (2.8) 
Next let us take imports as a constant proportion, P of the 
national product on the assumption that at least the demand for raw 
materials if not also finished goods from the foreign sector will 
rise with the national product 
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M pY. (2.9) 
Now in a growing economy capital stock t mus grow to cater for the 
increase in production and so let 
(2.10) 
Further, in such an economy workers or households will not be 
satisfied if they do not share in the growing wealth; and With 
increased wealth the demand for consumer goods will g~ow. Again let 
us assume proportionate growth so that 
de 
at = gcC (2.11) 
where like gK' ge is also a constant. 
Finally, for the one remaining degree of freedom in this six 
variable model, consider the growth in exports. In addition to an 
exponential growth term (the more the home economy produces, the 
more it might expect to export) a built-in control mechanism is 
postulated so that the analysis may be potentially more fruitful. 
The idea here is that to produce one unit of output necessitates the 
utilisation of a units of capital stock or plant. The capita1-
output ratio, a is approximately constant for economies even as they 
advance with technical progress. Therefore Klo is the total produc-
tive capacity of the economy, only equal to Y under conditions of 
full employment of resources. Generally one might expect an excess 
of capacity of Kia - Y in the economy, which the greater it becomes 
may cause the producer to look further afield for new markets; 
exports can be expected to grow. The last equation of the model 
makes the rate of increase of exports proportional to both the level 
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of exports and excess capacity, 
dX 
-= dt gxX + q(K/a - Y) (2.12) 
subject to K/a - Y ~ O. The model is thus complete and in terms of 
the generalised form represented by eqn. (2.1) ~ = [K, C, X]', 
~ = [I, Y, M]' and there are no exogenous variables. 
However in this simple case eqns. (2.10) and (2.11) can be 
solved independently to give 
K = KO exp{gKt} 
and C = Co exp{gct }, 
and then substitution for C, I and M in eqn. (2.7) gives 
:~ = gxX + A exp{gKt} + B exp{gCt} - qX/(l + p), 
where A = qKO[l/a - gK/(l + p)] 
and B = - qCO/(l + p). 
Also writing gxx 
dX 
dt 
gx - ---q-- that is 1 + p' 
Hence the solution for X is 
if 
Alternative solutions are 
(2.13) 
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x = (Xo + At) exp{gt} + __ ~B __ exp{get } ge g 
if gxx = gK (= g, say) and ge t g; or 
x = (XO + Bt) exp{gt} + A exp{gKt} 
gK - g 
if gxx = ge (= g, say) and gK t g; or 
x (Xo + At + Bt) exp{gt} 
if gK (= g say). 
2.2 Constraints on Growth 
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(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
In order to interpret the above solution, consider the follow-
ing objectives which a government may wish to pursue: 
(a) to obtain the maximum possible growth rate in consumption; 
(b) to obtain a long term balance on the foreign trade 
account, that is X - M = 0 asymptotically; and 
(c) to retain a ceiling for excess capacity of lOO~% of 
total capacity, that is 0 < 1 - oY/K < ~. 
The characteristic roots of the model are ge, gK and gXX. We 
must clearly assume that both ge and gK are non-negative, but for 
gxx this will not necessarily be the case. If the built-in control 
in eqn. (2.12) is sufficiently strong so that q > (1 + p)gX then the 
third root will be negative. 
In the case of distinct characteristic roots, the expressions 
for the foreign trade and excess capacity are obtained as follows. 
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From eqn. (2.7) 
Y + M = C + I + X, 
that is 
(1 + p) Y 
= Xo exp{gxxt} + (A +~l gK - gxx gK-uj 
+ [gC ~ gxx + co] exp{gct}. 
Consequently 
X - M = X - pY = 
[xo exp{gxxt } + (gK ~ gxx - pgKKO) exp{gKt } 
+ [B pea) exp {gCt }]/(l + p) gc - gxx 
and 
1 - oY/K o 1 - KO (1 + p) x 
exp{(gXX - gK)t} + [ __ B __ + co) exp{ (gC - gK) t} gc gxx . 
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(2.17) 
(2.18) 
In attempting to match these results against the objectives the 
cases gc > gK, gc = gK and gc < gK will be considered separately. 
2.2.1 Case gC > gK 
If gxx < gc then to satisfy the balance of payments criterion 
we must have, considering the dominant exponential term in 
eqn. ( 2 .17) , 
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0, (2.19) 
and also to maintain excess capacity within bounds it follows 
similarly from eqn. (2.18) that 
o. (2.20) 
Eqns. (2.19) and (2.20) are contradictory so next consider the case 
in which gxX> gc (> gK)' Under these circumstances the coefficient 
of the dominant term in the balance of trade expression is Xo/(l + p) 
and in general this is non-zero. Again the objectives cannot be met. 
Lastly consider the case of gxx = gc where eqns. (2.19) and 
(2.20) take on the modified forms (referring back to eqn. (2.15) for 
this special equal roots case) of 
Xo + Bt - pCO = 0, 
and Xo + Bt + Co = 0 
respectively, which again are contradictory. We thus arrive at the 
important conclusion that the growth rate of consumption cannot 
exceed the growth rate of investment without leading to a balance of 
~ayments crisis and/or a shortage of capacity. 
2.2.2 _C~a~s~e-Lgwc __ ~g~K (= g, say) 
In this case eqns. (2.17) and (2.18) are somewhat simplified. 
If gxx < 0 then the balance of payments criterion requires, from 
eqn. (2.17), only that 
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o. 
or 
(A + B) = (g - gxx)p(Co + gKO). (2.21) 
Turning to excess capacity the first term in eqn. (2.18) can be 
ignored as it is asymptotically zero and the remainder of the 
expression gives by applying criterion. (c). 
0<1 _ 0 
KO(l + + gKO)] < t 
or substituting for (A + B) from above 
o < 1 - ~o (CO + gKO) < t 
which gives 
(1 - t)/o - CO/KO < g < 1/0 - CO/KO. (2.22) 
These are bounds for an acceptable growth rate in consumption and 
investments. Whilst the width of these bounds is governed by the 
acceptable level of excess capacity, the maximum growth rate is (not 
surprisingly) synonymous with full utilisation of capacity in wh1ch 
case exports must also grow at the same rate, because substituting 
for (A + B) in eqn. (2.21) 
q[KO/O - (CO + gKO)/(l + p)] (g - gxx)p(Co + gKO) 
where g = gmax = 1/0 - CO/KO or equivalently (Co + gKO) 
eqn. (2.22). Hence 
1 
qKO/o(l - 1 + p) (g - gxx)pKO/o 
KO/O from 
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that 1S 
q 
g - gxx 1 + P 
or gx = gxx + ---L- = g. 1 + P 
If gxx > 0 then the balance of payments criterion will be 
violated by exponential growth of the first term in eqn. (2.17) 
unless gxx = g. In this latter case (referring this time to eqn. 
(2.16» the equivalent of eqn. (2.21) is 
Xo + (At - pgKO) + (Bt - pCO) o as t -+ 00 
which implies that 
and Xo = p(CO + gKO) } A + B = 0 
simultaneously. But in general 
A + B q[KO/O - (CO + gKO)/(l + p)] 
- q[KO/O 
and hence the objectives cannot be met. 
2.2.3 Case gC < gK 
It remains to be seen in this third case whether there is any 
gain in investing at a higher rate than the rate of consumption. To 
maintain excess capacity within bounds the first term in eqn. (2.18) 
must be damped which implies that gxx ~ gK' Now if gxx < 0 the 
balance of payments criterion requires that 
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o (2.23) 
and the excess capacity constraint 1S 
i.e. 0 < 1 - gKO < i 
or (1 - ~)/o ~ gK ~ 1/0. (2.24) 
Eqns. (2.23) then determine appropriate growth rates for gx and gC' 
In particular eliminating gxx 
and substituting for A and B 
The bounds for gc are thus 
(1 - i)o - q/[p(1 - i)l < gc ~ 1/0 - q/p. (2.25) 
Once again the maximum growth rate is synonymous with full capacity 
utilisation and comparing with the similar case in Sec. 2.2.2 where 
the maximum growth rate for consumption was 1/0 - CO/KO' the present 
policy is superior only if 
CO/KO > q/p. 
CO/KO is a measure of some initial state of the economy, and in 
particular would be greater if the economy were initially in an 
unhealthy state (as characterised by a high level of consumption 
relative to a low level of stock). Under these circumstances the 
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present policy might be preferable. 
If gXx > 0 the balance of payments criterion can only be 
satisfied if gxx = gc or gxx = gK. In the former case we must have 
xa + Bt - pCa o as t -+ "" 
which is not possible as B f 0, and in the latter case 
o as t -+ "". 
The last equation requires that A = 0 and xa = pgKKa simultaneously 
and these two conditions in general imply two different values for 
gK· Again the objectives cannot be met if gXX > o. 
To sununarise the conclusions of the present section it has 
been shown that: 
(i) the rate of growth of consumption cannot exceed the rate 
of growth of investment; 
(ii) in meeting the objectives which are specified at the 
outset of this section it is important that any excess capacity be 
absorbed by a rapid expansion of exports so that q > (1 + p)gX; 
(iii) given (ii) it may be advantageous in certain circumstan-
ces to expand investment at a greater rate than consumption. 
Thus it is demonstrated that model I, despite its utter simplicity, 
does produce evidently meaningful and intuitively reasonable results. 
There is clearly scope for further study on this basic model by, for 
example, identifying a feedback effect in the equations which deter-
mine consumption and investment again considering their sensitivity 
to variations 1n excess capacity. We choose however to take an 
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alternative course, disaggregating the model into separate accounts 
for households , government, production and capital stock thus demon-
strating how insight may be gained to the internal flows of money 
such as savings and taxes - a fundamental instrument of 
policy implementation. 
2.3 An Expanded Model (MOdel IA) 
The following expanded model was first proposed by Parks and 
Pyatt 50 , 51 and the increased detail can best be defined in an 
accounting matrix as shown in fig. 2. The new variables which have 
been introduced are: 
G(t) Government expenditure on goods and services, 
Th(t) Government income from taxes levied on private households, 
Te(t) Government 1ncome from taxes levied on companies, 
Wet) Gross national wage bill paid to households, 
D(t) Income of private households from investment dividends, 
R(t) Total before tax profits on company activities, 
If(t) Investment in foreign accounts, 
Sg(t), Sh(t), seCt) Savings of government, households and 
companies respectively. 
In addition Crt) is amended in the present model to exclude 
goyernment spending and I(t) to exclude foreign investment. 
The entries recorded in the accounting matrix all refer to 
money flows. Money received by an account appears in the row for 
e 
production 
households 
tf) 
.- ~over nment a... 
Lu 
companies u 
W 
0:: 
capital 
rest of world 
.," 
FIGURE 2 
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W - . 0 • 
• Th - Tc · 
R .. .. -
· 
• Sh Sg I Sc -
M • . . If 
-
Social accounting matrix for model IA 
r.o.w. 
X 
· 
• 
· 
• 
-
--
tV 
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that account; money spent appears 1n the corresponding column. 
accounting convention the diagonal elements of the matrix are 
omitted as transactions within accounts are of no interest. 
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By 
The matrix shown in fig. 2 distinguishes six accounts. The 
first is the production account which is the consolidated trading 
account of all production activities. The next three accounts are 
the current accounts of the domestic institutions, namely households, 
companies and government. The fifth account is a consolidated 
capital account for all domestic institutions, and the last account 
is the combined current and capital account of the rest of the world. 
Tracing through the accounts, we see that production 
activities receive money from households in payment for consumer 
goods C, from government on account of its current expenditure G, 
and also from the last two accounts for capital and exported goods 
respectively. On the expenditure side, after payment of wages wand 
for imports M, the balancing item of profits R is paid to companies. 
The identity of receipts and expenditure on the production account 
leads to the expanded version of eqn. (2.7). 
Households receive income from company dividends D in addition 
to wages w. After spending C on consumer goods and paying taxes Th 
to the government, their remaining income is saved by payment of Sh 
to the combined capital account. 
All government income 1S made up from taxes paid by households 
Th and companies Te. Expenditure on goods and servic~G goes to the 
production activities and the balancing item here is government 
savings Sg. Sg can be negative if there is a budget deficit. 
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The only source of company income 1S profits R from domestic 
production. Some of this income is paid out to households as dis-
tributed profits D and to government in the form of taxes Te. The 
balancing residual is Se, which is company savings. 
At this point, we see that the combined domestic capital 
account has three sources of income, which are the savings of the 
three domestic institutions. This money is invested at home by 
buying capital goods I or goes abroad as foreign investment If. 
The balance of payments surplus in current transactions with 
the rest of the world is represented by the excess of X over M. 
This is offset in the final account by foreign investment If· 
Thus the accounting system is specified and the fact that for 
each account the total receipts and total expenditure must be equal 
leads to the first five independent equations of the model (the 
sixth equation is redundant because the system is closed). If how-
ever we adopt all the equations of model I there are still five 
degrees of freedom to be removed in order that the new model shall 
be determinate. Let us assume that the manner in which taxes are 
determined may be stipulated as follows: 
(2.26) 
and (2.27) 
That is households are taxed in proportion to their total income and 
companies are taxed in proportion to their profits with an allowance 
given for investments. In this still simple model taxes are 
applied linearly and the taxation indices th' te and ta are 
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all constant. 
Now consider the following hypotheses as some alternative ways 
of completing the model: 
(i) a policy for the determination of the division of 
national income between wages and profits; 
(ii) a policy for the division of company after tax profits 
as between reinvestment or distribution to households in the form 
of dividends; 
(iii) policies for the determination of saving or spending by 
households and government; 
(iv) a policy of zero foreign trade imbalance; 
(v) a policy of zero excess capacity. 
To adopt any three of the foregoing would make the model fully 
determinate enabling a solution to be found. As an example Hulme 34 
in some work on such a model adopted the following determining set 
of equations: 
wages are here set as a proportion of the domestic product plus an 
amount which increases with excess capacity; 
Sc = bI, (2.29) 
it is the policy of companies to save in proportion to their total 
investment requirement; and 
x M or If = 0, (2.30) 
there is no foreign trade imbalance. Finally instead of eqns. 
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(2.10) and (2.11) Hulme makes the following assumptions regarding 
the growth of household and public spending, 
de 
-= 
29 
dt (2.31) 
and 
dG 
dt gG + d[K/a - (W + R)}. (2.32) 
The equation for determining household consumption is similar to 
eqn. (2.11) but government expenditure is now made sensitive to 
excess capacity. Hulme was investigating the latter as an instrument 
of government control; and in fact in terms of the assumptions built 
into the model he was able to demonstrate that this means provide(Y 
only a relatively unresponsive control instrument (for further 
details the reader is referred to the original work). 
2.4 Sensitivity of the Model to Changes ~n Taxation 
In a similar manner to Hulme, we now demonstrate how the 
effectiveness of the taxes themselves can be examined in the expan-
ded model. The system equations remain unchanged except that d is 
set to zero in eqn. (2.32) and G henceforth grows at an exponential 
rate g. Fig. 3 shows the model equations in matrix form. 
The following elementary row operations are now applied to 
reduce the matrix equation to a four dimensional system in the 
vector [K, e, x, G}': 
OURCE K C X G Sh 
'qn. (2.8) .d dt 
~qn. (2.31) Q. - (c, +cz.) . · -c, dt 
Iqn.(2.12) 
-q/cr- · d dt -gx · · 
I qn.(2.32) · · · ;;'-g 
1 1 1 
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· 
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· · · · 
· · 1 
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1 · 
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· 
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· · · 
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RB + R14 and R9 - R14 to eliminate Sc; 
R6 + Rll and R7 - Rll to eliminate Th; 
R7 - R12 and RB + R12 to eliminate Tc; 
R7 + R9 then eliminates Sg; 
R7 + R6, R7 + RB and R6 + (1 - th) x RB to eliminate D; 
R10 . p, R3 + q x R10, R6 + (1 - th) x R10, R7 + R10 
and R13 + (1 - al + a2) x RlO to eliminate W; 
R6 + tc(l - th) x R13 to eliminate ~ 
R1 - R7 and R6 + (1 - th),{ta - b)R7 to eliminate I; 
and finally R2 - Cl x R6 to eliminate Sh' 
This reduction then leads to a characteristic equation for the 
state vector, 
s 1 
-lip 1 
-a2 t c /cr 
1 1 (ta-b) - (S-C2) I (l-th ) --(t -b) cl P a 
1 
+ (ta-b) --[1-tc (1-a l+a2)] 0 p 
-qlcr 0 s+qlp-gx 0 
0 0 0 s-g 
(2.33) 
The influence of the various tax indices may now be examined 
by root locus analysis (see Ogata49), subject to the adoption of 
appropriate values for the parameters. Values similar to those 
originally suggested by Parks and Pyatt and as amended by Hulme are 
used and are as follows: 
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al 0·599 a2 0·197 
cl 0·3 c2 -0·26 
p =o~n q = 0·00696 
a = 3 b 0·6 
gx 0·03 th 0·1575 
tc 0·4 ta 0·1 
Substitution of these values into eqn. (2.33) yields one positive 
real characteristic root of 0·067 and two roots with negative real 
part in addition to the root g, the positive growth rate of govern-
ment expenditure. Hulme's parameter estimates were based on Central 
Statistical Office data10 and accordingly the results are intended 
to bear some reflection on the U.K. economy. It should also be 
pointed out that Hulme used current price data and therefore, 
although an asymptotic growth rate of 6·7% per annum may appear 
large, it is intended to include the effect of price inflation (in 
fact the average growth rate of GNP for the period 1960-70 was 6·34% 
which in real terms was 3·24%). The actual value of g is immaterial 
to the present analysis but in view of the constraints on growth 
derived in the previous section it is clearly desirable that 
g ~ 6.7% unless the asymptotic growth rate of 6·7% can be raised. 
We now consider how the asymptotic growth rate of the economy 
is affected by manipulation of the taxation indices th and tc 
defined by eqns. (2.26) and (2.27). The most immediate way of 
assessing this effect is to draw root locus plots for each of the 
taxation indices. To obtain the root locus in the s-plane for the 
parameter k the characteristic equation (in this case eqn. (2.33) 
is written in the form 
or 
pes) + kq(s) 0 
1 + k q(s) = 0 
pes) 
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where pes) and q(s) are polynomial in s. Now when k = 0 the roots 
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of the characteristic equation are given by pes) = 0 and are known 
as the poles. The branches of the root locus, which originate at 
the poles, are then given by increasing k. In the ltmit as k + 00 
the roots are given by q(s) = 0 and are known as the zeros. 
Fig. 4 (a) is the root locus plot for k = 1 - th where the 
poles and zeros are represented by crosses and circles respectively. 
Fig. 4 (b) is similarly the root locus plot for k = tc and in each 
case the arrows show the effect of an increase in the respective 
taxation index. 
Apart from the root g eqn. (2.33) has in general three other 
roots so that in fig. 4 (a) there are for instance two poles which 
are real and negative and a third at s = 0·10 (the poles correspond 
to th = 1). As 1 - th is increased to infinity (th decreased) the 
positive root remains real but decreases taking the value s = 0·067 
at the estimated value of th (= 0·1575), and not reaching the branch 
point until th is negative. Exponential growth is thus assured for 
o < th < 1. Similarly in fig. 4 (b) the one positive root is real 
and moves from a pole at s = 0·057 to a zero at s = 0·10 as 
increases from 0 to 00. Hence it would appear that an increase in 
the rate of economic growth can be achieved by independent increases 
in either of income tax or company tax. 
In contrast to traditional engineering applications of the 
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root locus method, its application to economic systems focuses 
interest on the right hand half of the complex plane and in partic-
ular on the positive real axis. In order to examine the sensitivity 
of the system to changes in taxation more closely, that portion of 
the real axis which lies between s = 0·05 and 0·08 is magnified in 
fig. 5, in which plots are given for the asymptotic growth rate of 
the economy versus the taxation indices th and te. The current 
growth rate of 6·7% represented by the broken line is that given by 
the parameter values above. We can obtain a measure of the system 
sensitivity by taking the gradient of the respective curves at the 
current growth rate. For the household income tax curve this is 
about 1·35 relative to the value of the index; that is to say that 
as an approximate linear rule to double income tax would increase 
rate of growth by 1·35% per annum. Correspondingly it is clearly 
from the second curve that the system as represented by its 
asymptotic growth rate is very insensitive to changes in company tax. 
Whilst the above results are presented largely as illustrative 
of linear model techniques, it is never-the-less instructive to 
understand how they arise in the mechanism of the model. We can 
observe from simulation studies on Model IA that under increased 
income tax the consumption of households drops, although the 
standard of living is maintained to some extent by a substantial 
reduction in the propensity of households to save. The government 
as the recipient of an increase in revenue becomes the agent of net 
extra investment, thus leading to an increase in the asymptotic rate 
of economic growth. Similarly companies under pressure of increased 
taxation, whilst maintaining the savings policy of eqn. (2.29) will 
be forced to reduce dividends. Households suffer this cut in income 
much as if tax is increased although we have already seen that the 
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effect is not very severe. 
Thus in this brief excursion with a disaggregated version of 
the basic linear model it is possible to demonstrate the potential 
importance of control theory and systems techniques in one aspect of 
macroeconomics. However at this point we revert to the basic model 
to focus attention on the phenomenon of cyclical growth which is to 
be the main theme of subsequent models. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ELEMENTARY NON - LINEAR MODELS 
As previously suggested, the introduction of effective controls 
in a national economic system demands an understanding of both the 
economic mechanisms which prevail in that system and the way in which 
those mechanisms interact. However, whilst much is written in the 
neo-classical theory of economic growth on equilibrium solutions and 
conditions for their existence (witness the volume of a notable 
survey by Hahn and Matthews25 ), less attention has been focused on 
the study of such systems in disequilibrium. The reason for this 
state of affairs is not only that disequilibrium adjustment 
mechanisms are difficult to establish, but more significantly that 
the latter are likely to lead to mathematical models of rapidly 
increasing complexity. Never-the-less, if such a system has been 
disturbed from equilibrium (as will invariably be the case), or if a 
new equilibrium path is sought, then information on the dynamics of 
disequilibrium becomes necessary. 
The inherent stability properties of the growth paths of 
national economic systems raises a fundamental question which as yet 
remains unanswered. An apparently most plausible argument suggests 
that such systems are likely to be stable having survived broadly 
intact after many years of existence. This opinion holds that 
oscillations and fluctuations have been due to random disturbances, 
delays in applying corrective action and possibly, in some cases, in 
the implementation of totally inappropriate action. The models which 
follow in this and subsequent chapters are developed in an attempt to 
tackle some of these questions. 
Elementary Non-Linear Models 
3.1 A Simple Model of Cyclical Growth (Model II) 
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Whilst the models of the previous chapter have embodied growth 
somewhat by a leap of faith, we now look to technological progress 
and population growth as specific causal factors. Labour employment 
and unemployment subsequently feature in all models not only as 
stimuli for growth but also as key indicators of the state of the 
economy. Thus, whilst a steady rate of unemployment can be elimina-
ted in the long term by reducing the average working hours of those 
employed, fluctuations relative to the steady rate are socially 
undesirable and reflect a state of boom or depression. The model 
immediately becomes non-linear and the following new variables 
are introduced: 
aft) = aOexp{at}, the average productivity of labour, 
L(t) Loexp{St}, labour supply, 
E(t) 
wet) 
Y/a, 
wE, 
total labour employment, 
the national wage bill where 
wet) is the per capita wage rate. 
The present model, believed to be due originally to Goodwin, 
has most in common with model I and as such the single national 
accounting identity 
Y = c + I 
describes an economy which is closed (no foreign trade) and in which 
the activities of the government are not singled out. Furthermore 
we shall assume that all wages are consumed and that all profits are 
invested (this is the case of classical savings). Substitution in 
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the accounting identity gives 
or 
Y=W+I, 
I w (1 - -)Y. 
a 
Taking a constant capital-output ratio as in the previous 
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(3.1) 
models, the absence of excess capacity leads to the most elementary 
of production functions 
Y=K/cr, (3.2) 
where the economy is assumed to be operating at full capacity of 
capital. Using eqn. (2.2) to eliminate I we obtain 
ax dY 
dt = cr dt 
w (1 - -)Y. 
a 
(3.3) 
Lastly for present purposes it is assumed that the rate of 
growth of the wage rate is related to relative employment by the 
linear relation 
ldw 
w dt - y + p L 
E (3.4) 
The solution is facilitated by introducing non-dimensional 
variables 
w W 
U = a = y , share of wages } 
and E v=r; relative employment, 
(3.5) 
whereupon the system as represented by eqns. (3.3) and (3.4) can be 
reduced to these two variables. 
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Logarithmic differentiation of eqn. (3.5) gives 
1 du 1 dw 
U dt = -; dt - a. , 
and 1 dv d Y 1 dY - - = - 1og(-) = - - - (a. + (3) 
v dt dt aL Y dt 
whence on substitution in eqns. (3.3) and (3.4) gives 
and 
i.e. 
and 
1 dY 1 dv 
--=--+ 
Y dt v dt 
1 (a. + (3) = - (1 - u) , 
(1 
1 dw 1 du 
-; dt = u dt + a. = - y + pv 
du {- (a. + y) + pv]u ) -= dt dv r-:- u -= (a. + (3) - -]v. dt (1 (1 
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(3.6) 
The solution to eqns. (3.6) is obtained by firstly eliminating 
the term in uv to give 
where A = (a. + y) and B 1 = --
(1 
But again from eqns. (3.6) 
1 du 1 pv = -- + A and - - u 
u dt (1 
(a. + (3). 
1 dv 
=;-d-t- B , 
hence substituting in turn for u and v in eqn. (3.7) 
! du + P dv = A (! dv _ B) + B [! du + A), 
(1 dt dt v dt u dt 
i.e. ! du + dv cr dt p dt 
Subsequent integration gives the solution in the form 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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1 
u + pv - A 10gv - B 10gu = constant. a (3.9) 
Fig. 6 is a phase diagram for u and v and shows the cyclical 
behaviour of the system over time. The initial conditions determine 
the value of the constant in eqn. (3.9) and thus the amplitude of 
oscillation about the equilibrium point. The equilibrium is 
u = 1 - a (0. + 
v = (0. + y)/p (3.10) 
and is neutrally stable. For a small displacement from equilibrium 
given by 
ou u - u and ov v - v 
the system given by eqns. (3.6) reduces to 
ov = 
pov(U + ou) } 
Ou (v + ov) 
a 
or upon linearisation to 
~u" -~, u = puuv 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
The oscillation approximates to simple harmonic motion with frequency 
and moreover the frequency is independent of p, the sensitivity of 
wages to unemployment. 
Having thus achieved a meaningful result of this elementary 
formulation, the next section investigates the incorporation of 
plant with finite (limited) life. 
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3.2 The Economic Life of Plant (Model IIA) 
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In a technologically progressive economy it is hardly 
reasonable to assume infinite plant life. Whilst plant may be 
maintained in adequate physical condition by a suitable programme 
of overhaul and repair, such a programme will become uneconomic as 
more advanced methods, materials and machines become available. 
9(t) is designated the age of the oldest plant in operation, 
and will be referred to as the economic life of plant. 9 is 
determined according to the profitability of the plant in question. 
When plant no longer yields a profit because of rising real 
wage costs the economic life of that plant is deemed to have expired. 
Under circumstances in which wages were forced to drop relative to 
prices it is feasible that previously retired plant could profitably 
be recommissioned. Although one might reasonably expect this 
occurrence to be rare, it is not specifically excluded from the 
present model. The profit per unit time on plant installed at time 
T (subsequently referred to as plant of vintage T) and which employs 
one man is equal to 
afT) - wet) 
at time t. Again choosing a time unit of one year, this is the 
annual profit per man employed on plant which is t - T years old. 
The expression somewhat obscures the role of other production and 
raw material costs which may be considered small compared with wage 
costs. Alternatively and more precisely we can take the above 
expression as pure value added, where raw material and similar costs 
are passed directly to the consumer. According to the zero profit 
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criterion then, the profit is zero when t - T = e 
L so that 
aft - e) - wet) = 0 
or aft) exp{- ae} - wet) o 
giving 
(3.13) 
e is thus established as a key variable closely linked to the going 
wage rate, w. 
To specify the remainder the modified model, eqn. (2.2) is 
amended to account for finite plant life giving 
K = Jt I(T)dT 
t-e 
or in its differentiated form 
dK de 
dt = I(t) - I(t - e) (1 - dt)' 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
Finally in model IIA we adopt a wage equation to replace eqn. 
(3.4) which is closer to the curve attributed to Phi11ips 55, 
1dw 
w dt 
= _ y + pL 
u' (3.16) 
The linear dependence upon employment is replaced by dependence upon 
the reciprocal of unemployment, and this modified disequilibrium 
wage adjustment mechanism ensures that there is always an excess of 
supply over demand in the labour market. Phase plane trajectories 
will no longer cross the full employment boundary as happened in 
fig. 6 for model II. 
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Whilst the Phillips' curve has been the centre of some 
controversy particularly in recent years, Lipsey40 in a further 
detailed and eloquent analysis has broadly substantiated the original 
work. Despite its shortcomings, not the least of which is that it 
is based upon statistical data drawn from the period 1862 - 1957, it 
is adopted for the present purposes. 
The model is again complete. 
3.3 An Approximate Solution to Model IIA 
To obtain an approximate solution to the above model it is 
assumed that 
I(t - 8) = I(t) exp{- as}. 
That is to say, since the trend growth rate of investment is a, that 
in so far as investment at time t - 8 is concerned fluctuations 
about the trend are negligible. We are assuming that investment S 
years ago was at an appropriately discounted level relative to 
today's investment; whilst this is not the same as assuming that the 
economy was in steady state growth, it is an approximation of the 
same order. It then follows from eqn. (3.15) that 
dK 
-= 
dt 
But from eqn. (3.13) 
w(t) 
exp{- as} = aft) 
dS 1 dw 
and - a - = - - - a dt w dt 
by logarithmic differentiation, and therefore we get the important 
equation 
dK 
-= dt 
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1 dw I(1 - --) 
aa dt 
which defines the rate of net investment as the rate of gross 
investment, I, less the rate at which capital is scrapped, 
dw 
I dt / (aa). 
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(3.17) 
Reducing eqns. (3.16) and (3.17) to their non-dimensional form 
by again substituting in terms of u and v from eqn. (3.5) (and thus 
removing the exponential trend) leads to the two non-linear first 
order equations 
and 
or 
i.e. 
1 
w 
dw 1 du 
-=--+a dt u dt 
- y + --p-
1 - v ' 
dY 
(J dt (1 - u) Y(1 - 1:... dw) aa dt 
1 dY 1 dv 
- - = - - + (a + a) Y dt v dt 
1 (1 _ u) (1 _ .2!.. dw) 
(J aW dt 
1 du 
u dt 
= ~ (1 - u) ~ 
- (a + a) + --1 p 
- v 
1 dv __ (a + a) + ~ (1 - u) G -v dt - v L 
u 
a 
(- y + -p-)] 
1 - v 
(3.18) 
Figure 7 shows the (u, v) phase plane plot for eqns. (3.18) 
with a = O. The point of equilibrium is given by 
u = 1 - ~ 
p 
v = 1 - -'---
a + y 
} ( 3.19) 
The equilibrium can be proved stable by again considering small 
displacements au and av. The linearised form of eqn. (3.18) is then 
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a~ 
p 
= u all 
(1 - v) 2 
1 
(3.20) 
- u , 1 , 
av = v (- 2au - - au) 
a (] 
whence 
1 - u 
au = £. ; ; ---- (- 2au - !:... ab). 
(] (1 - ;) 2 a (3.21) 
The motion is locally one of damped sinusoidal oscillations or 
critically damped exponential decay. The frequency of any oscil-
lation is not now independent of p as it was in the previous model 
(although of course this is a numerically different parameter p). 
The phase diagram was computed by digital simulation using a 
simple Runge-Kutta algorithm and a trial set of parameters intended 
to be compatible with the British experience (the reader is referred 
to chapter 6 where the question of appropriate parameter values is 
discussed). In the region of the boundary of full employment wages 
are rising so fast that there is net disinvestment because of the 
high rate of retirement of capital. This unstable situation is 
rapidly rectified as the trajectories fall below the boundary of 
zero net investment which is given by 
1 - u p a (- y +~) o • 
Here is the normal region of operation of the economy. At the 
boundary given by 
p 
-y+-- 0 1 - v 
:~ = 0 by eqn. (3.16) and hence ~~ = 1 by eqn. (3.13). The vintage 
of the oldest plant in operation remains constant and this is the 
boundary of zero retirement of capital. 
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3.4 The Inclusion of a Price Effect (Model lIB) 
The recent United Kingdom experience of rapidly rising wage 
levels even in a period of high unemployment has further fired the 
debate on the determinants of wage levels and wage inflation. It 
has been variously suggested that change in unemployment rather than 
the level of unemployment is the key factor, or that profits or 
prices are the major determinants. The evidence, says Kuh 39 , for 
unemployment as the sole determinant and acceptance of the Phillips 
Curve appears contradictoy.y or at the very least not overwhelming. 
As a consequence of this situation it would seem desirable to 
investigate a modification to the wage equation. This is done, 
following Kuh, by introducing dependence of wages upon productivity. 
Let the index of prices in our single produce economy be P, so that 
Pa represents average value productivity which is included in the 
new structure. The relationship to prices is very close particularly 
as at present a 1S purely exponential. Eqn. (3.4) in the basic 
model (II) becomes 
ldw 
- y + p i + n P~ :t (Pa). (3.22) 
w dt 
Thus, in addition to the link between wages and unemployment there 
is a pressure to increase wages as average value productivity rises. 
The new parameter n determines the extent to which this pressure 
is effective. 
Coupled closely to the new wage equation is a price equation. 
A rise in prices leads to a rise in wages through the wage mechanism 
which in turn may lead to a further rise in prices; the familiar 
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elements of cost-push inflation are thus buH t into' the model. 
At this preliminary stage it is assumed that 
1 dP 
P dt 
ldw 
= § (; dt - 0.). 
Prices are adjusted according to the extent that the rate of 
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(3.23) 
increase of money wages exceeds the real growth rate of output per 
man. For further information relating to Britain the reader is 
referred to the works of Dicks-Mireaux and Dow14 ,lS where the 
interesting problems of parameter estimation are tackled. The 
extensive coupling between eqns. (3.22) and (3.23) calls for simul-
taneous estimation of the parameters using the technique of multi-
stage regression. 
The remainder of the basic model II is retained except for the 
inclusion of the price index to compensate for the measurement of 
goods and services which is in real terms. In particular the 
national accounting identity under the same classical savings 
assumptions leads to the equation 
py = W + PI 
or 
dK W 
I = dt = (1 - pa) Y. (3.24) 
Th h f als W Finally, as before, for employment e s are 0 wages, u, equ Pa· 
v =! = Land Y L aL Kia 
and integration of the system can now proceed. 
(3.25) 
Logarithmic differentiation of the identity for share of wages 
gives 
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1 du 1 dw IdP 
--=--
u dt w dt - P -d-t - a 
and hence using the wage equation (3.23) 
or, 
or 
~ l du = 
u dt 
(1 _ ~) 1 dP 
P dt 
upon integration 
p(l-~) = Au~ } P = A' UO 
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(3.26) 
where 0 = ~/(I - ~) and also A' is constant. It would seem reason-
able to assume that ~ < 1 (on the basis that wage costs are not the 
total component of product price) and hence that '.0 > O. Prices are 
linked directly to the share of wages. Of course if ~ is actually 
equal to unity the share of wages is fixed and the implication for 
prices remains to be investigated. 
Now taking the wage equation (3.22) and substituting for w in 
terms of u, 
l du + l dP + 1 dP a) a = - y + pv + n(-- + 
u dt P dt P dt 
l du + 1 dP 
-a(l - n) + l..e. (1 - n)- - = - y pv 
u dt P dt 
i.e. l dU[I + 0 (1 
- n) J -a(I - n) - y + pv. (3.27) U dt 
The remaining equation in terms of u and v which completes the 
model is unaltered from eqn. (3.6) and is 
l dv = l(I - u) - (a + S). 
v dt 0 
(3.28) 
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It is relevant to note that together eqns. (3.27) and (3.28) 
are identical in form to eqns. (3.6) which represent model II. 
The new solution may be deduced forthwith as 
[1 + 0(1 - n)]{[! + (a + 8)]logu - ! u} 
cr cr 
= - [a(l - n) + y] log v + pv + constan~ (3.29) 
The implication of this result and its similarity to the previous 
solution of model II is that prices are very much peripheral to the 
basic structure of the economy under consideration, unless the 
effect of either of the newly introduced parameters is to cri~ally 
change the stability. The new equilibrium is 
u = 1 - cr (a + 8) } (3.30) v = [a(l - n) + y]/p 
and to exam~ne stability again take small displacements ou and ov 
from this state. The system eqns. (3.27) and (3.28) reduce after 
linearisation to 
whence 
ob[l + 0 (1 - n)] 
OV = - ! ouv 
cr 
ou[l + 0(1 - n)] 
povu } (3.31) 
- ! vou. 
- pu cr (3.32) 
The linearised approximation to motion is again simple harmonic 
provided that 
1 + 0(1 - n) > 0 
1 i.e. n < 1 + 6 = 1 + (1 - ~)/~ 1 
Le. n~ < 1. (3.33) 
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When ~ < 1 the system will be unstable for sufficiently large n > 1, 
although the evidence (see the previous references 14 ,lS,39 again) 
suggests that such high sensitivity of wages to value productivity 
is unlikely to be achieved. 
In the special case of ~ = 1 however u is constant and eqn. 
(3.28) integrates to give an exponential solution for v. The system 
is then clearly unstable. 
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CHAPTER 4 
NON - LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL - DELAY MODELS 
The findings of the previous chapter have suggested that the 
price mechanism 1S merely an adjunct to the main structure and, as 
such, 1S not of itself likely to cause significant effects in 
behaviour. This is to be expected in the context of a closed model; 
prices are basically a numeraire for money magnitudes. Of course, 
for a nation with a substantial foreign trading account there will, 
as shown by Dicks-Mireaux15 in the case of the U.K., be a clear 
dependence between prices on the home market and import prices, 
which leads to a further potentially interesting area of research in 
the analysis of multi-national models. 
However from this point in the thesis we have elected to 
concentrate in more depth on aspects of investment and productivity 
rather than on prices. The models put forward in the current 
chapter improve on previous models in two significant respects. 
Firstly, time-delayed components are modelled explicitly and a truly 
vintage based productivity is included in the vintage model (Model 
III). The effect of population growth is investigated and found to 
be more significant than previously. Secondly the constant capital-
output ratio constraint is relaxed in the putty-cZay model (Model IV) 
which allows for a choice of technology. The resulting systems are 
expressed mathematically in terms of differential-delay equations 
(DDE) • 
The class of DDEs with which we are concerned is defined by 
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d?S.. _ 
dt - F (t, !!.. (* )) 
where x is an n vector whose argument is lagged (as denoted by an 
asterisk) and is moreover a function of the dependent variable, that 
is of the unknown solution itself. A simple example is the equation 
ax 
dt = x(t - x(t)), 
in which x is a scalar variable dependent upon t. 
Following the formulation of the vintage and putty-clay models 
and their reduction to DDE systems we investigate the existence of 
equilibrium states. An equilibrium state, ~ is a solution which 
satisfies the equation 
F(t, !!..e) a 
for all t. The determination of the equilibrium states does not 
involve the solution of the system differential equations, and the 
fact that lagged arguments are involved is at this point irrelevant. 
!!..e corresponds to a constant solution of the system (~= 0). Whilst 
non-linear systems can in general possess one or more equilibrium 
states, the equilibrium solutions found below are shown to be unique. 
Dynamic analysis of the models is the subject of later chapters. 
4.1 The Basic Vintage Model (Model III) 
According to standard practice in vintage model fOrmWation 
(see Allen l for example) Z(T) is taken as the aggregated output from 
all plant of vintage T. Such plant employs N(T) units of labour. 
Technical progress is embodied in the total capital stock which at 
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any time is made up of machines of different vintages. There is no 
substitution between factors either before or after installation of 
a new machine, implying that once in operation a machine requires a 
fixed crew and that eventually the machine will be retired to 
release the crew for work on new and more productive plant. Again 
the economic life of plant, 8 is of paramount significance. 
As in sec. 3.2 8 is determined by the zero profit criterion. 
The rate of profit at time t on plant of vintage T is 
Z(T) - w(t)N(r). 
This expression is zero for plant which is 8 years old and hence 
Z(t - 8) = w(t)N(t - 8). 
Summing the output and employment on all productive plant 
leads to expressions for gross domestic output, Y and the total 
employment E at any time 
yet) 
and 
E(t) 
It Z(T)dT, t-8 
It N(T) dT. t-8 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
The rate of growth of technical progress is taken as a (a 
constant) by assuming exponential growth in labour productivity on 
new plant in the form 
Z (t) aON(t) exp{at}. (4.4) 
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The ratio Z/N can now be eliminated between eqns. (4.1) and (4.4) 
to give 
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Z(t - e)/N(t - e) w(t) ao exp{a(t - e)} (4.5) 
or (4.6) 
This last equation compares directly with eqn. (3.13) of the 
previous chapter despite inherent differences in the definition of 
growth in labour productivity. 
For the time being constancy of the capital-output ratio is 
retained and we have for gross investment, I 
I(t) /Z (t) cr, a constant. (4.7) 
The models of the previous chapter are also extended by 
assuming a differential form of savings function in which Sw and sp 
are the savings rates on wages and profits respectively. Savings 
are matched by current investment so that 
I(t) SwW(t)E(t) + splY(t) - w(t)E(t)}. 
The classical savings situation which may be of interest is the 
special case in which Sw = 0 and 0 < sp ~ 1. 
(4.8) 
Substitution for I from eqn. (4.7) and w from eqn. (4.5) in 
eqn. (4.8) leads to 
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Substituting further for Y, E and Z from eqns. (4.2), (4.3) and 
(4.4) respectively gives 
oaON exp{at} == (sw - spJaO exp{a(t - 8)}J
t 
N(T)dT 
t-8 
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(4.9) 
The dependent variables in eqn. (4.9) are N(t) and 8(t). 
The model is completed by readopting the Phillips wage 
equation of model IIA, that is 
or 
1 dw pL 
--==-y+-
w dt u' 
1 dw 
w dt == -
where v ft N(T)dT/L. t-8 
(4.10) 
Logarithmic differentiation of eqn. (4.5) permits the elimination of 
w giving 
a (1 _ d8) 
dt 
- y + --p-
1 - v· 
(4.11) 
Eqns. (4.9) and (4.11) represent the final reduced form of the model. 
Eqns. (4.9) and (4.11) yield a differential-delay system in 
that not only does N occur in the delayed form N(t - 6)*, but also 
* This faat is perhaps 'more apparent when the differentiated form 
of eqn. (4.9) is considered (see eqns. (4.17) to follow). 
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the time lag itself is a time dependent variable. Furthermore it 
will be seen later that the variability in S is quite considerable 
thus invalidating attempts at small order approximation to fluctua-
tions in the time lag. The model is of the threshold type referred 
to by Cooke27 who emphasises two points which are the potential 
importance of models of the threshold type and, second, the fact 
that such models lead to a variety of mathematical questions, few of 
which have so far been answered. In fact it is both interesting and 
relevant to note that the above macro-economic model has much in 
common with some biological models of population and epidemic growth 
which have been discussed by Cooke and Yorke 13 • 
4.2 An Equilibrium Solution to the Basic Vintage Model 
Labour supply is assumed constant for the basic vintage model 
and written as L = LO' say. It is appropriate at this stage to 
introduce a non-dimensional variable 
net) N(t)/L = N/LO' 
whereupon eqn. (4.9) after division by aOLO becomes 
on exp{at} = (sw - spJ exp{a(t - S)}Jt n(T)dT 
t-S 
+ spJt n(T)exp{aT}dT. 
~s 
The differentiated form of eqn. (4.13) is then 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
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o(~~ + an) exp{at} = 
dS ft (sw - spJ exp{a (t - S)}a (1 - -) n(-r) dT 
dt t-S 
+ (sw - sp) exp{a(t - S) } [n(t) - n(t - S) (1 _ dS)] 
dt 
+ sp[n(t) exp{at} - n(t - S) exp{a(t - S) }(1 - ~~)J. 
Collecting terms and cancelling exp{at} we have 
dn r. 
o dt + Lao - sp - (sw - sp) exp{- as}]n(t) = 
dS ft (sw - sp) exp{- aSh(l - -d ) n(T)dT 
t t-S 
dS 
- Sw exp{- as}(l - dt)n(t - S). 
Finally we have 
v = ft N(T)dT/Lo 
t-8 I
t n(T)dT 
t-S 
or in its differentiated form 
dv = n (t) - n (t - S) (1 _ dS) 
dt dt • 
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(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
Writing n = n(t) and n* = net - S) and substituting v in eqn. (4.14) 
the model may be described by the following system of ordinary 
differential-delay equations 
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~ r ] o dt + Lao - sp - (sw - spY exp{- as} n = 
(4.17) 
dv dS 
dt = n - n*(1 - dt)' 
dS p 
a - = (a + y) - --dt 1 - v· 
The solution to eqns. (4.17) will coincide with the solution to the 
original model for some appropriately chosen set of arbitrary 
constants. In other words the process of differentiation has caused 
a loss"of certain information. 
To investigate the stationary equilibrium set h = v = ~ = 0 
and n* = n in the usual way. Denoting equilibrium values by n, v 
and S we have 
and v 1 - -~p­
a + y 
from the first and third of eqns. (4.17). The second of these 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
equations does not yield a solution, but reverting to the integrated 
form in eqn. (4.15) one obtains 
v It ndT t-e nS. 
Substituting for v in eqn. (4.18) and cancelling n, 
(sp - ao) exp{a8} 
Eqn. (4.21) yields a unique solution for S. Subsequent 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
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substitution in eqns. (4.19) and (4.20) g1'ves th e corresponding 
values for; and n. It is assumed that 1 > sp > Sw ~ 0 and also 
that sp > ao, so that 
is an exponentially increasing function of 8, and 
is a linearly increasing function of 8. Furthermore we have that 
fl( O) = s N~ < S p-~v P 
which guarantees a unique intersection to the curves y = fl(8) and 
y = f 2 (8) for some positive 8 = 8 as demonstrated 1n fig. 8*. The 
equilibrium life of plant is seen to vary between about 15 and 25 
years depending upon the parameter values chosen. The equilibrium 
value of employment v has already been seen to be independent of 
plant life and its value is clearly very dependent on the parameters 
in the wage equation. In equilibrium wages and output are of course 
growing, both at the constant rate a (this is evident from eqns. 
(4.4) and (4.5) and the economy is said to be in a state of 
balanced growth. 
Implicit in the present model has been the positivity of a. 
Whilst growth in technical progress cannot by definition be negative, 
the limiting case of zero growth is of some interest and is 
mentioned briefly in the next section. 
* Eqn. (4.21) also has a root on the negative 8 axis but this does 
not represent a meaningful solution in tenms of economics. 
Y 1·2 
'].0 
0·8 
Tri a! parameters 
oc =0·03 <T =3.6 
sw= 0·08 sp =0·55 y=f,(S) (exponential) 
t(D 
II 
0> 
5 10 15 20 25 
Plant, li fe, e (years) 
.(a) Uni queness of solution 
Sw sp oC. e (years) 
2% 22·0 
0 • 1 3% 1~·5 
5% 15·5 
2% 24·7 
0·08 0·55 3 % 22·5 
5 % 20·4 
(b) Typical solution values cr- = 3.6) 
30 
FIGURE 8 Equilibrium solution for basic vintage model-
-determination of value for plant· life. 
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4.3 The Special Case of Zero Growth in the Vintage Model 
For zero growth, a = 0, all plant is equally productive and 
must therefore be assumed always operational. In other words the 
lower limits in eqns. (4.2) and (4.3) revert to minus infinity. 
Whilst this interpretation is not strictly the limiting case of the 
vintage mode~ because the zero profit criterion has been abandoned, 
it is the only meaningful alternative. Additionally, with zero 
growth, the national average productivity Y/E is equal to the 
marginal productivity on new investment Z/N. 
Under these circumstances the model is identical, apart from 
the Phillips curve modification, to Model II with a = o. 
4.4 The Vintage Model with Population Growth (Model IlIA) 
It is clearly pertinent in growth modelling to understand the 
effects of variation in labour supply. Whilst the concept of an 
expanding economy with a growing labour force may seem a happily 
realisable situation, is the advent of the shorter working week, 
longer holidays, more education, etc. perhaps linked with a stabilis-
ation in total population likely to jeopardise subsequent events? 
In the present section we assume labour supply, L to equal La exp{St} 
and consider both positive and negative values of S. 
In the modified model relative employment becomes 
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v = Jt N(T)dT / (LO exp{St}) 
t-8 
= exp{- St}f
t 
n(T) exp{ST}dT 
t-8 
where the non-dimensional variable n is now defined by 
n(t) = N(t) / (LO exp{St}). 
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(4.22) 
(4.23) 
(One must expect that in equilibrium growth N will grow at a rate S 
to compensate for the growth in labour supply. This has conditioned 
the above choice of n; equilibrium solutions can again be sought by 
. , ) sett1.ng n = o. The differentiated form of the above relationship 
which replaces eqn. (4.16) is 
dv 
-= dt 
d8 
- Sv + n(t) - exp{- S8}n(t - 8)(1 - dt). (4.24) 
In amending eqn. (4.14) n is replaced by n exp{St} which gives, 
after division by exp{St}, 
o(:~ + Sn) + lao - sp - (sw - sp) exp{- a8}]n(t) 
de ft (sw - sp) exp{- a8 - St}a(l - dt) n(T) exp{ST}dT 
t-8 
- sw exp{- (a + s)e}(l - ::)n(t - e). (4.25) 
Substitution of v in place of the integral gives the final modified 
form of 
o dn + [(a + S)o - sp - (sw - spJ exp{- a8}]n = 
dt 
exp{- a8}[(sw - sp)av - Sw exp{- S8}n*J(1 - ::). (4.26) 
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Together with the unmodified equation 
de p 
a -- = (a + y) - -----dt 1 - v' 
eqns. (4.24) and (4.26) define the system. 
For a stationary equilibrium 1n n, v and e we have 
v = 1 - ---p--
a + y 
as before. From eqn. (4.24) 
Sv = n(l - exp{- se}), 
and from eqn. (4.26) 
a -(sw - sp) S (1 - exp{- se}) - Sw exp{- se}, 
or equivalently 
{Sp - (a + 8)a] exp{a8} 
(sp - sw) (1 + i) (1 - exp{- se}) + sp exp{- SO}. 
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(4.11) 
(4.19) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
Once again if a solution for e can be found from eqn. (4.28), n is 
determined by eqn. (4.27) given; from eqn. (4.19). Let 
fl(e) = {sp - (a + S)a] exp{ae} 
which is an exponentially increasing function of e assuming now that 
sp > (a + S)a, and let 
f 2 (e) = (sp - sw)(l +~) (1 - exp{- sell + sp exp{- se}. 
To examine possible solutions to eqn. (4.28) by considering the 
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intersection of the curves y = fl(8) and y = f 2 (8) several separate 
situations are identified. In each case however note that 
4.4.1 N[SP -swsw] Case S > ~ > 0 
(only applicable if Sw > 0) 
fl(8) is an exponentially increasing function of 8 and 
fl(O) < f2(0). f2(8) exhibits exponential decay to a limiting value 
ex given by f2(00) = (sp - sw)(l + e)' For the assumed condition on S 
f2(00) < f2(0) , and the solution of the equation fl(8) = f2(8) is 
clearly unique as shown in fig. 9(a). 
4.4.2 
(or all S > 0 if Sw 0) 
This case is as for the previous case except that 
f2(00) > f 2 (O). The function f 2 (8) approaches a limiting value from 
below as in fig. 9(b). 
4.4.3 Case 0 > S > -ex 
With negative S both fl(8) and f 2 (8) are exponentially 
increasing functions. For the assumed condition fl(O) < f2(0) , but 
the growth rate of fl is greater than that of f2 so that an 
intersection is again guaranteed. See fig. 9(c). 
y =f.z. 
S P - <r (oe + f.3 ) 
~------~-~----------------~ 
e 
(a) (3 > 0(. ( S D - S W) > 0 
Sw 
y 
Plant life I e 
y=f, 
§ Plant life,S 
(b) eX. (SP - S w ) > f3 > 0 
Sw 
y 
Sp-<r(d.+ J3) 
L-------~------------------~ 
8 
(el 0 > (3 > -~ 
• 
62A 
C~ •• ili h .. i, ,.,..., C"",II Ifi I".n fl"'lr \I in+ (,"'0 mnrlpl with Dopulation 
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4.4.4 Case a + (3 = 0 
This case calls for special attention in view of the fact that 
the functions fl(6) and f 2 (6) are identical, thus apparently admit-
ting any solution for 6. Whilst the operating condition a + (3 = 0 
is probably unlikely for any present day advanced economy, it may be 
worth pursuing in the sense of a limiting case. 
Let (3 = E - a and consider the limit as E ~ O. Returning to 
eqn. (4.28) whose solution gives the equilibrium value(s) of 6, 
we have 
(Sp - EO) exp{a9} = 
E - -(sp - sw) ( ) (1 - exp{ (a - E)6}) + sp exp{(a - E)6}. 
E - a 
Ignoring second order small quantities 
that is 
E 
-a 
(1 - exp{aS}) + sp exp{aS}(l - E6), 
(4.29 ) 
Once again the nature of eqn. (4.29) is such as to dete~ine a unique 
positive (non-zero) limiting value for 6 as a + (3 ~ O. 
This result serves to indicate the ill-conditioned nature of 
the equilibrium system as a + (3 approaches zero. The limiting case 
is of particular interest to the ~orZd modeZZer who is worried about 
resource depletion (for instance see the original work of 
Forres ter21 ), for it represents zero grm.;rth in GNP. The growth rate 
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of productivity, a is exactly matched by the decline 1n man-hours 
worked, S to stabilise consumption. However it is probably safe to 
assume that such a state would be hazardous to operate in view of 
the problems inherent in an ill-conditioned system. 
Operating states in which a + S < 0 are not considered 
relevant at the present implying as they do a reduction in standard 
of living (at least as measured by economic factors). 
Before turning to the dynamic properties of the above models a 
further formulation is introduced in which the constant capital-
output ratio condition is relaxed. 
4.5 The Putty-Clay Model (Model IV) 
The previous constant capital-output ratio models have implied 
a fixed capital-labour ratio at the moment that investment occurs 
without the possibility of substitution between factors. In con-
trast Bliss 7 has undertaken the rigorous analysis of a generalised 
model of economic growth which is characterised by a variable 
capital-labour ratio at the time of investment (putty), and a fixed 
capital-labour ratio thereafter ~lay). The type of investment is 
chosen according to a profit maxim~ing criterion (which naturally 
requires judgement on the future course of events). The extensive 
analysis of Bliss examines the state of balanced growth in a situ-
ation of full employment, but in building the putty-clay assumptions 
into the present disequilibrium models one might hopefully seek 
similar results to Bliss in terms of the existence and uniqueness of 
equilibrium solutions. 
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This expansion of the investment sector enta1°ls the d ° ehnition 
of the following new variables: 
k(t) = I/N, per capita investment on new plant 
Vet) the present value of returns on an investment made 
at time t, that is an investment in vintage t plant 
ret) the rate of return on investments made at time t 
Ht) the economic life of new plant as anticipated by 
entrepreneurs at time t 
A (t) the growth rate of wages as anticipated by 
entrepreneurs at time t. 
Eqnso (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.8) and (4.10) from the previous 
model are retained. To complete the production and employment 
sector a Cobb-Douglas production function of the type 
(4.30) 
is adopted where a and b are positive constants and b is also less 
than unity. (Whilst it is tempting to interpret the technical 
progress as solely labour augmented this 1S an unnecessarily 
restrictive view - the factor of (1 - b) in the exponential term is 
merely a device to simplify subsequent algebraic reduction.) The 
choice of this particular production function with constant returns 
to scale represents a compromise between the much broader class of 
production function considered by Bliss and the need to retain 
simplicity so that the resulting algebra is manageable. 
In the investment sector entrepreneurs make a profit maximis-
ing decision, the success of which is based on their ability to 
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correctly predict the future time path of wage rates. This 
predicted time path is taken as exponential at a rate A (that is an 
expectation of constant growth at any particular instant of time 
although the value of that constant will be reviewed from time to 
time in the light of experience). The future profit rate on new 
investment is thus anticipated as 
Z(t) - wet) exp{AT}N(t) 
after T years. The estimate of ~ is thus given according to the zero 
profit criterion by 
Z(t) =w(t) exp{A~}N(t). (4.13) 
The present value of returns anticipated as a result of 
current investment, I(t) is given by 
ft+~ V = t [Z(t) - N(t)w(t) exp{A(T - t)}] exp{- r(T - t)}dT, 
(4.32) 
where ret) is the current rate of return or discount rate which is 
constant for all plant of one vintage but time dependent in the same 
sense as A. To follow Bliss, the capital intensity of each type of 
investment is chosen so as to maximise the net present value of an 
investment designed to employ one man, and this net present value is 
zero by suitable choice of discount rate r; there is no pure profit. 
V - I = 0 subject to d~(~ - k) o (4.33) 
at any instant of time t. Strictly, of course, eqn. (4.33) does not 
in general guarantee a maximum but for the particular production 
function specified in eqn. (4.30) it proves to be sufficient. 
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Alternatively it is possible to define r as that rate of 
return which determines that there shall be no pure profit and then 
choose the capital intensity so as to maximise r. Eqn. (4.33) is 
then replaced by 
ar 
ak = 0 subject to V - I = 0 (4.33a) 
at all instants of time t. In the next section it will be shown 
that eqns. (4.33) and (4.33a) are in fact equivalent in terms of the 
present model. 
4.6 Reduction of the Putty-Clay Model 
A change of variable, s T - t, in the integral of 
eqn. (4.32) gives 
V = J~ [Z - Nw exp{As}] exp{-rs}ds 
o 
=zJ~ exp{-rs}ds - Nw I~ exp{-(r - A)s}ds 
o 0 
1 (1 {~}) _ Nw ___ 1 ___ (1 - exp{-(r - A)~}). (4.34) Z r - exp -r~ r - A ~ 
But from ~qn. (4.30) 
Z = ! IbN 1- b exp{a(l - b)t} = ! ~N exp{a(l - b)t} 
a a 
and from eqn. (4.31) 
Nw Z exp{-A~}. 
Hence substitution in eqn. (4.34) gives 
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V/N = ~ k b exp{a(1 - b) t} ~ (1 - exp{-r<jl}) 
- r = A (exp{-A<jl} - eXp{-r<jl})]. 
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(4.35) 
Furthermore, eliminating w between eqns. (4.1) and (4.31) gives 
Z(t - 8) Z(t) 
w - = exp{-AA-} --
- N(t - 8) 't' N(t)' 
that is 
or 
or 
~ kb(t - 8) exp{a(1 - b)(t - 8)} (1 
kb(t) 
exp{Acp} = ---- exp{a(1 - b)8}, 
kb(t - 8) 
A<P = b[1ogk(t) - 1ogk(t - 8)] + a(1 - b)8 
from which 
A ~ =~. 
ak (t constant) 
(4.36) 
(4.37 ) 
To follow Bliss differentiate eqn. (4.35) partially with respect to 
k with t constant, 
_ b [~) +! ___ 1_ ~ exp{a(l - b)t} 
-"k N or-A 
b 
x (exp{-Acp} - exp{-rcp}) "k. 
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But from eqn. (4.33) 
(V - I)/N = V/N - k = 0 
and thus 
b + !?. __ 1-.,... b 1 
OrA k - exp{a(l - b)t}(exp{-A<p} - exp{-r<p}) 
or rearranging 
b 
r - A (exp{-A<p} - exp{-r<p}) 0(1 - b)k1- b exp{-a(l - b)t}. 
(4.38) 
In association with eqn. (4.38) V/N = k which by rearrangement of 
eqn. (4.35) leads to 
1 
- (1 - exp{-r<p}) 
r 
1 
-~ (exp{-A<p} - exp{-r<p}) 
Ok 1- b exp{-a(l - b)t}. (4.39) 
Eqns. (4.38) and (4.39) together effectively determine the choice of 
investment. For given A and <p the per capita investment, k and the 
rate of return, r are determined simultaneously. 
Before finally completing the reduction it is interesting to 
reflect on the alternative investment objective represented by eqn. 
(4.33a). We first set V = I which gives eqn. (4.39) and then 
differentiate this relation partially with respect to k for each 
instant of time where both r and <p are functions of k. However r is 
maximised by setting ar = 0 giving precisely that same differential 
ak 
expression which led to eqn. (4.38). The investment behaviours 
characterized by eqns. (4.33) and (4.33a) are entirely equivalent. 
1, 
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This result is quite general in the sense that it is not a feature 
of any particular production function for instance, nor is it solely 
true of equilibrium or balanced growth paths. 
Reverting to the reduction of the model, substitute for the 
various variables in eqn. (4.8) to give 
- (sp - sw) ! kb(t - 8) exp{a(1 - b)(t - e)}f
t 
N(T)dT, 
a J~e 
and in eqn. (4.10) 
1 dw d 
; dt = dt 10gw 
= ..E... 10gr! kb(t - e) exp{a(1 - b) (t - e)}l 
dt La J 
= ..E...rb 1ogk(t - e) + a(1 - b) (t - e)] dt~ 
(4.40) 
= 
d [b 1ogk(t - e) + a(1 - b) (t - e)] (1 - ~~) 
d (t - e) 
rb k(t - e) + a(l _ b)] (1 _ de) L k(t - e) dt 
=-y+_P-1 - v' 
(4.41) 
Finally substituting n = NIL and c = k exp{-at} the model is 
reduced to the following system of mixed integro-differential 
equations in the main dependent variables nand e 
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aen sp exp{-at}I
t 
ch(T)n(T) exp{aT}dT 
t-S 
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- (Sp - sw)cb(t - S) exp{-as}I
t 
n(T)dT, 
t-S 
(4.42) 
r ~(t - S) .l dS Lb e(t - S) + aJ(1 - dt) -y+ pl(1 - It n(T)dT). 
t-S 
where eft) is given by the algebraic equations 
ae 1- b 1 (1 _ {} 1 
= r exp -r~ ) - r - A 
b 
= - (1 - exp{-r~}). 
r 
(exp{-A~) - exp{-I~}J) 
(4.43) 
The double eqn. (4.43) in e and r is derived from an elementary 
transformation of eqns. (4.38) and (4.39), and ~ is given by eqn. 
(4.36) which after substitution for k becomes 
exp{A~} 
abet) 
---- exp{aS}. 
ab(t - S) 
(4.44) 
A it will be remembered is the future growth rate of wages as 
anticipated by entrepreneurs, and in the present instance it ~s 
assumed that wages are expected to continue growing at their current 
rate so that 
1 dw It A = -- = - y + pl(l - n(T)dT). 
w dt t-S 
(4.45) 
Thus the model is now completely determined. Eqns. (4.42) possess 
exactly those characteristics of the vintage model noted earlier, 
but the complexity is compounded by the addition of the algebraic 
eqns. (4.43) through (4.45). 
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4.7 An Equilibrium Solution to the Putty-Clay Model 
Proceeding in the usual manner we set e(t) = e(t - e) = e, 
n(t) = n(t - e) = n and e(t) = e. (Once again the choice of 
variables is significant; a stationary condition on e implies the 
search for a balanced growth equilibrium in which per capita invest-
ment, k is growing at the exponential rate a in tune with GNP.) 
Substituting the equilibrium conditions directly in eqns. (4.42) 
gives 
oen Sp exp{-at}J
t 
- Cb~ exp{aT}dT 1 
t-e 
- (Sp - sw)Cb exp{-a8}~8 
a = - y + pl(l - Jt _ ~dT) 
t-e 
that is 
sp 
= -- (1 - exp{-a8}) - (sp - sw) exp{-aS}8, 
a 
ne (=~) = 1 - -p-. 
a + y 
Furthermore eqn. (4.44) gives 
A4> ae, 
where A = + - -,--",-P -=-:- = a y (1 - ~) 
(4.46) 
-
and thus 4> 8 (this is effectively a check; entrepreneurs anticipate 
that the life of new plant, $ will be the same as it has always been 
1 -e) Subst~tuting in eqns. (4.43) in the past, name y. ~ 
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(4.47 ) 
= ~ (1 - exp{-a6}) - (sp - sw) exp{-a6}6 
by use of eqn. (4.46). The right hand sides of eqn. (4.47) may then 
be solved for rand e whence ~, ~ and ; are determined by eqn. 
(4.46). A particularly simple solution to eqns. (4.47) in which 
r = a is available in the special case considered next. 
4.7.1 Case (1 - b)sw = b(l - sp) 
Now 
lim 1 (exp{-a6} _ exp{-r8}) 
r+a.r-a 
= exp{-a6} !im _ 1 (1 - exp{-(r - a)6}) 
~a r - a 
= exp{-a6}6. 
r = a is therefore a solution to eqns. (4.47) if and only if the 
following equations are consistent 
! (1 - exp{-a6}) - exp{-a6}S 
a 
= £ (1 - exp{-aS}) 
a 
= ~ (1 - exp{-a8}) - (sp - sw) exp{-aS}6. 
a 
The condition for consistency is 
s b (~- -) 
a a 
-1 
0, 
(4.48) 
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that is 
(1 - b)(sp - sw) - (sp - b) 0 
or (1 - b)sw bel - sp). (4.49) 
One reason why this solution is of particular interest 1S that 
classical savings in which Sw o and sp 1, is one such special 
case whatever the value of b. 
If the condition of eqn. (4.49) is satisfied the equilibrium 
solution is given according to eqn. (4.48) by 
(1 - b)(l - exp{-a8}) = exp{-a8}a8 
or exp{a6} a6 1 + 1 - b· (4.50) 
Eqn.' (4.50) will clearly posses a unique positive solution 
(discounting the zero solution) whose value will depend solely on 
the parameters a and b. Fig. 10 depicts the equilibrium solution 
-for 6 versus b for various values of a. For instance with a = 3% 
and b = 0·25 the equilibrium life of plant is about 18 years. 
4.7.2 Case (1 - b)sw ~ b(l - sp) 
The non-linear nature of eqns. (4.47) makes it difficult to 
determine equilibrium in the general case except by resort to 
numeric computation. Program ES4 in appendix 2 is an example of how 
the latter may be achieved. 
It is perhaps worth noting however that if the non-equality 
which represents the present case is only marginal, so that solutions 
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of the form r = a + E may be sought for some small E, then the 
analysis of first order terms yields 
~=1-
a b - (1 - b)sw 
b(1 - spJ - (1 - b)sw 
b - (1 - b)sw 
We observe that both positive and negative E may occur depending 
upon the savings rates, so that a is not a maximal value for r ~n 
this sense. Specifically if the savings rates are decreased from 
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values which satisfy the condition of eqn. (4.49) then, assuming 
that b - (1 - b)sw > 0, the rate of return; will be greater than a. 
This would seem to support a supply and demand theory for savings. 
With sp = 0·55, Sw = 0·08, b = 0·25 and a = 3%, ~ was computed 
as 7·0%. 
With the establishment of these models which generally are 
characterised by the possession of a unique balanced growth 
equilibrium solution we now turn to the questions of disequilibrium 
dynamics. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE STABILITY OF BALANCED GROWTH 
The accepted concept of asymptotic stability of an equilibrium 
state ~ of the equation 
, 
x F(t,!J 
is that every solution starting at a state ~o sufficiently near to 
~ converges to ~ as t increases indefinitely. For a system with-
out delays the situation is simplified in that for a given ~o and a 
given to the solution is unique; but for a DDE, 
, 
x F(t, ~(*)), (5.1) 
this situation no longer pertains. In the latter case a solution of 
eqn. (5.1) denoted by l(t) can only be determined when 1 is initial-
ised on some interval [to - q, tol where q > o. 
Accordingly we define the supremum (least upper bound) norm of 
1 as 
111(t) II = sUPs£[_q,Ol 11(t + s) I, (5.2) 
and adopt the following definition for stability. 1(t) is assumed 
to be a continuously differentiable function defined for all 
t £ [to - q, 00). For 0 > 0, ~ is said to be exponentially stable 
if there exists aD> 0 and d > 0 such that 
111(to) - ~ II < 6 
implies 
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l.t(t) - ~I ~ D exp{-d(t - ttY} 11.t(to) - ~II 
for t > to. 
This chapter is an investigation of the stability of the 
equilibrium states found to characterise the vintage and putty-clay 
models of the previous chapter. Each model which can be represented 
by eqn. (5.1) is rewritten in the form 
0' x (5.3) 
where ~(*) has been replaced by ~ + ox(*), and FL(oX(*)) is the 
result of linearising F(~(*)) about the equilibrium state ~e and 
setting F(!e) = 0 (as in fact none of the functions considered 
below is directly dependent upon t, the time variable is dropped 
from henceforth). FL is then linear in ox(*) and FR(ox(*)) is the 
residual function F(~(*)) - FL(OX(*)) which can be made arbitrarilY 
small in the sup norm given by eqn. (5.2) on the interval [to, 00). 
That is to say we can find a 0 > 0 such that for all solutions 
ox = ..t where 11.t11 < 0 
for all t > to and arbitrarily small E > O. 
The next step is to investigate the stability of the 
linearised system 
(5.4) 
using Nyquist and Pontryaginstability criteria for time delayed 
systems. The following question then arises. Can it be assumed, if 
stability at !e can be proved under certain conditions for the 
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linearised system of eqn. (5.4), that the original system represen-
ted by eqn. (5.1) is also stable under the same conditions? Fortu-
nately the result is affirmative as has been shown by Grossman24 • 
5.1 Linearisation of the Vintage Hodel lIlA 
The system equations for the vintage model with population 
growth are eqns. (4.11), (4.24) and (4.26) which, reproduced in the 
form of eqn. (5.1), are 
dn 
a[sp - (a + e)cr + (sw - sp) exp{-aa}]n acr -= dt 
+ exp{ -aa} [(sw - spJav - swexp{-ea}n*] 
(- y + p x -1--) , 
- v 
(5.5) 
dv 
an - aev - exp{-ea}n* (- y + 1 ~ ~), a -= dt 
da p 
a dt = (a + y) - y-:--;, 
where n* = net - a) represents the term with lagged argument. Now 
- - - , 
!!. = [n, v, al' is replaced bY!!.e + ox where ~ = [n, v, a] and the 
linearised equations are then given by 
0' x 
where ox = {on, ov, oal', and each of the partial derivatives is 
evaluated at x =~. This gives 
ao' n = all on - bll on* + a120v + a130a 
ao'v = aon - a exp{-eS}on* + a220v + ae exp{-SS}noa 
ao' a = a320v 
1 (5.6) 
where 
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a 
all = cr [sp - (a + S)a + (sw - sp) exp{-a8}J, 
1 
bll = -a Sw exp{-(a + S)8}(- y + ~) 
1 - v 
= ~ Sw exp{-(a + S)8} > 0, 
a 2 1 
al2 = -a (sw - s-> exp{-a8} + - _P- exp{-aS} 
P' a1-V2 
= 
a22 = - as - n (1 ~ v)2 exp{-SS} and a32 -P (1_V)2<0. 
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Again on* = on(t - 8) has a lagged argument. In writing down the 
characteristic equation of the linear system of eqns. (5.6) on(t - 8) 
is replaced by on(t) exp{-s8} or equivalently on exp{-s8} to first 
order. Thus the characteristic equation is 
all-bllexp{ -s8 }-as, a12, al3 
det a(1-exp{-(s+S)8}), a22-as, aSexp{-se}~ o. (5.7) 
o -as 
Expanding the determinant one obtains an expression of the form 
p(s) + exp{-sS}q(s) 0, (5.8) 
where p(s) and q(s) are polynomials in s of degrees 3 and 2 
respectively. That is 
and 
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p(s) = (all - as) (a22 - as) 
- as 
- a 
a32 -as 
(all - as) (a2s 2 - aa22s - as exp{-SS};a32) 
- a (- aal2s - a13 a 32) 
= - a
3
s
3 + a 2 (all + a22)s2 + a[-alla22 
+ as exp{-SS};a32 + aal2js 
+ a[- S exp{-S8}~all + a13ja32, 
q(s) = -bll(a2s 2 - aa22s - as exp{-S8}~a32) 
+ a exp{-S8}(- aal2s - a13a32) 
= 
2 2 -
a bUs + a(a22bll - a exp{-S6}a12)s 
+ a exp{-SS}(S~11 - aI3)a32' 
Denoting the coefficients ofsk in p(s) and q(s) by Pk and qk 
respectively it follows that 
Now 
a r. -b ll - all = a ~w exp{-(a + S)6} - sp + (a + S)cr 
- (sw - sp) exp{ -as}] 
which by the equilibrium equation for 8, eqn. (4.28) 
a a-
= cr exp{-a8}(sw - spJ i (1 - exp{-S6}), 
hence on substitution for all' bll and al3 
80 
(5.9a) 
(5.9b) 
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a 2 Po + qo = Ci n(l - exp{-/3S}) [a exp{-(a + /3)S}(sw - s~ 
a a -
- a(l + e - e exp{-/36})(sw - sp) exp{-aS} 
+ (a + /3)sw exp{-(a + /3)6}]a32 
where eqn. (4.27) has been used to substitute for v in the 
expression for a13. Further simplification gives 
a 2 -Po + qo = - n(l - exp{-/3S}J exp{-aS} (J 
x [(a + 8Jsw exp{-8e} 
x (1 - eXP{-8S}J]a 32 • 
a 
- a(sw - sp) (1 + -) 
·8 
Since a32 < 0 and assuming that sp > Sw we note that 
< 0 if 8 > 0 or 8 < -a < 0 
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Po + 
qo ! 0 if /3 == 0 or a + 8 == 0 (5.10) 
> 0 if -a < f3 < o. 
Also 
qo = a exp{-f3e}(8~11 - a13)a32 
= a exp{-f3s}~2 (;i + av)(sw - sp) exp{-ae} - C1cl,llJa 32 • 
Again since a32< 0 and bil > 0 and assuming that sp ~ sw' then 
qo > 0 for all £. 
It follows from eqn. (5.10) that 
Po < 0 if 8 > 0 or a + 8 < O. 
al~hough the condition on Po in fact holds for all 8. For if 
-a < 8 < 0 then 
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a [ a -
o (sw - sp) ~ (1 - exp{-~e}) - Sw exp{-~8}J exp{-a8} 
by the equilibrium eqn. (4.28) 
> 0 for ~ < 0 if 
Hence 
for -a < ~ < 0 since also a13 > 0 and a32 < 0 (see eqns. (5.6). 
Hence we conclude that 
qo > 0 and Po < 0 for all ~. (5.11) 
In completing general observations on the linearised system 
and its characteristic equation we also note that both leading 
coefficients P3 and q2 are negative in the form presented above. 
5.2 Nyquist Analysis for the Vintage Model 
'. 
The Nyquist stability criterion49 , 56 is derived from the 
encirclement theorem of complex variable theory. Let B(s) be a 
function of the complex variable s = 0 + jw of the form 
(s - Zl) (s - Z2) 
B(s) = e- AS -------------------------------
(s - Zm) 
(5.12) 
... , 
poles of B(S) and A is a constant. Now if C is a simple* closed 
* A contour is simple if it does not intersect itself. 
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contour in the s-plane then C will be mapped by the function 
represented 1n eqn. (5.12) into a corresponding contour r in the 
B(s)-plane. If C is traversed once in the clockwise direction then 
the change in argument of the complex number represented by the 
image on the r contour is given by 
6arg{B(s)} 
m 
~arg{e-AS} + L arg{s - Zr} -
r=l 
n I arg{s - Pr }· 
r=l 
(5.13) 
Now arg{e- AS } is simply -AW and hence as C is closed 
Also (s - Zr) can be interpreted geometrically as the vector from Zr 
to s in the s-plane. Thus 6arg{s - Zr} = 0 unless Zr lies within 
the contour C in which case ~arg{s - zr} = -2n. Hence if the number 
of zeros of B(s) which lie within C is Z (and assuming that none lie 
on C) then 
m I 6arg{s - Zr} 
r=l 
By a similar argument 
-2nZ. 
-2nP, 
where P is the number of poles of B(S) within C. In consequence it 
may be deduced from eqn. (5.13) that 
6arg{B(s)} / 2n = P - Z. (5.14) 
The left-hand side of eqn. (5.14) may be interpreted as the number 
of counter-clockwise encirclements, N of the origin made by the r 
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coutour (as C is traversed once in the clockwise direction). 
Now the linear system to be investigated, as represented by 
eqns. (5.6) will be stable if and only if the zeros of its charac-
teristicequation (5.8) have negative real part. Eqn. (5.8) may be 
expressed in the form 
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1 + exp{-s6} q(s) = 0 pes) , (5.15) 
or in short 
1 + G(s) O. 
To investigate the number of zeros, if any, of [1 + G(s)] which lie 
in the right hand half plane we choose as the contour C the special 
stability contour C' as shown in fig. 11 (a), and apply the result 
of eqn. (5.14). The contour C' consists of the whole of the imagin-
ary axis from -00 to +00, together with the infinite semi-circular arc 
which encompasses the entire right half of the s-plane. If any 
poles or zeros should lie on the imaginary axis then a small inden-
tation is made to the contour at that point as shown in fig. 11 (b). 
However, rather than substitute B(s) = 1 + G(s) in the 
encirclement theorem, we note that [1 + G(s)] and G(s) have the same 
poles and that the origin in the [1 + G(s)]-plane corresponds to the 
point (-1, 0) in the G(s)-plane. Hence by considering the map of C' 
in the G(s)-plane but by interpreting N as the number of encircle-
ments of the point (-1, 0) made by the r contour as c' is traversed 
once, the equation 
N = P - Z 
84 
jw 
(0) 
(b) 
FIGURE 11 Nyquist stability contours 
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gives the number of zeros of [1 + G(s)] in the right half plane. P 
can be interpreted as the number of poles of G(s) in the right half 
plane. G(s) is known as the open loop transfer function in ,systems 
terminology. A necessary and sufficient condition for stability is 
z = 0 (N = p), and this is the Nyquist stability criterion which is 
now applied to the vintage model. 
Where it is necessary to determine explicitly the map in the 
G(s)-plane of the Nyquist stability contour program SAJA is used. 
This program, which is listed and explained in Appendix 2, not only 
computes any number of points on the Nyquist map but also computes 
P, the number of poles in the right half plane, using the Routh-
Hurwitz algorithm (for details see Qgata48). Some typical half maps 
for the vintage model with variable population growth are shown 
in fig. 12. 
In the particular case of S = 0 when the characteristic 
equation has a zero at the origin and when we use the stability 
contour of fig. 11 (b), the map of the indentation can be determined 
by letting its equation be 5 = E exp{jw} where E is small and W 
varies from -n/2 to +n/2. Then the map is given by 
Now 
qo + qlE exp{jw} + O(E 2) 
z = exp{-E exp(jw)8} 
Po + PIE exp{jw} + O(E 2) 
= [1 - E exp{jw}S] [-1 + q, + Pl E exp{jw}] + O(E 2) 
Po 
(5.16) 
jw 
~ (-1. a) (a) Case N =1 
(b) Case N = 2 (wi th 
indentation 
at (-1. au 
jw 
• 
. ~(-1.0) 
.. 
(c) Case N = a 
FIGURE 12 Typical Nyguist half-maps of the open loop 
transfer function for the linearised Vintage 
85A 
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= 
= 
a22b II - a exp{-S8}aI2 - aIIa22 
+ as exp{-SS}~a32 + aa12, 
a 
cr 
by the equilibrium eqn. (4.21). Hence by substitution 
ql + PI 
e + ----
Po 
a
3(sp - sw) exp{-aS}a22] , 
craal3a32 
ae(sp - sw) + Sw 
= e ---------------------- > 0 if 
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It then follows from eqn. (5.16), since the coefficient of e: exp{jtH 
is positive, that there is an indentation in the contour r at the 
point (-1, 0) in the G(s)-p1ane which is a semi-circular arc 
traversed counter-clockwise from the lower to the upper half plane. 
This situation is as depicted in fig. 12 (b). 
The'resu1ts of the Nyquist analysis are now evaluated for 
three separate cases. 
5.2.1 Case S < 0 (a + S > 0) 
The Nyquist map for this first case is as in fig. 12 (a). 
In particular when s = 0 the open loop transfer function 
G(O) = IDL < -1 
Po 
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since Po + qo > 0 and Po < 0 from eqns. (5.10) and (5 
.11). Also as 
s ~ 00 along the imaginary axis 
which represents a clockwise spiral to the origin in the G(s)-plane. 
Thus, because of the symmetry, we may conclude that the number of 
encirclements of (-1,0) is ODD (typically N = 1). Furthermore 
since Po < 0 and P3 < 0 and pes) is cubic, it is evident that p = 0 
or 2; that is p is EVEN. Application of the Nyquist criteria tells 
us that Z is non-zero so that equilibrium is UNSTABLE. 
What then are the implications of this result? Certainly it 
is evident that active control policies will be essential to main-
tain balanced growth, although this is by no means the full picture 
as the result applies purely to the local neighbourhood of the equi-
librium. Investigation of the global situation in the next chapter 
produces further results of relevance to the control problem. It is 
interesting to note in passing that the U.K. economy has experienced 
a marginal decline in its work force over some recent years (see 
Central Statistical Office 12). 
5.2.2 Case 8 o 
Unfortunately the present case cannot be treated so neatly as 
that above and numerical computation of the Nyquist path is neces-
sary requiring the assumption of specific parameter values. The 
computation has been undertaken with various sets of such parameter 
values and the diagnosis has always been STABLE. The choice of-
parameter values is discussed in the next chapter, but the following 
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set has frequently been used and will serve to illustrate the result: 
Sw = 0-08, 
sp = 0-5, 
a 3-6, 
(5.17) 
a = 0-03 (3% growth per annum), 
y = 0-02, 
P = 0-001. 
The map in this case is as shown in fig. 12 (b), which was obtained 
from the contour shown in fig. 11 (b) since the system characteris-
tic equation has a zero root (PO + qo = 0). The map of the indenta-
tion has already been discussed above and the asymptotic behaviour 
as s ~ ~ along the Nyquist contour is as for S < O. Fig. 12 (b) 
shows that N = 2 and as P > N (since Z must be non-negative) we must 
have P = 2 also, from which the result follows. Again the result 
must be qualified as being a purely local phenomena although 
potentially more favourable than for S < o. 
5.2.3 Case S > 0 
For S > 0 the Nyquist path as computed with the parameter 
values of eqns. (5.17) and various S in the range o < S < 5% is 
generally of the type illustrated in fig. 12 (c) , where the point 
(-1, 0) is never encircled. In this case it is also necessary to 
compute the value of P using the Routh-Hurwitz method. The outcome 
is again STABLE. 
The Nyquist criterion is thus seen to be a useful tool for the 
economic analyst, which can be applied to any such linearised system 
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as was obtained from the vintage model. In the case of the putty-
clay model however an alternative technique 1S demonstrated which 
uses a theorem due to Pontryagin applicable in special circumstances 
which pertain in this model. 
5.3 Linearisation of the Putty-Clay Model IV 
The following analysis is undertaken for the classical 
savings case only where Sw = O'and sp = 1. Under these circumstances 
the equilibrium solution found in Sec. 4.7.1 applies in which; = a, 
<fI = e and 
as 
1 + l=--b (4.50) 
For this special case a further minor simplification of the system 
equations is undertaken prior to 1inearisation. 
and 
From eqns. (4.43) we derive the two equations 
= ___ b___ (exp{-A~} - exp{-r~}) 
r - A 
b (1 - exp{-r~}). 
r 
(5.18a) 
(5.18b) 
. f (4 42) we set the c1ass~ca1 savings conditions In the f1rst 0 eqns. . ~ 
and differentiate out, 
a a ft 
a at (en exp{at}) = at 
t-S 
cD(T)n(T) exp{aT}aT 
_ [be- 1 ft - S)e' (t - S) + a]cD(t - S) exp{a(t - S)}(1 - ~~)V 
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d It 
- ab(t - e) exp{a(t - e)} dt n(.)d., 
t-e 
that is, now using the second of eqns. (4.42) and eqn. (4.45) 
abn - ab(t - e) exp{-ae}(n + AV). 
But 
wet) =Z(t- e) =~kb(t- e) {(I b } N(t _ e) 0 exp a - ) (t - e) 
by the production function, eqn. (4.30); that is 
wet) = ~ cb(t - e) exp{a(t - e)} 
o 
Hence from above 
abn - ow exp{-at}(n + AV). 
Eqn. (4.45) is reproduced in the form 
and 
A=-Y+-P-1 - v 
1 dw 
A = W dt· 
Next we use the logarithmic form of eqn. (4.44) which gives 
A~ = ae + b(log{c} - log{c(± - e)}). 
Finally eqn. (4.16) is reproduced, that is 
dv de 
dt = n - net - e) (1 - dt)· 
(5.1Bc) 
(5.1Bd) 
(5.lBe) 
(5.1Bf) 
(5.1Bg) 
(5.1Bh) 
Eqns. (5.1B) now represents the complete system in the vector 
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x = En, v, 6, c, A, x, w exp{-at}, ~J' which is 1inearised as was 
the vintage model in sec. 5.1 about the equilibrium 
[ 6 6 -6J'. l!e n,n, ,c,a,a,wO' 
The characteristic equation of the 1inearised system is given in 
determinant form in fig. 13. This is subsequently reduced to a 
4 x 4 determinant equation by the elementary row operations: 
Rl • b, R4 t 0, Rl - ~S2 exp{-aS}R6, 
R4 - wOn6R6, R5 - R6 and.R7 - 6R6 to 
eliminate row 6 with column 5; 
R7 x Wo + R3, R5 t pl(l - ;S)2, R4 + awOR5 
and RB + sR5 to eliminate row 5 with column 2; 
R7 awO' R1 + (1 - as) exp{-aS}R7 and 
R2 • b + exp{-aS}R7 to eliminate row 7 
with column B; and lastly 
Rl x l oc1- b - ~S2 exp{-aS}R2 to eliminate 
a 
row 2 with column 6. 
The reduced characteristic equation is of the form 
0 0 a13 a14+b 14S 
0 a24+b 24S 
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cs-aw06 ns+b23 
0, (5.19) 
- (l-exp{ -sS}) -ns 0 C34S2 
b - 1 0 awO --woexp{ -s6} 
c 
where 
n v e c A r w e><p(-c( t} <P 
Ions 
%-e:l-e)(p(-~e} ~ e/"c.;I.p t~e} -b(l-~e) 1 0 0 0 (1_ b)1.a- c-b 0 )I. ~)(pt.~e} 
( 0 __ b b -I-b 0 -bexp~-o(e1 2 0 0 0 I-b <re. 0 -q-c. oC.. 
• 3 0 0 o(wo - ~woe)(p{-se} 0 0 1 0 
4 cr(cs -~woe) crwoa:. 0 ( 0-5 + <roC. <r"won.9 0 0- n:. (1 -t- oC.9) 0 
-bc"-') n. I = 0 det 
5 0 -Pi 1-(\.9)2- 0 0 1 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 1 0 sA-
- Wo O 
'.-
-7 0 0 -r:J::.. 
- ~ (I -exp{-sel) e 0 0 oL. 
8 -( 1- e~p[-s9J) s -nS 0 0 0 0 0 
FIGURE 13 Characteristic equation for linearised Putty-Clay model (special case only) lD 
---" 
and 
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1 -l-b [1 2 - b b - - J 
= a crc ~ (1 - b) crc- - ac (1 - ae) exp{-ae} 
1 -2 [1 
- 2 e exp {-a8}~ (1 - b)crc-b b -~ - -= exp{-ae} , 
ac 
- - e exp{-ae} -=- exp{-ae} 1 -2 - ~ 1 - J 2 awo 
= !: r:!.oc1- b (l - ae) - ! 62 exp {-a6}] exp{-aS} , awo~ 2 
a24 = n(l + ae), 
b24 = ne + a(l - ~6)2/p, 
= ~ (1 - ~e)2/p. Wo 
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The coefficients in the first row are somewhat simplified using 
the identity 
cre(l-b) = ___ b ___ S exp{-aS} (5.20) 
1 - b 
which is the steady state version of eqn. (5.18a). We have 
=------=:a~1.::....3 ---=~ = ! _b_ [0 - b )Ei - ~ (1 - as)] 
8 exp{-2ae} a 1 - b c ac 
and similarly 
= r! _b _! sl r~ _ ~.J, ~ 1 - b 2 J Lc acJ 
a14 = _l_r! _b ___ (1 - ae) - !2 eJ e exp{-2a8} awoLa 1 - b 
= a~o [~ - 1 ;b b sJ 1 ~ b 
(5.21) 
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bl~ = aw~o [=-28 + !a - 1 2+b b 6]1 b e expt-2aS} - b 
e 1 e b 
- ~ -j 
---- ---
awO a 2b 1 - b (5.22) 
The expansion of eqn. (5.19) gives the characteristic equation in 
the form 
p(s) + exp{-s6}q(s) o (5.23) 
where on this occasion both p(s) and q(s) are cubic polynomials. 
5.4 Stability of the Putty-Clay Model using Pontryagin's Criteria 
The Pontryagin criteria is a non-graphical means of 
investigating the roots of an exponential characteristic polynomial 
such as eqn. (5.23). For the purpose of applying the criteria, full 
details of which are to be found in Porter 56 , eqn. (5.23) is 
rewritten in the form 
F(s) p(s) exp{s8} + jJq(s) 0, (5.23a) 
where the factor jJ represents the ratio of the leading coefficient 
of q(s) to that of pes) so that p cap and q cap each have a leading 
coefficient of unity. 
Now if all the zeros of F(s) lie to the left of the imaginary 
axis in the s-plane, the vectors joining the zeros to a point s = jw 
on the imaginary axis will always rotate with positive (i.e. anti-
clockwise) velocities as w increases from -00 to +00. The latter is 
therefore a necessary condition for stability (Pontryagin also 
established sufficient conditions but these are not required in the 
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present application). If s = Zk is a zero of the characteristic 
equation then F(zk) = 0 and let 
F(jw) = pew) + jQ(w). (5.24) 
It follows, if the necessary condition for stability is to be satis-
fied, that the vector joining the origin to the point (P, Q) in the 
F(s)-plane must also rotate with positive angular velocity. Now 
arg{F(jw)} tan- 1{Q(W)} 
pew) (5.25) 
and d~[arg{F(jw)}J will always be positive if all the zeros of F(s) 
have negative real part. Differentiation of eqn. (5.25) yields 
:w [arg{F( jw) }] P(w)Q'(w) - P'(w)Q(w) p2 (w) + Q2 (w) 
where the primes denote differentiation with respect to w, and a 
necessary condition for stability is therefore that 
P(w)Q' (w) - P'(w)Q(w) > 0 (5.26) 
for all real values of w. 
As a corollary to the Pontryagin condition we derive below a 
result which is applicable in the circumstances of the putty-clay 
model. 
Lemma: If F(s) is an exponential characteristic polynomial of the 
form 
pes) exp{As} + ~q(s) 0 
where pes) and q(s) are polynomials of the same degree, k in s with 
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leading coefficients of unity, and A > 0 then the system is 
necessarily unstable if I~I > 1. 
Proof: Let s = jw and let w + 00 so that only leading coefficients 
need be considered. F(s) is approximated by 
F(s) = sk(exp{As} + ~). 
If k is even then 
F(jw) = Bwk(coS{AW} + j sin{Aw} + ~) 
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where B takes the value +1 or -1. Now, if F(jw) = pew) + jO(w) then 
from above 
pew) = Bwk(coS{AW} + ~) 
O(w) = Bwk sin{Aw} } 
and differentiation with respect to w gives 
P' (w) = Bwk (; COS { AW} + ; ~ - A Sin{Aw}) 
0' (w) 
which further approximates for large w to 
p' (w) 
-BwkA sin{Aw} } 0' (w) = Bwk"A COS{AW} 
Hence pew) 0' (w) - P' (w)Q(w) 
) 
= B2"Aw2k [coso..w} (COS{AW} + ~) + sin2{Aw}] 
= Aw2k(1 + ~ COS{AW}) 
which takes negative values as w + 00 if I~I > 1. Hence the stabil-
ity criterion of eqn. (5.26) is violated and the system is unstable. 
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If k is odd the corresponding functions are 
F(jW) = Bjwk(coS{AW} + j sin{Aw} + 11), 
p = -Bwk sin{Aw} } 0 = Bufc (cos Ow} + 11), 
p' 
-BwkA COS Ow} } 0' = -BwkA sin{Aw} , 
whence P(w)O' (w) - P' (w)O(w) 
= B2Aw2k [sin2{Aw} + COS{AW}(COS{AW} + 11)] 
= Aw2k(1 + 11 COS{AW}) as before. 
The required result is thus proved. 
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In the light of this result we can now examine the stability 
of the putty-clay model as represented by the characteristic 
equation (5.19). The leading coefficients are given by 
so that 11 b n b14 = -- (5.27) 
Fig. 14 shows variations Ln the parameter 11 for different values of 
a and b in the classical savings case. In all events the criterion 
Illl > 1 applies and as a result of the above lemma the system 
is UNSTABLE. 
FIGURE 14 
I~I 
60 
50 
40 
30, 
I 
0 
9E 
Variation in the stability parameter. }L for the 
Putt y Clay model (special case) 
• 
I 
0·1 
(J.t= ratio of leading coefficients in 
exponential characteristic equation) 
J"" rI-= 5 % 
K= 3 % 
"--oC. = 2 % 
I I I I ~ 
0·2 0·3 0·4 0·5 b 
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5.5 Postscript 
The foregoing chapter has demonstrated the application of a 
number of related techniques to examine the stability of balanced 
growth, and the results are summarised as follows: 
Vintage model { 
Putty-clay model 
S < 0 
a > 0 
unstable 
stable, 
unstable. 
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Such results are clearly important in understanding the economic 
mechanism and providing effective control policy decisions. In the 
models considered the equilibrium solutions were unique but this 
says nothing about the possible existence of limit cycle solutions 
which may themselves be stable or unstable. It has not been possible 
to find any such limit cycle solutions for the vintage or putty-clay 
models, but the situation gives rise to further questions. If 
balancrogrowth is stable the economist must be concerned with the so 
called domain of attraction of the stable equilibrium and the nature 
of the response when the system is disturbed within this domain. 
Alternatively if balanced growth is unstable, then what sort of 
divergent response follows a disturbance. To provide the full 
answer to these questions for a complex non-linear system is 
virtually impossible, although some progress is achieved by 
employing the tool of simulation. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DIGITAL SIMULATION 
The advent of the modern digital computer with a cycle time 
per operation of a few micro-seconds or less has elevated simulation 
to a most important tool of analysis. It has already been indicated 
in the'introductory chapter how this has led on the one hand to the 
development of large scale econometric models, although the present 
application is of a somewhat different character. We are able using 
simulation to study the effects of the complex non-linearities and 
time delays in the differential-delay models specified in chapter 4 
without recourse to an analysis of limited cases or approximated 
models as for instance in the previous chapter. 
Of course there are drawbacks. Firstly we are'dealing with a 
real continuous system* which we have chosen to represent by a con-
tinuous model, albeit primarily for reasons of mathematical conven-
ience. The technique of digital simulation requires that from some 
known initial state one advances in discrete time steps computing 
the new state of the model from the system equations at each stage. 
(By comparison analogue computer simulation is continuous although 
the difficulty of representing non-linearities and time delays 
render it inappropriate for present purposes. Analogue computation 
was however used to produce the phase diagram for model II in 
fig. 6.) Thus in digital simulation of a continuous system the 
* EVen this statement is contraversial for although agreggated 
variables such as output and wages behave as continuous variables 
they do of course represent the resultant of a great number of 
individual components some of which may vary in a discrete fashion. 
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~ differential equations must be approximated by a difference 
equation equivalent, which naturally leads to questions regarding 
the accuracy of the solution obtained as a representation of the 
solution to the original continuous model. Intuition suggests that 
this problem can be resolved and any required degree of accuracy 
achieved by an appropriately small choice of time increment; but 
this is to ignore error build-up characteristics which can occur 
from one step to the next. If such characteristics do occur then 
the numerical algorithm used to approximate the model differential 
equations is said to be unstable. Hence for long run simulations it 
is necessary to choose an algorithm which is numerically stable as 
well as choosing an appropriate time increment or step length (of 
course too pessimistic a choice of step length will result in 
needless computation and expense). 
A further drawback of simulation is the need to adopt specific 
parameter values at the outset. Not only does this pose the problem 
of estimation to which brief mention has already been made but also 
any results are conditioned by the particular parameter set to which 
they relate. In theory it is possible to vary the parameter set 
without limit but in practice this is obviously an area of compromise. 
The present chapter explains how these problems have been 
tackled in implementing simulations of the vintage and putty-clay 
models on the University of Warwick 4130 (I.C.L.) computer. At the 
same time the methods used are generally relevant to the simulation 
of any system of differential-delay equations and equally any 
digital computer. Each program is documented and listed in appendix 
2 in such a way that the results may be reproduced or extended by 
the reader. Additionally the programs are written 1n such a way as 
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they may be easily amended for the simulation of alternative systems, 
econom1C and otherwise. 
6.1 Numerical Algorithms for the Solution of a Differential-Delay 
System 
The complexity of the systems to be simulated governs the need 
for efficient programs which will achieve the required solution with 
maximum speed. At this stage we are not concerned with the differences 
between the vintage and putty-clay models but it should be noted that 
in the latter case each evaluation of the system equations will 
involve the solution of the set of non-linear algebraic eqns. (4.43) 
and that this may be necessary several hundred times per simulated 
year. For these reasons a predictor-corrector integration process 
is used with a self-adaptive step length mechanism. Automatic step 
length selection is particularly necessary with the delay features 
that are present because disturbances which may result in rapid 
movement of the variables (requiring small time incre~ent simulation) 
are liable to have a recurring effect with interspersed periods of 
calm (allowing relatively larger time increment simulation). If, 
for instance, an economy experiences a rapid burst of investment 
activity at time t the effects will be gradually absorbed in the 
economy until suddenly at time t + e, when an excessive amount of 
plant reaches its age of retirement, further repercussion will result. 
An outline block diagram for the simulation process is given 
in. fig. 15. This shows a number of independent subroutines 
(variously known in computer terminology as subprograms or 
procedures) central to which is the subroutine DERIVF. This sub-
FIGURE 15 
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routine is the only point where the characteristics of the particular 
model enter and it represents the evaluation of the derivative 
function of the state variables from the system equations. This 
operation may itself call upon either of the subroutines INTERP and 
INTEGRAL which are concerned with delayed variables. An historical 
record is maintained of all variables appearing with time-delayed 
arguments (designated HISTV for the scalar variable V). The storage 
is in terms of a discrete tabulation at a predetermined time 
interval. The subroutine INTERP enables evaluation of Vet - 8) for 
any delay 8 by cubic interpolation between the nearest four tabular 
points. Likewise subroutine INTEGRAL evaluates It Vet - T)dT by a 
t-8 
simple trapezoidal algorithm. Each section of the simulation 
process is now discussed. 
6.1.1 The Runge-Kutta Set-Up Process 
Fig. 15 depicts three initialisation steps which are necessary 
before integration can commence. Firstly a time scale factor, SF is 
set which determines the interval of storage for the historical 
record and corresponds also to the output interval. This interval 
is designated as one simulation time unit and SF is the number of 
simulation time units per year. Next the initial conditions are set 
which involves not only values of the state variables at t = 0 but 
also, because of the delay factors, values of the state variable on 
the interval (-00, 0); or in other words the historical records must 
also be initialised. Finally the initial integration step length, H 
is set although this value is not too critical as it is subsequently 
adapted in the simulation. The integration step length can never 
exceed one simulation time unit. 
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A fourth order predictor-corrector method is used in the main 
integration process of the simulation. The solution is thus to be 
advanced by extrapolation from the previous four solution points; in 
the usual notation Yl is estimated using the values Yo, Y-l, Y-2 and 
Y-3 together with the corresponding derivative values dyO, dY-l and 
dY-20 Thus in order to determine the first four solution points 
(three excluding the initial state at t = 0) an independent Runge-
Kutta subroutine is used which is designated 
RKUTTA(N, H, XO, YO, Yl), 
where the paramete~are as follows: 
N the dimension of the state vector, 
H the integration step length, 
XO the current value of the independent variable, 
YO the current value of the state vector, 
and Yl the calculated value of the state vector at XO + H. 
The formula for the calculation of the new value of the state vector 
is the n-dimensional form of the standard fourth order equations 
h (kl + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4), Yl Yo + 6" (6.1) 
where kl f(xO, YO), 
h 
YO + hkl) k2 f(xO + 2' 2 ' 
f(xO h hk2 k3 + 2' Yo + 2 ), 
k4 = f(xO + h, YO + hk3) 
and dy = f(x, y) ° dx 
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The subroutine RKUTTA naturally requires specification of the 
previously mentioned subroutine DERIVF which is in the form 
DERIVF(RT, Y, DY) 
where the parameters are: 
RT the current value of real time, 
Y the current value of the state vector, 
DY the calculated value of the derivative vector. 
These values at the first four solution points for the state vector 
and its derivative vector are then stored in arrays designated 
Y[I, J] and DY[I, J] respectively. I takes integral values between 
1 and n for each component of the n-vector and J values between -3 
and 0 to hold the four successive results. It is assumed that 3h is 
less than one simulation time unit at this stage so that the first 
output point has not been reached and the historical record is up to 
date. The main simulation is now entered (see fig. 15). 
6.1.2 The Predictor-Corrector Integration 
The following pair of fourth order formula are used ~n the 
main integration 
4h 
Y-3 + 3 (2dyO - dY-l + 2dY-2) (6.2) 
PREDICTOR 
and 
1 3h . .P yCl = 8 (9yO - Y-2) + 6t (d~ 1 + 2dyO - dY-l) (6.3) 
CORRECTOR 
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The predictor formula is that of Milne whilst the corrector is due 
to Hamming and is known to possess satisfactory numerical stability 
properties (unlike the better known Simpson corrector - see Ra1ston64 
for example). Eqn. (6.2) is first applied to obtain an estimate for 
Y1 (we shall call this estimate 1'1) whence an estimate for dYl is 
obtained. The latter is substituted in eqn. (6.3) to obtain yC l and 
if necessary dYl can be re-estimated to obtain a second corrected 
value, yC 1. 
To obtain an estimate for the error in each of these fourth 
order formulae substitute y = x S where Xl = Xo + h, etc. and where 
without loss of generality it may be assumed that Xo = o. If E is 
the single step error estimate then for the predictor formula 
and similarly for the corrector formula 
= ~ (0 + 32h s) + 3h (5h 4 + 0 - 5h4) - h S 
8 8 
= 3hS• 
Subtracting the errors in the above equations 
that is 
103 EC , 
9 
(6.4) 
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Thus the difference between the predicted and final and corrected 
values may be used as an estimate of the error in the final answer. 
This estimate is compared with a prescribed tolerance for accepta-
bility, and additionally is used to examine the possibility of 
increasing the integration interval. Doubling the interval of 
integration will increase the error estimate by a factor of the 
order of 32. In practice doubling of the interval is permitted if 
the error estimate is less than the prescribed tolerance by a factor 
of at least 100. 
In the present application the state vector is of course 
n-dimensional but the generalisation is trivial. The entire 
function is undertaken by a subroutine designated 
MHAMMING(N, H, XO, Y, DY, Yl, DYl, TOL, TEST) 
where the parameters are 
N, H 
XO 
Y, DY 
Yl, DYI 
TOL 
TEST 
as before 
the current value of the independent variable, 
the arrays holding the previous four solution 
points for the state vector and its derivative as 
detailed in sec. 6.1.1, 
the computed values of the state vector and its 
derivative at XO + H, 
the required accuracy expressed as an integer 
number of significant figures, 
the indicator of achieved accuracy; if TEST = 0 
the computed values are unacceptable, if TEST> 1 
the values are acceptable and if TEST = 2 the 
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integration step length may be doubled. 
6.1.3 Adapting the Step-Length 
The value of the parameter TEST in subroutine MHAMMING 
indicates one of three possible courses of action (the reader is 
again referred to the simulation block diagram in fig. 15). If 
TEST ='0 the integration step length, h must be reduced (it is in 
fact halved) and the computed values at xl are rejected. However, 
in order to initiate the predictor-corrector process again with the 
halved step length it is necessary to compute the value of the state 
vector and its derivative at X-l
/2 
and x- 3/2 which subsequent to 
adaption will become X-l and x-3 respectively. Furthermore although 
Xo and x-l subsequent to adaption become Xo and x-2 respectively it 
has been found more satisfactory to recompute the state vector and 
its derivative at these points also. Thus starting with the old 
value of the state vector at X_2' the step length is halved and the 
point x-2 becomes x-4. Subsequent values of the state vector and 
its derivative at x_3 through to Xo are then computed using the 
Runge-Kutta set-up process and the main simulation is re-entered. 
If TEST = 2 on exit from the MHAMMING subroutine the step 
length may be doubled subject to certain other criteria. Firstly it 
must be noted that in doubling h the ordinates (X-6, X-4' X-2. xo) 
are transformed into the ordinates (X-3, X-2' x-l, xo). Thus the 
values of the state vector at x-6 and X-4 in particular must be 
available. These values are therefore normally retained, but may 
not be available if the simulation has just commenced or if the step 
length has just previously been doubled. This is the first criterion. 
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The other criteria relate to output which, it will be recalled , 
occurs at one simulation time unit intervals. To monitor the sub-
division of the output interval in terms of the integration step 
length and the time to the next output are two integer parameters 
Q the number of times H divides into the output interval 
(one time unit), 
M the number of integration steps to the next output point. 
Doubling of the integration step length is not permitted to take 
place unless both Q > land M is even. Q and M are of course modi-
fied when H is changed and M is reduced by one each time the 
predictor-corrector process successfully performs an integration. 
If TEST = 1 following the MHAMMING subroutine no amendment to 
the integration step length is made. 
6.1.4 Output and the Storage of Historic Values 
An output point is reached when M = O. At this point the 
current value of the state variable is output together with any 
other information that is required. In an economic model many of 
the original variables may be lost in the reduced form equations but 
their values must now be calculated. Similarly it may be of 
interest to investigate the actual mechanics of the integration so 
it is helpful to output the maximum and minimum values of Q since 
the last output point. 
It is also at this point that the historical record is amended 
to accommodate the latest values. At the same time the oldest items 
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of information are lost for in practice the record must be limited 
~n length. If a new value of the variable Y is to be stored this is 
held under the designation HISTY[O] and the subroutine HIST0RY per-
forms the remaining function. The record for each variable is held 
in the form of a push-down list which is accessible either directly 
or via one of the subroutines INTERP or INTEGRAL. 
At the end of execution of the subroutine HIST~RY the value of 
M is reset to coincide with that of Q. 
6.1.5 Advancing the Solution 
The final step whether or not output has taken place is to 
advance the solution in anticipation of re-entry into subroutine 
MHAMMING. If no change in integration step length has taken place 
then a simple push-down operation is performed on the arrays Y[I, J] 
and DY[I, J] with the new values Yl and dYl being substituted at 
what now becomes the point Xo. This operation is performed by the 
subroutine UPDATE which is without parameters. The exception to 
this case is where the integration step length has been doubled ~n 
which case an amended routine is invoked to accommodate the 
transformation referred to in sec. 6.1.3. 
Thus the outline of a general procedure to solve a system of 
differential-delay equations has been given. The only sections 
relating specifically to the model are the subroutine DERIVF and the 
input/output routines, and thus the above discussion and the actual 
simulation programs listed in Appendix 2 are quite 
broadly applicable. 
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6.2 Implementation of the Vintage and Putty-Clay Model Simulations 
Appendix 2 in fact contains listings of three differential-
delay system simulations all with the characteristics described in 
sec. 6.1 but varying in respect of the model equations. The three 
programs are 
SS3 Simulation of basic vintage model III, 
SS3A Simulation of vintage model IlIA with population growth, 
SS4 Simulation of basic putty-clay model IV. 
Each program is written in ALGOL and has been implemented on the 
University of Warwick I.C.L. 4130 computer. All three programs have 
produced successful simulations and included in the documentation is 
a sample output from each. Before discussing these results however 
it is desirable to consider a number of factors pertaining to the 
setting-up of the particular economic models with which we 
are concerned. 
6.2.1 Adaption of the Equations for the Vintage Model 
In defining the subroutine DERIVF in program SS3 we use the 
formulation of the basic model represented by eqns. (4.17). The 
state vector is En, v, 8J' and the system is treated in this differ-
ential equation form except that where v appears on the right hand 
side of eqns. (4.17) its value is recalculated by integration of the 
historical record for n rather than using the value input to the 
subroutine. In this context it will be remembered that 
v = ft n(T)dT. 
~e 
(4.15) 
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This modification considerably improves the stability of the 
numerical integration process by removing a source of discrepancy 
which can otherwise lead to the build-up of error. The v component 
of the state vector is thus effectively redundant although it is 
retained purely for reasons of convenience. 
The same device is used in program SS3A where labour supply is 
variable and where the model differential equations are eqns. (4.24), 
(4.25) and (4.11). The relationship corresponding to eqn. (4.15) is 
v = exp{-~t} It n(T) exp{~T}dT 
t-e 
(4.22) 
and hence in this case an exponential discount factor is included in 
the historical record, HISTN. Program SS3A cannot be used for the 
constant labour force case (~ = 0) as numerically indeterminate 
expressions will result if ~ ~ o. 
6.2.2 Adaption of the Equations for the Putty-Clay Model 
For the putty-clay model an historical record is maintained 
for both of the variables v and e which appear in the system equations 
(4.42) through (4.45). The state vector adopted is [en, v, el' and 
we use the derivative form of the first of eqns. (4.42) which is, 
after some simplification 
cr[:t (en) + aenJ = {S~(t - e)[n - n(t - e){l - ~~)J 
- (Sp - Sw) ~cb-l(t - e)e' (t - e) - acb(t - e)] (1 - ~:)v} 
x exp{-ae}. (6.5) 
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The other system equations are the second of eqns. (4.42) namely 
r. c' (t - 8) J d8 Lb c (t - 8) + a. (1 - dt) = - y + P / (1 - v), (6.6) 
and 
dv 
-= dt 
d8 
n - net - 8)(1 - dt)' (6.7) 
Eqn. (6.7) is of course the derivative form of our old equation 
v It n(T) dT, t-8 (4.15) 
and the same device for v as was used in program SS3 is again 
employed. c' (t - 8) which appears in both eqns. (6.5) and (6.6) is 
also estimated using a simple difference approximation on the 
historical record of c, HISTC. In the case of the putty-clay model 
a problem arises in obtaining the value of n, or equivalently c as 
the first component of the state vector gives their product. 
The subroutine DERIVF which evaluates the derivatives of the 
system equations must firstly obtain a value for c by solution of 
the algebraic non-linear equations (4.43), (4.44) and (4.45) in the 
variables c, r, A and ¢. The variables A and ¢ are first eliminated 
(in practice this 1S done numerically) to leave a pair of simul-
taneous equations in c and r - basically the eqns. (4.43). This 
pair of equations is then solved by a two-dimensional root search 
process which is naturally extremely time consuming. A small 
economy is that because we are integrating with a relatively small 
step length the values of c and r obtained in the previous calIon 
DERIVF may be used as a reasonable approximation on the next call. 
Thus the value of c is calculated and hence the derivatives are 
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eventually determined. 
6.2.3 Parameter Estimates 
Although the nature of the present work does not warrant the 
use of sophisticated estimation techniques, data for the United 
Kingdom from the Central Statistical Office publication of National 
Income and Expenditure 10 is used as the basic source. To estimate 
the parameters y and p however we refer back to the original 
estimates made by Phillips 55. 
In its original form, as based upon data relating to the 52 
year period from 1862 to 1913, the relationship between the rate of 
1 dw 
change in money wages, w dt and the level of unemployment, U/L was 
estimated by Phillips as 
--- - - 0·9 + 9·638 1 dw [r;U)-1.394 w dt - (6.8) 
However one of several re-estimates made later by Lipsey40 was 
1 dw (U)-l [UJ_2 - 1·42 + 7·06 r; + 2·32 r; , ((j.9) - -- = w dt 
and although t~e Lipsey data source for wage rates was different 
(and it was argued superior) the curves when compared were almost 
identical. For our present purposes, since only the firs t two terms 
on the right hand side of eqn. (6.9) are to be used, the Lipsey 
equation is economized. We estimate (U/L)-2 by least squares using 
the frequency distribution of the original Phillips unemployment data 
to provide an appropriate weighting. The table below gives 
this distribution. 
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I I I I I I I I 
Unemployment % 0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 over 9 
Frequency (total 52) 1 5 10 11 4 5 7 4 3 2 
The resultant estimate of (U/L)-2 was found to be 
(U)-1 - 0' 30 1 + 1' 39 5 L ' (6.10) 
whence the economized form of Lipsey's estimate is 
w dt (U)-1 - 2'12 + 10'3 L . (6.11) 1 dw --= 
The graphs of eqns. (6.8) and (6.11) are compared in fig. 16 and as 
can be seen are almost indistinguishable at least between 1% and 4% 
(which is the most likely operating area). Finally converting from 
percentages to pure fractions our estimates for y and pare 
p = 0'00103 (~ 0'001). } (6.12) y = 0'0212 (~0'02), 
Together with a these parameters determine the equilibrium 
level of unemployment, and to estimate the former we can simply 
examine GNP (table I of C.S.O. lO ) which has exhibited almost perfect 
exponential growth since about 1950. Thus to obtain a datum for a 
consider for example the average growth in GNP for the period 1960 
to 1970 which in real terms was 3'24% or 
a = 0'0324 (~ 0'03). (6.13) 
Taking the rounded parameter values given in brackets in eqns. 
(6.12) and (6.13), the equilibrium employment level as given by eqn. 
(4.19) is 
v 1 - ---p-- = 0'98, 
a + y 
I Wa 
w 
7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ·8 9 10 
Unemployment (0/0) 
FIGURE 16 Approximation of Philli ps curve 
• 
11 . 
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which represents unemployment at 2% or just less than ~ million for 
the U.K. economy (which does not seem unreasonable). 
Estimates for the savings rates Sw and sp are obtained from 
NationaZ Income and Expenditure 197210 inwhich a footnote to table 19 
(income and expenditure account for the personal sector) gives 
personal saving as a percentage of disposable income for the period 
1961-71 with values ranging from 7·6% to 8·9% with a mean of 8·2%. 
Reference to table 3 (corporate income appropriation account) of the 
same volume enables a similar calculation to be made of corporate 
saving as a percentage of after tax income. The relevant data is 
presented in fig. 17 with resultant values in the range 47% to 55% 
with a mean of 51%. Thus the values of the savings rates are 
Sw = 0·082 (~ 0·08) 
sp = 0·51 (~0·5). } (6.14) 
The estimation procedure for the constant capital-output ratio, 
a in the vintage model is not altogether satisfactory for although 
table 64 of NationaZ Income and Expenditur~ 1972 gives values for 
gross capital stock at 1963 replacement cost, we have no means of 
determining the full capacity output potential of the capital. The 
best we can do is to ignore any under-utilisation of capacity, but 
for our purposes this will hardly matter. Gross domestic product at 
1963 market prices is given in table 14 of NationaZ Income and 
Expenditure, 1972. The ratio of gross capital stock to gross 
domestic product for the period 1961-71 is then as in the following 
table. 
Year '61 '62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67 '68 '69 '70 '71 
Capital/Output Ratio 3·4 3·5 3·5 3·4 3·5 3·5 3·6 3·6 3·7 3·8 3·8 
1.million 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 
Total income 6,252 6,408 7,090 7,892 8,481 8,301 8,872 10,059 10,605 11,112 12,357 
less Taxes paid in 
1,452 1,407 1.443 1,755 1,484 1,904 2,064 2,730 2,875 2,846 2,886 
UK. and abroad 
Net d i sposdble 
4,800 5,001 
income 
5,647 6,137 6,997 6,397 6,808 7,329 7,730 8,366 9,471 
I 
Undistributed 2,588 2,6e6 3,114 3,388 3,879 3,095 3,349 3,493 3,605 3,945 4,932 
~ 
income (saving) 
.. 
Saving as a % of 54 54 55 55 55 48 49· 48 47 47 52 
. disposable income 
source: National Income and Expenditure 1972. 
FI GURE 17 Corporate income appropriation account for U.K.1961-1971 -->. 
-->. 
...... 
» 
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Thus in the vintage model we take 
a (6.15) 
No value is estimated for the Cobb-Douglas parameter, b in the 
variable capital-output ratio putty-clay model but its value is 
generally assumed to lie in the range 0'25 to 0'5. 
6.2.4 Input/Output Variables and Initial Conditions 
The type of differential-delay model to be simulated can be 
regarded as an infinite dimensional system, and in prescribing 
initial conditions it is necessary in practice to set up a string of 
initial values for the delayed variab1e(s) on the interval 
t = [-T, 0] as well as values at t = 0 for the remaining non-delayed 
dependent variables. T takes some value in excess of the largest 
delay 6 that is likely to occur. However, this having been said the 
initial conditions, vo, 60 and nO(T)* where T belongs to [-T, 0] 
must be chosen to be consistent with the equation 
vo (6.16) 
which is the reduction of eqn. (4.22) at t = o. This applies to 
both the vintage and putty-clay models, where of course in the 
simulation no(T) is held as a discrete function. 
* The zero subscript will be used to denote initial conditions 
which are at t = 0, and in particular no(T) is the initial value 
of the time delayed variable n which is a function of T for T ~ o. 
For simplicity nolO) is denoted just by no· 
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What we have chosen to do for all presently reported simulation 
studies is to assume that nO(T) = n for T < 0; that is we assume 
that the system was in equilibrium up until time t = 0 when a dis-
turbance occurs. This disturbance is imposed upon the system by 
means of the initial values Uo and Vo representing the share of wages 
and employment respectively. For the vintage model u is given by 
wE 
U = y' 
but from eqns. (4.7) and (4.8) 
a Z (sw - Sp)WE + SpY 
~W - sp(l - ~)JWE. 
Substituting for z and W from eqns. (4.4) and (4.5) 
oaON exp{at} = [sw - sp(l - ~)Jao exp{Cl(t - 6) }E; 
that is 
on = rs - S (1 - !)] exp{- Cl6}v. L.:w p u 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
Hence given Uo and vo' nO and 60 can be determined between eqns. 
(6.16) and (6.18). The actual evaluation of no and 60 is carried 
out numerically as part of the initialisation process of the 
simulation. 
Similarly for the putty-clay model substituting in eqn. (4.8) 
I = [sw - sp(l - ~)JWE, 
but this time from eqn. (4.1) 
w 
Z (t - e) 
N(t - e) 
DigitaZ SimuZation 
1 
= cr Ib(t - e)~b(t - e) exp{a(l - b)(t - e)} 
byeqn. (4.30). Substituting for k = I/N c exp{at} we get 
acN exp{at} = [sw - sp(l - ~)Jcb(t - e) exp{a(t - e)}E, 
or 
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acn = [sw - sp(l - ~)Jcb~t - e) exp{-ae}v. (6.19) 
Soonce againgivenuo and va and assumingthatco(rJ=c for T < 0 the 
initial value of the state vector [cono, va' eo]' is determined by 
eqns.(6.16) and (6.19), and the putty-clay simulation can proceed. 
In both simulation programs SS3 and SS4 the variables u and v 
are included in the print list at each output point. 
6.3 Results from simulation runs 
A selection of results is illustrated below as representative 
of the characteristics displayed over many runs with various para-
meter settings for both the vintage and putty-clay models. The 
pattern that emerged was very similar even between the two basic 
models, except of course that the much more complex putty-clay simu-
1ation was considerably slower - by a factor of the order of 60 (for 
the vintage model on the Warwick University 4130 configuration 
approximately 20 years was simulated in a CPU time interval of 
one minute). 
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Fig. 18 (a) depicts a number of solution trajectories in the 
{u, v)-phase plane for the basic vintage model with constant labour 
supply. In this case the parameter values are exactly as derived ~n 
sec. 6.2.3, and the equilibrium point shown in the figure was as 
computed in the stability analysis program SA3A to give, in 
particular, an equilibrium unemployment level of 2%. For the initial 
conditions demonstrated; has been disturbed by up to ±!%, and the 
resulting trajectories have been allowed to run for 10 years. Time 
scale markings along the trajectories are in years. 
First of all the similarity with the phase diagram trajectories 
for model IIA shown in fig. 7 is striking. The same rapid initial 
response is observed, so that after the first year the deviation of 
unemployment from its equilibrium value has been largely eliminated. 
This phase is followed by a slow correction of the wage share 
towards its equilibrium value, u. The stability result predicted in 
sec. 5.2.2 is confirmed as shown more clearly in fig. 18 (b), where 
the simulation has been allowed to run for 50 years with identical 
parameter settings. Here the trajectory is clearly seen to cycle in 
towards the point of equilibrium growth. 
Whilst the time scale of this second phase of the motion 
diminishes its practical importance, it is nevertheless interesting 
to observe the effect of the time delay in the system. Let t = to 
at the start of a run and let the simulation time at subsequent 
turning points of the trajectory be tI, t2, t3, etc. as shown in 
fig. 18 (b). We observe that at t = t2 the life of plant variable 
(not shown in the phase diagram) is 
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and similarly at t3, t4 and ts that 
t4 - t2, 
ts - t3, etc. 
The movement of the economy from to to tl is perpetuated in a sig-
nificant change in employment between t2 and t3, and then again 
between t4 and ts and repeatedly until the effect is damped out. 
The mean period of the cyclical component of the motion is thus 29. 
Figs. 19 (a) and (b) show the same effect after a modification 
of parameter values. This is a classical savings case with a number 
of different length runs. Of course many of the trajectories inter-
sect one another as for example runs 8/2 and 14/1 in fig. 19 (a) 
which again results from the time delay characteristics of the model. 
Fig. 20 refers to the vintage model IlIA with population growth. 
We revert back to the original parameters of sec. 5.2.3 with labour 
supply now growing at 2% per annum. Again the equilibrium point is 
calculated by program SA3A and the simulation run using program SS3A 
which is also included in appendix 2. The latter program is a minor 
modification of that used to generate the trajectories in figs. 18 
and 19. As can be seen however the effect of introducing growth in 
labour supply is very small compared with the earlier results. 
Again the stable equilibrium prediction of sec. 5.2.3 is confirmed. 
The last case for the vintage model is that in which labour 
supply is decreasing, and the Nyquist analysis in sec. 5.2.2 has 
already shown that equilibrium growth js unstable in this situation. 
Fig. 21 shows a number of different trajectories computed with 
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a = -2%. Significantly the initial rapid response of the system ~n 
which the disturbance in unemployment is approximately corrected is 
still characteristic and this is a stabiZising response. It is only 
after this initial phase that the system slowly drifts away from the 
point of equilibrium growth as disturbances in the time delayed 
variables begin to affect the system (remember that for t < to the 
system was assumed to be in balanced growth). Thus the consequences 
for control are evidently not too gloomy. 
Finally fig. 22 depicts trajectories from a number of runs of 
program SS4 which simulates the putty-clay model. The classical 
savings case is shown whilst the remaining parameters are similar to 
those previously used. We have constant labour supply and a value 
for the Cobb-Douglas index, b of 0·25. Earlier work in sec. 5.4 has 
shown the equilibrium point to be locally unstable for this particu-
lar case. The equilibrium is computed using program ES4 a listing 
of which can again be found in appendix 2. The outcome is only 
surprising in its similarity with the results discussed for the 
vintage model. In this case the initial response phase is even more 
rapid on account of the flexibility introduced into capital formation 
and the subsequent movement of the system relative to the equilibrium 
is again very slow. For example, run 21/2 in fig. 22 was a 
simulation of 10 years duration with the other runs all of about 
5 years. 
Further implications of these results will be raised in the 
concluding chapter which follows. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
III 
The aims of this thesis have been twofold. Firstly it has 
been the intention to demonstrate the applicability to economic 
systems of a number of techniques from the field of control theory 
or more broadly from systems dynamics which hitherto have not been 
widely exploited. In this respect the present study owes its origin 
to the early work of Tustin63 which has already been mentioned. 
Secondly, in terms of specific economic models, the chief aim has 
been to examine the effect of certain short/medium term disequili-
brium adjustment mechanisms on situations 'of long term growth. This 
has lead to the consideration of models with variable time delay 
features; again an area that has so far received little attention in 
the literature but one in which much remains to be learnt. 
In dealing with linear models the analysis has entailed 
identification of the system characteristic equation and subsequent 
location of the characteristic roots. (Such an approach is increas-
ingly recognised as being important in many economic modelling 
exercises including econometric studies.) Further it has been shown 
in the case of the linear model IA how root locus plots can be use-
fully employed to study problems of system sensitivity. However, in 
addressing the questions of disequilibrium dynamics the concern has 
been with models that are non-linear, and a central issue has been 
that of equilibrium stability. Now whilst a linear model that is 
locally asymptotically stable is also asymptotically stable in the 
targe this is not in general true for non-linear systems. The 
LLL 
approach used has been to linearise the system in the neighbourhood 
of the equilibrium and apply the linear theory to obtain local 
stability results. This does not necessarily mean explicit evalua-
tion of all of the roots of the characteristic equation, for using 
Nyquist analysis it has sometimes been possible to produce quite 
general (but not of course global) stability results. Whilst 
methods which attempt to give information on the stability of non-
linear systems in the large as well as locally do exist* it has not 
been possible at the present time to obtain results of this nature 
for the current non-linear differential-delay models. In order to 
obtain more globa1 information digital computer simulation studies 
were undertaken. Whilst obviously lacking the generality for which 
the analyst strives, the information which simulation can provide is 
invaluable practical evidence of how the system actually behaves 
under specific operating assumptions. However a great danger with 
the digital simulation of complex mathematical models is the ease 
with which erroneous results can be generated, and stringent 
precautions must be taken to guard against such a possibility. 
Among the macro-models that have been analysed the linear 
models of chapter 2 are included by way of introduction, and whilst 
admittedly naive they nevertheless do have an instructive value. 
Such linear models are however limited in their ability to represent 
only the equilibrium dynamics of an economic system and as such are 
inadequate for our main purpose. The Goodwin model of chapter 3 is 
a non-linear disequilibrium model but at the same time has great 
simplistic appeal. The model demonstrates how endogenous cycles can 
be perpetuated under certain conditions, and as such could account 
* The seoond method of Liapunov (see Ogata48 ) is probably the best 
known of suoh methods. 
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for the classic trade or business cycle observed in advanced 
economies. In modifying the Goodwin model to introduce, in particu-
lar, an approximation to finite plant life in model IIA, the oscil-
latory form of solution gave way to a strictly stable motion in 
which all paths converged in time towards the equilibrium. That is 
not to say that such a system would not oscillate in the presence of 
continued disturbances; and indeed Klein, who has considered the 
introduction of random shocks in stochastic linear and non-linear 
models 38 , has suggested that the stochastic case of models such as 
IIA would in fact probably produce just such an oscillatory motion. 
This remains an area of current and future research. 
Time delays were introduced into the models at this point with 
the adoption of standard vintage technology assumptions in chapter 4. 
The consequent increase in the mathematical complexity of the models 
was significant and in the case of the putty-clay investment model 
the cost was particularly high, even with a straight-forward Cobb-
Douglas production function. The vintage model assumed a constant 
capital-output ratio whilst emphasising the dual effects on equili-
brium growth of unemployment disequilibrium dynamics and a vintage 
technology. The equilibrium stability studies on both models in 
chapter 5 produced a number of useful results and a check on later 
simulation exercises. Variation of the labour supply parameter for 
the vintage model served to underline possible difficulties to be 
faced should the supply decrease rather than grow. 
Digital simulation of the basic vintage model with constant 
labour supply illustrated characteristi~common to all the models 
derived in chapter 4. The model ~as disturbed from equilibrium and 
reacted with a two-phased response in returning to the stable equi-
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librium growth condition. A fast manifold and a slow manifold were 
identified. The former represented a relatively fast approximate 
correction in the level of unemployment brought about by the dis-
equilibrium dynamics in that sector of the model, whilst the second 
phase was one of slow cyclical convergence towards the equilibrium 
growth path. The time scale for the second phase was found to be 
closely related to the time delay feature of the model and the 
cycles had periods of the order of 20-50 years. Now Fisher* has 
said that cycles with such time scales are of no interest to the 
economist, and this author is bound to agree with the general spirit 
of such a statement; however it may be in special circumstances, 
where perhaps the phase plane plot of the cycle takes on an approx-
imately rectangular profile, that two segments or sides of the cycle 
are traversed relatively quickly and the remaining two correspond-
ingly slowly. Just such a situation was found to exist with the 
present time delay models as trajectories in the phase plane moved 
from the fast to the slow manifold and vice-versa. In such a case 
cycles even with periods of the order quoted above could be 
important although in the present case the cycles did prove to be 
damped and so their importance is proportionately diminished. 
The difference in time scale between the two manifolds and the 
rapid initial phase of the response to a disturbance is particularly 
amplified in the case of the putty-clay model. The characteristic 
equation for the linearised version of the latter was of the form 
p(s) + exp{-s8}q(s) o 
as given by eqn. (5.23). Now if the dominant roots of this equation 
* Conversations on North American study tour (see Appendix 1). 
are very large (in modulus) as would be required to give a rapidly 
damped mode then such roots can be calculated approximately by 
assuming that the exponential term in the characteristic equation 
above is negligible, and thus by solving pes) = o. Since pes) is a 
cubic polynomial this is easily done and so, for example, with the 
parameter set 
ex = 0·03 p 0·001 sw = 0·0 
e = 0·0 sp = 1·0 
y = 0·02 b = 0·25 
the three roots are approximately -9·05, -0·091 and 0·0065. Thus 
the rapidly damped mode is approximately a function of exp{-9.05t} 
which has a half-life given by 
loge2 / 9·05 years ~ 1 month. 
This means that a disturbance will be half eliminated in about a 
month, which is roughly confirmed by the simulation studies. The 
fact that the equilibrium was actually unstable in the putty-clay 
case is probably not of great concern, although the comments made in 
connection with a stochastic version of model IIA are equally 
pertinent in the case of this and the other time delay models. The 
similarity between the first phase of the response of the time delay 
models and the earlier model IIA has already been indicated. 
In conclusion it is, hopefully, already clear that inter-
disciplinary work between control theory and economics has and will 
continue to contribute to economic theory. Further developments are 
difficult to predict but whatever new directions do emerge it is a 
safe assumption that non-linear and time delay factors will always 
126 
be important considerations in the application of control theory or 
systems dynamics to economics. 
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APPENDIX 1 
RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS AND ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES 
1. June 1970: 
2. Jan. 1971: 
3. July 1972: 
Study tour of North American universities (on 
Royal Society travel award) visiting: 
(i) Dept. of Economics, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
(ii) Institute for Quantitative Analysis of 
Social and Economic Policy, 
University of Toronto. 
(iii) Dept. of Electrical Engineering, 
University of Waterloo, Ontario. 
(iv) Georgia Institute of Technology, 
Atlanta, Georgia. 
(v) Wharton Business School, 
Pennsylvania State University. 
Publication jointly with P. C. Parks of paper 
entitled Studies in the modelling and control 
of a national economy, Int. J. Systems Science, 
Vol. 1, No.4, 311-322. 
Presentation of lecture entitled 
Delay equations in economic modelling, 
Symposium on Differential-Delay Processes, 
4. July 1973: 
5. July 1973: 
Control Theory Centre, University of Warwick, 
(summary of proceedings published). 
Publication of paper entitled On the dynamic 
analysis of a vintage model of the national 
economy, Int. J. Systems Science, Vol. 4, 
No.2, 227-241. 
Presentation of paper entitled A differential-
delay model of cyclical growth in a national 
economy, I.F.A.C./I.F.O.R.S. international 
conference on Dynamic Modelling and Control of 
National Economies, University of Warwick, 
(proceedings published). 
6. In preparation: Revised and extended version of paper no. 5 
above - submission invited by editor of 
I.F.A.C. journal Automatica. 
APPENDIX 2 
DOCUMENTATION OF COMPUTER SIMULATION PROGRAMS 
This appendix gives a program listing for each of the 
following five programs: 
1. S~ Stability analysis of model III or IlIA 
2. SS3 System simulation with model III 
3. SS3A System simulation with model IlIA 
4. ES4 Equilibrium solution for model IV 
5. SS4 System simulation with model IV 
P~e 
136 
141 
149 
157 
160 
Each program is written in ALGOL (I.C.L. 4100 version). The ALGOL 
language was considered to be far superior for this purpose than 
other available languages (despite its unpopularity outside Europe). 
Special purpose simulation languages were not considered to be 
flexible enough to deal with all the complexities of the models. 
The function of each program ~s briefly outlined and the 
potential user is told of the form in which data should be supplied -
in each case an example set of data is given. A sample of the out-
put produced by a computer run is also included following each 
program listing, and this output will be seen to correspond to the 
example data just mentioned. The form of the output is se1f-
explanatory. 
Al.l Program SA3 
~TITLE' 
~FUNCTION' 
~USAGE' 
~EXAMPLE DATA' 
~Item (i)' 
~Item (ii)' 
Equilibrium and stability analysis of the ~intage 
model with population growth. 
To determine the coordinates of the unique 
equilibrium point of the model in question; to 
compute the coefficients of the characteristic 
equation and the Routh-Hurwitz matrix; finally to 
compute coordinates along the Nyquist path. The 
equilibrium is determined using a Newton-Raphson 
algorithm. 
The user is required to supply the following items 
of data in a sequence as specified in the line of 
the program quoted: 
(i) system parameters (line 13) 
(ii) Nyquist path parameters (line 95) where the 
path is to be computed for s = JSI in steps 
of jS2 to jS3 and again for s = jS4 in steps 
of jss to jS6' 
0.03 a 0·02 0·001 3·6 a 0·5 0·08 
a 0·005 0·095 0·10 0·01 0·20 
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.* leL 4130 DE~2 SVSTE~ SL.AVE ilIG I . CORE 7('K ,I VOL <4 
&JOUIES/R073/A3ISA3A, 
dALGOL' 
LIBRARY 
ALGOL 
"LIST' 
1 
2 
3 
4 
!1 
(., 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
;:s!) 
30 • 
37 
38 
~9 
';0 
41 
42 
43 
44 
PROGRAlt ~AU Ef'lJIL,Inr.IU I AWl STAllILITV frJALYSJS Or VpITAGF. !-lOna 
WITH P r. r u l. A T I 0: J G ROIl T H H J :-1 n w 4 ~ 
II BE GIN II 111 r. A I. 'I ALP ~ A • Rr T A, flA H H A • ~ HO , nE L T I., THE T A • S I G '1A • A, S '.',.S P • PHI. r • rL 
"nrAL"c.v.W,GIGT,~,S.Sl,S?,S3,S4,S5,S6J 
"1 [A L " X • Y , r H , D I: , 1 J I , [) I • D , Ii [A l., If 1 A G I· 
II Ii r A L "r (I. 0 i. P? , P 3 , ~ 0 • '11. Q 7. , f 13 J 
IIA[AL"A11,A12.A1J,A14.A~1,A?2.A?4,Q11.k14,B24.C34J 
lliiEAI.ltfl,r13J 
1I'Ir:AL"A3?, 
115!41"~Ii"S~I=Ll' "INTEGC~ISIl1i~1 
II Tj rAn II A L r -fA , BE T A • I1Mi 1-4,~ • RHO, S I a ~l A • A • S P • S ~' J 
uPRI'IT""Ll0'PARA'IETE ft liALlIrS OF' C:YST!:,t-! Ai-IE'L2'I, 
, A u~ 'I II = , • All G fJ f. n ( 1 , !> ) • S M~ [L. ! i IE. ALP H A , 
"L'r)i::TA='dETA. 
, , L 'r: 1\' I H A = , , li At' tI A, 
"LIt" IO=',R"W, 
, , L \ S I G~II' = \, S trillA, 
"L'Cl~R~JO~GLAS t~DEX=',A, 
"L';,i\ .... IW;S RATES.SI'I=',Sw.' Alill SP:',SPI 
"CO"l'lErJT" CAI.CUun: EOIJJLlBP~Uil SOl.UTIC!r~ FOR ~lont:L 41 
err,TI=20J 
VI=l~fHiQ/(AL.PHA.(HhMA' I 
Lll THETAI:AL~H~*81GTJ 
XI=EX~(TH=H) J 
" t F " A :] S ( 8;: T A ) <: (1 I :1 t ~ " T: t E ,oj II 
II I1EG n" f I =$ P+ ThO A * (SP-S\ol) ~ I sr-:> I (ltIA*ALP1l,\) -x J 
fn; = ALPliA * (Sp-SW) - (SP-S I GJ-!!- *ALPtl'" l*AL.PiolA It)( I 
YI=l 
.. E fI 0 1111 E L. S r: II " 8 r: GIN II 
YI=E~p(-n~TA*8!~T)' 
F'I = S p .. Y. ( 1. AL I'll h18t: TA ). ( ~P-S\ol) It (1- Y) I 
F' I = F - (S P .. S I Grl A" (A LfHA. Pt: TA ) '* x: 
F n I = ( (1. ALP -IA I r r: T A ) .. ( '1 p .. s ~I) .. SP ) ltBrr A * Y ; 
F'n::r n .. (S~-S I lH!.\ * (ALP fA +i.'::TA) ) *,\LPIIA*X J 
lI[rJt"Or B::TA Nt ZERO, 
J t GT I =81 GT~F Inl, 
i, t r" A JS ( ( 3 J J T - Til!.: T AI ALP H A) I fl I G T ) > I) , l' 5 11 THE;~ 1111 GC' TO!l L1 J 
" 1 r" A tlS C !J E T ~ ) < nil ,~II T: IE 111,1 
II;lEG PJ II t.JI =V/BIGTJ . 
U I =S?I (S Pi'IA-X/R I GT-SW+Sr) I 
4~ 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
~2 
53 
54 
,5 
56 
~7 
~O 
~9 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
II;:f':r: ,I "[LS211 
"11 r G I I II ~I I :; rET A. V I ( 1" V, , 
UI =SP/(I;r:TA"~I'1HI\.X/'l-Y)-~\!+SP' I 
"t: rJr'lI J 
\011=(1::0, 
"rnPITI!IIV3'SYST[tl EQiIH.rnn!U!1 IS CIVFtJ nV'L.2", 
, r. r IF l.. 0 nit: 'IT:: , , ~ At! r: L 1 H; , f tI E r PO HIT( r; , , v, , 
"L'LIF"E :'lr PLA'IT=',FtGT, 
, , L \ r.?nPCHT 1 or·J OF L A8 aUI{ E!WL nyr D O~I , jll~ f'LA~j T= , , ~ I, 
"L'l!AGE :O,ISTAfiT=',w, 
"L'S'IARE (IF" \IAnES:',", 
"L'rr;R CAPITA IillJf,5T'IS,4T Cl1iJST/lNT;:',CI 
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"curl"1eNT" r.~Lr::ULATE TilE COErFlClr:~ITS OF CHAHACTr.:RISTIC ~QUATIO~I fOR 
'l.lD[L 3A J 
AU I:: (SP .. C ',L,PHA.HF.T A hS I (i'lA+ C S;::'SP) IX)" Al.r"lA/S I aM.\ I 
n111 =AL PH AI s I Gj!,\ *<;!~ I x-V, 
A121: .. RH0/(1-v't21 
Aj,21 = (~W .. Sf') *Al.Pit.\*V-Sl,'-Y*IU 
At ~ I =ALPHA t US Ilj~IA* (S'I·~P) /X-A32/r::. I fll-I,\/X*A12 J 
Al, 31 ="ALr~IA t 2 n·II~·lA* ( 'J .... \LPIiA. V). (r:il ... SP) IX. C ~L.r~A.:1ETA \ .i~*Pll J 
A?21:"'ALr~A*8~TA+~*A32*YJ 
P:l I = .. Ii U' fU t S J 
P? 1 : A L r HAt 2 - ( A ~_1. A 2 2 , I 
P 11: A l.r IiA 0 ( ." H * A ;~&! ... A loP HA oRF. TA_ V .·'.A3(!. A l.f' !-fA * A 12) I 
p"=ALrHA.( ... nrTA*Y·~.~11"'A1J).A321 
'131:\' I 
0'-1 = .. ·\l.PHAt 2*n111 
J11 =A LP~~A· (A22*r111-ALr:If\.Y*"12, I 
Qnl=A~rHA.V·(~ETA.k.811-A13'.A32J 
IICOH'1EfH'1 r::lf) OF' PAPTICIILAF jlLJDELI 
"f'lRI"T''''L!:i'CHARACTEP.ISTIC F.QUA'i'If"il IS GI\/E'I qV'L' 
PCS)+EXP(.SThQ(S):C'1.2'Io.ilERE COEFTICIEIJTS l:~ ASC:;Nrll'!G QRDER 
, L ' , , I'R r: FI x ( , , St ' \ ) , S r. ALE :H 5 ) , SA r11= LI : 1[: , 
"L'rOR pes) ',t'O,rl,P2,P3, 
"L'ror Q(s)',nJ.~1.Q2,U3J 
S t r,1\ 1 : 'I IF''' F' .1.p 2 < Q "T H E '1"1 \I £: L~E " 0 I 
XI:cr2*Pl-P3*P01/p2, 
II U'" t'2*X< 0" THn:" S I (it!: =s Il;~I"'U 
II Y F' ., X .. r 0 < a 'I W (W S ! l~ N I = S 1 G n ... ~. J 
IIPRItiT""L5'r:llH8E~1 or pOLES Itl Ktll;P.="SA~IELI~lF., llGPS(l',SI 
"COM'1ENT I I COI1PUTF. ~IYn'JlST PATd, 
"REA~"Sl,S~,S3,S4,S5.~61 "'~I~T""L5'NVOUI~T PATtj'L2"Sl~'S'S11\X(~EAL)'S9'Y(I~AG)/L" 
"rri~"~I=SlIST~P"S?"UNTI~"S3,S4"STEr"S5"UHT[L.~S~"J0" 
"BEG I iPI U'I I =')O-{J2*S t 2 J 
~ll :=lJ1os·r,n·S'3. 
DRI:PO .. p2*'l'2J 
D1 I:Pl"S-f'.~*S'3J 
OI=thh2 ... n lt21 
XI:( H*DI'" JR·[l1)/D; 
VI=(llR-NI-IJR*OI)/DJ 
R f A L I =)( * C n '1 ( s * ~1l (IT ) + Y * S II: ( ~ ... en r, T> , 
II!AG I =Y*CO'; (S*'1lliT) -X*S I 1·1 (~*H I (iT) J 
"PRJ ~T"ALl(j'1ED(6.6) .~,SA!'ELI~I~.REAL.IHAG' 
t'F.IJt"or LOO~ SI 
105 
106 
107 
100 
109 "EIJD"Or LnT I 
400 
922 
1322 
&RIJI. J 
PflOQRAI'1S 
ORO 
H: 
CODe 
TOTAL. 
RESULTS 
PARAf1ETI:R VAL.UE~ or ~YSTE~ AHr: 
ALf'~IA= 0,03 000 
OETA= O;OOOilO 
GAtUIA= 0,02000 
rwo= 0,00100 
SIGIIA= 3,00aoo 
COI.lII",UOUQLA:i I:jl1rx= n~aoooo 
S A V I N G S RAT E S,S :, = '1, 0800 I) MI n s P = 0 .• 50000 
SYSTEM EQUIL.I[3Rt IW IS GIVEN flY 
EllPLOVMENT= ,98.100 
LIrE OF PLA~T= ~3.'~. 
PROPORTI01'1 JF" L.\[lC II R EtlF'l..onD 0'1 NE!·' PL.ANT= ~04127 
WAGE CO~STA~T= .oo~ao 
SHAkE Or WAJES= ,6n~77 
PER CAPITA INVE'lTt'r:lT CO'~STMIT= ,00"100 
CHARACTERIsqc r:Ql.A1'1011 IS ClIVE') BY 
PCS)9EXPC-ST)*O(S)=O 
WHERE COEF'FICIE;'TS PI ASCENDll~U ORDER AHE 
FOR P(S)-3,0336"-07.4:6J52"-PA-Q,1471~-O~-2,700~M-Q5 
FOR a(s) 3,0336"-07 3~831dM-06-~.94JO~-07 o.OGonM+oo 
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I~YOUIST PAT" 
S X(RFAI.) 
O~OilOOO' -1,00nooo 
0~OO500' ,.1.00fHJ21 
0,010001 -1,03?71Q 
0~O15001 -·1,0701!>O 
0,J2000n -1,14?3~J 
o 0250011 -1,231i5c;1 
0 030001 "1,37Hn3n 
0 03500:) "1,586301\ 
0 o4000n -1,91()14~ 
0 045001 "2,5?3037 
0 0;;0001 . -3,9 419 U3 
0 055001 "'l1t20tl~;OO 
0 .• 0&000 '1 9,13~6~2 
O~O6500" 2,SC) B717 
0,07000'1 1,555574 
0,075001 O,965rJ45 
0,08000'1 O,62 Q157 
(I~0850(Fl 0,40 0 971) 
0;0900Q, 0,2~4114 
0~1000nn I),04!"il1J 
0~11000'l -O,o8919n 
0~12000n -0,180677 
O~13000' "0,243091 
0~140Qon .. ('1.283257 
0,1:;000·'] .. 0.30~O52 
0;1 6 0001 .. 0,3U077 
O~l'OOQ" -0, 3n~H13 
O,l~Oo()n "0,283985 
0~19000'l .. 0,2547411 
STOR~ LEfT 6Q982 LSED 5651 . 
&ENOl 
CPU TIME = 0000 13.63? ~EAl.. TItlE 
A 
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y~ I~IAG) 
0.00000(1 
0.05692(1 
0.117497 
0.1~5931 
O.~(,7699 
0.370(112 
O.5!Hl304 
0.70392? 
1.0117:'9~ 
1,544~91 
2.7t;9?QI; . 
8.12n'9(1 
-11. 39726~ 
-3.n530n 
"2. 3(~8967 
"1.732601 
-1,397707 
-1.179(111 
"1.021!:iOQ 
-0,800622 
-0.64233n 
-0,514424 
.. 0.4n3:;0? 
-0.303651 
.. O.21242~ 
.. O.12914~ 
"0.054n1t1 
O.O12~21 
0.069093 
00 on 25 
A2.2 Program SS3 
'TITLE'" 
'FUNCTION'" 
'USAGE'" 
'EXAMPLE DATA'" 
'Item (i)'" 
'Item (ii)'" 
'Item (iii) ... 
'Item (iv)'" 
Simulation of national economic system with basic 
vintage model. 
To provide full scale simulation of system in 
question with variable initial conditions, output 
interval and run length. The method of solution, 
including integration of the system equations and 
maintenance of historical records, is discussed 
fully in ch.6. 
The user is required to supply the following items 
of data in a sequence as specified in the line of 
the program quoted: 
(i) system parameters (line 156) 
(ii) coordinates of system equilibrium (line 169) 
(iii) number of runs required 
(iv) initial conditions, run length in years (LIFE) 
and scale factor (SF) for each run (line 172). 
0·03 0 0·02 0·001 0 0 
0 0 0 0·08 0·55 3·6 
0·98000 22·428 0·04369 0 0 
1 
0·65 0·976 5 4 
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Sl.AVE tllli COHE 701< VOL 4 
&JUU'ES/R073/S3JS~1J 
&Al.GOL! 
L 1 Br:hRV 
AL,GOL 
&LINF.SJ1000J 
&l.ISTJ 
1 
2 
:s 
4 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
10 
17 
16 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
20 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
F'ROGRA~'I ~S3 R t '!lIL,AT! or-I !.if 'JA TlOrJAL ECO~lnH I C SYSTEM 1,01 r Tf-I RMI! C 
VI 'IT/\ GE tlU'l!:.L, M J HOW A RT;.j. 
" 8 £: G I '11111 tr IT r::J E R " S I '1 , t, S HI • l. I r F. , P PI, ! , J. S T , a , ,-1 A X Q , H , T E S TJ 
"ilnc U:t,f: "10 J[lU: I 
"~FAL"ALr~A,H[T~,1AMMA,H~Q,nELTA.rTA,XI,ZFTA,SIGMA,SW,SF'I 
" n rAt. II 'J r , '-1 I :..1 TO, IJ 0 • U , ~ I 0 , U • v , A I RIG T ,K , \oj , N ,Sf, H. PT. 
IInrAL"THETA,R,C,LA~BD~,HST,CO,RO' 
flS\Rf:AV"hIST'Ij,HISTr.tOlSQUJI 
"P PO:: E n u ~ F." !1 r: r I II F' ( ~T I Y I D v ) J 
"VAL!'E"~TJ 
!I i~ [: A l. "R l' J "A R R ~ Y" Y , D Y J 
"corneIlT"Tl-13 rror:EDUf/(: CA~C'JL.ATES Tfl[ Dr:RVATIVF. or T~( STATF. VECTOR, 
nv IS T~r OUTpUT vAnlABL~ AND RT REPRESF~TS ~EAL TIME. 
" 8 r: G Ir! " " I r I T r 1 E R " I , J , " R F. A L. " A G F , P I 0 , ~j M'l/; , )( J II A R Q A Y I' r ljrl( .. 1 i 
"REA~""P~~CE~UP~"I~TEpr(rU~,X'J 
"~[AL"XI 
"CO:1'1EtIT" THtS j'QOCEDllHE; INTERjJOLATES ro~ rurl[xJ IN T~r: ARRAY F'11~lt·l: 
lStr,IG AIrKH:'S AI.GnRlnl fOR ITF=RATf;D LAGRAn(HA~J rNTE~POLflT: 
II B E 0 J rt '''' It' Tr: 3 ER II t LJ I " A ~ RAY" x x ( .. 1 : 2 J I V t "1, Z, 0 I 3 J J 
" F' Q q " , I = ~ 1, " s T E P" 1" U ~n ! L " 2" D ('l" 
"8EGJ~"XX(I)I=X·IJ 
Y(J,'lJ/=rIIN(Il, 
"fOR IIJ 1=1" STCP"l "W'T r L" 1 +1 "rlr)" 
YtI,JJI=(XX(J.~J*VC1,J~l)~XXtIJ·YCJ·2,J-1J)/(I-J· 
"EtIO"Or L.OQP 1 J 
P1T:::PP:=VCI!.3JI 
flE~n"nr pr~CEDURE INTEAP' 
"REAl,," "pr~ocr:::1URE" IHEGRAl. (rUtl) I 
"4RRAv"rUN, 
"COMMENT" TillS rqr)CEDI.JRf. EVAL.UATES THE n'TEflRAL oF' fU~lrOI5Q01 PETIo;Et:1 
(Tftrt~T' AND T WSl~G THE TRAPEZIUM RULE" GL06AL VAl.UES or 
F, 0 A~D Sf AH~ REQUIREP, 
41. 
42 
43 
44 
4!i 
46 
47 
40 
49 
!,O 
51 
52 
~3 
~4 
~~ 
~6 
~7 
~8 
!.-9 
6(1 
61 
52 
63 
64 
6~ 
66 
07 
68 
69 
10 
71 
72 
73 
74 
7r., 
70 
77 
78 
79 
80 
61 
82 
83 
B4 
65 
86 
87 
a8 
69 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
10 0 
"n;'Gll1"" pITrGEfI".jl "RcAL"SW1J 
!;II'll=(F'lJIJ(1J+""'HI[I+l1)/?J _ 
II r :H~ " J ; = 2 " ~i ,. E P II 1 " U ~ J T ! L " I " D" " S 1Jf~ I = S II H. F' LJ ~I t J J f 
SU'lI =SUM. (FlIfH l. J +fUtJ [0 J hP 121 
SII"!I =SLJ~i ... Qn. (F'lIi~( I J -Q+fUIH 1+1 J* (~ .. Q) ) J 
JI ! T F llR A L I = 'i [I ~II '1 t , 
"I.:'''J''OF' Pr!:)f;cDUHE tI;n::rmAI. J 
" CO '111 [ 'I ,. " '10DEL 3 .. BA:.qC VIIITAGE MODEL PI ~lH I CI-I: 
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r.5T:=~n*~rJ 
AGE:=1+Sf.Y(3J+~NrI[R'RST~O~1·6)~RSTJ 
YCl' I!i IJ 
Yr.('l IS V A~·ID 
YC3J IS [lInTl 
I I = [r: T I F Ii ( Ari L ) I 
rl=qST~[NT1~k(RST ... O,l·6)1 
Q.=I+l"AliGI 
1IISTI:COJI:vr:tJ, 
V I = I P T r. G PA I. Oi 1ST H' J 
" r n q " .J I = .. 1 , '} , 1 , 2 II lJ 0 " F II N t J J I = HIS T Nt r .1'" J J J 
!!AGE I = IfjTEHP (F l"!, LJ) J 
XI=-G4HHA"'H~Q/(1-V), 
nVrl]I=(V(lJ*(SP-ALPHh*SlnMA)·EXP(-ALPHA.Yt3J'.t(SP-S~) 
• ( V( 1J +v*X) +X *S'l*i~AGll ALPliA) ) 1 S I GI'IA J 
XI::l(/ALPHAI 
rVr2JI=V(1J.~AGE.X.V"YC2JI 
nv(3J. =1-X J 
"E~D"nr PROCEDURE n~RlvrJ 
"PROCEDUnr"r~VTTA(~,~,XC,VO,Vl)J 
"VALUE" XO, 'l'r:, fq 
"lrlT£:'J[~"~)' "nF,AL"x n, HI "ARRAv"yO,Yt; 
"CllM~Eia" T!IIS r~nCEnIIPE l"'lTf:G!{ATES THr: ~I DlnENS'!OljAL Sv:,Tr:,~ or ~a"~ 
tv/DXrq;"(X,y)ovr:R O'IE STF.P OF' LFtlr;TH H rROl<1 (XO,YO) USI'!r.; ~ 
CpnrP. ~U'jGE .. KIJTTA Al,liOi~JTHtI, ,,'UTPUT II) VIA THE AR~AV Vl • 
Pr,ClCEDURE D[R 1 vf' PUST PE DECLARED GLOfULL. n 
" a E G I r:" n [t I T r ~E R" ! , J' 
"ArQA'f"Y,DYC1INJ,KC11'I,l.JJ. 
DERIVr(XOI~"DY)1 
"ro~" I I =~."STEP"1 "UrH I 1."~i"OO" 
"BE3I~"K(I,1~'='Y~lJI 
vt I J I =YOC 1 J"':i/?*ovt I J J 
"ErID"Or l.oop I J 
~ F P.I V F' ( X n ... H 12 , Y ,Ll Y ) J 
prCq"I:=1"STlP"1"~NTl~"N"DO" 
"8E3I~"KtI,~J;='VLI)1 
Y[IJ,=YOCIJ+H/?*DYCIJi 
" E n n II 0 F' l. 0 C P 1 I 
PERIVP<XO*H/2,V,DY)1 
"f01"tl=!"ST[P"1"UNTIL"N"OO" 
"8E3I~"K(1,3JI=~V(IJJ 
YtIJI=YOCIJ+H*nvtlJJ 
II [r' D" ~ F L. 0 0 P 1 J 
PERIVFCXOilH,Y,DV), 
"r 0 ~ II , I: 3." S Tf: F''' j," UNTIl." r~" no" v 1C I J I ="0 ~ I J + 11/6 * (K r. 1 ,1 J+ 21 
2)+2*~CI,3J.pY(!J)1 
"E~D"nr PRoceDURE ~~UTTA' 
101 
102 
103 
104 
10~ 
106 
1(17 
108 
lOY 
llu 
111 
112 
11:5 
114 
11~ 
116 
117 
11" 
119 
120 
121 
122 
iN 
124 
125 
12CJ 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
1:52 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
1:59 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
1~0 
151 
1~2 
1!)3 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
1!i9 
160 
"PROCEDunr II!!, tAP'· I r::; (r:, II, )( O. Y r), UYO, vi, DV 1, TOl, TEST) J 
"VALlJt:u~,X(,J 
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"If!T[,:H;~uI"TOL.TE:1TJ IIHEAL"H,XO, 1I~~RAY.'YO,DYO,vl,DY1J 
IICOH'1E fa II TIll ~ pQ OCF.I1UPF. flEPrOifHS THE 3M'[ n INeT 1 'l~J A c:; RKUTT" AUT uS If 
TilE 4T'-I OIWt:R lHLllr; .. tlMIJI!NG PRrDICTon .. r;anRErTOK "PHOn, IF 
'Jfl~ OUTrJT f'ARAIIE:T!';R TrsT IS 0 THEiJ nIl: REsl,llTS CO~ITAIt-! MI 
Er,I,OR> U.l·TUL, IF"TE~T >0 THr- p.1:Sl)Ln ARE ACCEPTABLF. AND: 
TEST =2 THE STEP l6N~TH HAY OE nOUALEnJ 
"9r:nll 11lIl lflTr,jEH"I,JI IIARRAV"PHED.tnR~,L.lftlINl' 
1If,'I!TCH"S:'I=Sl,S2J 
"rn~" I 1= '." STU'''1 IIlmT II·" till DO"·CI1RR[ I J I =PREt't I J I =yn [ I • -3].4, 
3.(2*OVOlI,1J~nYn(I,-!J·2*DY~(I,_2])J 
S11 flEfHVF'(Xfl"II,GOI.'r~,UY1)' 
"rn~lIll=!"STlP"1"UNTILqNIIDOIIY1[IJI=(9.YO[1,oJ~yntl,-2J+3 
(rYt[IJ+2.~vO(I,OJ-nyn(I, .. lJ»)/nJ 
"ro ~" r 1=1" S TI: P",," lJlH ll." tl" ~O"" IF''' Aflf, ( ( Yl ( I J - r.OP.Rr. I J ) / GORP 
»".1·TOL/2"A~n"A8S(V~(lJ-cn~R(IJ»'.ltTOL/20"T~~N" 
" R E (; 1 \j" ,,~ ,., R " 1 , = 1 " S T F. f'" 1 " U I : TIL " I~ " DOli C II R R [ I J I = Y 1[ ! JI 
"fi rl Tf1"!)lJ 
"HIDIIJf C(.IN;JlT11N THEN, 
TFSTI=2, 
"F'(l~1I r I =,."STU'"1"LlNTll."il"pO" 
"B[ll'l"l[lJI=AHS(Yi[lJ-PRrDClJ)J 
KtIJI=AP~(~(IJ/PRf:~(IJ)J 
" 1 F'" ~ t I ) >5*0.1 'TOl." AIID"l (J J)O, 1 tTt'l./2" THF.~II 
"I1EG I ti"T(ST I =il' 
"nOTO"S?, 
"EtJD"OF' CONDtT!Oi'l TH~tIJ 
" I ru K t 1 J) (I , 1 t Tn L /2 0 " A II U " l [ 1 J> 0 • 1 • TO l.12 0 0 .. THE ~·I " 
TF.STI=lJ 
"F'!D'IOF LOOP I, 
S21"E~DqO~ pr~CEDURE MHA~HINGI 
"PHOCE Durtr: ''I I I STn qy I 
"COM"'E~IT'I TillS PQOCEnlJRE UPDATE:S THE HISTORICAL Tlt1E PATH ('F VARtM'LE 
SIIIlJECT TO " TH:E 'lEI.,AY. TH[ HISTORICAl. RgORJ IS STOPED ~ 
InTERVALS (If O'I~ SniULAT!ON T!I'F. UNIT A~D HISHOJ I-IOI.~S THt 
CI!RRH!T VALUE Of THE VARIA8LFSI 
"9F.GPl'"lltJTF.(JER" I J 
"F'O~11 : =tiOO "STEPII-i" I H1T Il. "1 "Dll" 
"BE~ltII"HlST'lt 1 JI:HIsnl( I-1l1 
HISTC~IJI=HISTr.(I-1JI 
"FrIO'iOf LOlW I I 
"Er,D"Or PflOCEDURE HISTORYJ 
InrllT SYSTEM ~'ARAtlr:TcRS AND r,OllllIBRIW! VALI.IES f'OLI.0I-JE'.1 8Y 
[TTERn ltW'I'TS OF' THE cURRF.NT S I ",ULAT 1 ON RUNS. THE SeAL':: F'AI 
sr. IS T-iE tllmnr.R Of' Sllll1lATIO~' TlltE WilTS PER Yf:AR A~~D 
cO~nES;2()\jns TO THE F'I NAL STOrAGE AfID OUTPUT I NTEHVAL' 
II RF. At II ALPH A, 3ET A I GAr1~IA, RHO, DF.L TA. X t ,ET A, ZET A. A, SII. SP, S' G'lA J 
Itr;'I~T""L?'PAr;M1F.TF.R VAI.,UES OF 5Y~TEI" ARF.'L,", 
, , I. ' A L PH A = , • .\ l Hit IE "1 < 1, "i ) • SA 1lF. LINE, ALPHA. 
, , I. ' F r; T A I: , , r i: TA • 
"1. 'GA'II1A:', 3Ani4, 
161 
162 
163 
164 
16~ 
16b 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
160 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
ly2 
193 
194 
19~ 
196 
197 
196 
199 
200 
201 
202 
2(}3 
204 
205 
20tl 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
21 9 
220 
, , t. ,r;"'l=', qWl, 
, , I. '-s t ,II A = , , s r G~, A, 
"L'CrLTA=',U~LTA, 
"I,'X!:='.xr, 
''1.'ETA=',EH, 
"1. 'zrTA='. ZETA, 
"L 'C"~rr~"DQlJGLM; I'IDEX=" A, 
'tl,'SAVP!r,S 'fAH;S,S\-'=',S",'MID sr=',sP,"I."J 
"RFAt"V~,prGTO,NO,cO,ROJ 
"RFAt:"'ISItII 
"r ~R 1\ r: lI' I = 1" S T F: P" 1'111 N T r I. II N S 1 H II n ll" 
"9r!Ol!I" "F<EAI.1"U. v, I. HE, SF'J 
"rOR" 1 : = 0" S T~; P "1" IJ~JT II. "5 0 0 II "0 II H 1 STI It 1 J , =MQ J 
RTI=OI 
CIr:::::OJ 
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II p r It; T" , , I.? ' F U ~I , , S Atll:: 1.IIIE , DIG ITS ( 1 \ , S I i-l , , , L" U = , , 
Au:;r:EPO.,:S),lJ,' All!) \/=','J,' IfJITIALLY'L?'SlrIULATE'. 
DJGTTSC2',LlfE,' YEARS WITH OUTPUT l~TEHVAL OF", 
AL I '':If:ED C 2,0), 121Sf,' tl0~ITIIS' I 
,'pnI!lT""l,1Ll'TllE Pl'S6'SItApr: Or'S6\Ri:LAT1VF.'S7'PLA!Q'S7 
, Ell Pl. Oytir. r J,., s!> ' llHt: GHA T 101:' L' yEAR S, Sll 'WI GE s' .S7 'El1pLOyt·1E 
,"S6'LO['57'01l NE\~ PLANT. SllfHlIVlSlO~"J 
"CO~I·'1EI~T" r:~ITFH II~lTIAL S!::T-UP PROr.ESS fOR pnr;nICTOR .. COR4e;CTnR ilF.THOI') 
"COMMENT" SeT UP MODEL 3 ~ ~ASIC V!NTAGE MODEL' 
PII,,~.sJ 
"nE~1~""AnRAY"y,nY[11~,-310J,YO,Yl,nYO,~Y1,vAL,nvAL.OLD4 
0I.D5(;l.13], "SWIT~II"SSI=1.1IL21 
"HEAL"IA,ld,IC,OLDTI 
"PR aCE OUrlF." I1rn AT E I 
"CO~I'1ErjT" TillS p~[')CEnlH~r UPD,,'TES THE 1""'pDIATf: PAST REC040 or T"IE STA 
VA~lAOL[ TO PE~HIT A FURTHER AprLlcATIO~ Of ~HAM~INGI 
"Sf:GP"'" It'TF:>ER" I, J' 
" r 0 ~" 1 I = ! " S T l; P "1" U I IT 11. II n J I tI' !'lO" 
"BEGI~"OL05(lJ:=OLD4t!JI 
OLD4[IJI~YCI,-~J; 
"fOR"JI=-3,-2,~1"DOII 
II~EGIN"YCI,JJI=Y(I,J·1JJ 
DYtl,JJI=DYCI,J+1J, 
"UJD"or l,OLlP JI 
YCI,;JJI=YHIJ, 
Dv tl.OJI:lDVlqlJ 
"Hlc"ur l.I'lOpl J 
"E~D"Cr PROCEDURE UPOATEI 
QI:l64' 
I A I = (2*sr*V+'lo, *5 1 G~IA I 
HlI =2*5 I :i~IA*'IO*SF I 
ICI=I/*(S::l*(l/U"l).SW)i 
lAI=dlGTI=lA/I Ai 
1C;:=It;/IR, 
OLDT I =H PTJ 
BIGTI=lA-IC/EXPCAl,PHA*oLDT)' 
" ! rn A fi S (111 .. ,JT .. 11 ! G T ) > 0 • 1 t 4 II T H F. ~ J 1\ " GOT a " L 2 I 
N I = i2 * S F' * ( v - 8 I G T. i~ 0 ) +.~! 0 J 
?~l 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
220 
22 9 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
23!;; 
236 
237 
CARE 
2;3u 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
21;5 
246 
247 
248 
249 
2~O 
2~1 
2~t:' 
253 
2~4 
2S5 
2~6 
2~7 
256 
2~9 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
271 
218 
279 
YC1, .. ~JI=y(J(1l1=t!1 
Yr2, .. 3JI~VU[2]I=VJ 
Yt3,-3JI:YU[3JI=8IGTJ 
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"COH'1ENT" EIlD or PARTICULAR "DllEL, 
.11 =l/(~/SF"' 
" f'R I'J 1" I ~ L,' \ , A I. I i1 fI r D ! :3 , 2) , nT, SAM r: L 1 \I r= , '\ L 'G r 1 F.:'1 ( (, , 5 
U , A 1. til N Eo) ( I , r; ) , v , ALI r, t: E 1]( El , 4 , , e I G T , A L I G iJ!= D (7 5) , I 
, '54 \ \ nIGIT"C") , , 
• , ' _, .1 ,!11 
"fOR"J;=-2,-1,""QO" 
" hE G Hi" P 1\ 1I T T,\ C n Itl • II. ( 2 + J ,. H , V C • V A I.' J 
IJER I vr ( t 3+J) *11, VAL, [r.' AL) J 
" r 0 1-(" 1 I :: 1 " S T F. P " 1 " U~! TIL" D 1 '!I' ~ 0" 
InE(jIrJ"V[ I. JJ: =yor III =VAU r J I 
OV[I.Jl:=DVALlIlJ 
"ENU"Or LOOP II 
"E~IP"[)F LOUP J AllD l"ITI1.1. Sf:T-UP PROCFSS, 
"CONI'IENT" E'I1TR 'lAIN SIII'JLI<TIOI~' 
l.tl 
OLn4(3JI=OLD5C~JI=O' 
tl,.X(J I =0 I 
".OH"STI=l"ST~P"l"UNTILILlr~.sr+a.l"no" 
"fit:G I N" II IF'"ST=~. II TI\rN"tll =rl-3"F.L.SE"I-4: ="1 
FIT 'liST I~r -I'I.loO 
~!'iAII~ll flrl( 1) I II , fI , RT , Y , ;)V , Y 1, !IV 1,4. T EST) J 
"COM~Er-JT" TrST T~LJ~CATJO~J EFHW'~ Min u- urIACCEPTArll.E REDUCE STEP LE'JGT 
cr HITEG~ATIOIII 
II r f" TEST: 0 " nl~rl" 
"llEGln ll HI=HI2I 
HI=~i·21 
O:=Q*21 
II I F II O)MAXU" THF.tJ" tIAXn, I: a, 
"CO/PiE tJT" r. r _F.~l T::R A SET -UP PRoCESS Fon PRED I CTnn.CORPr:;CTO~ ~lET!IOD 
I-AV r~IG fI"LVf.D THi: STt:P L.F.NGTII C'f PITEr/flAT I o~,. 
., 
"FOR" J 1=1" STEP" 1" UIIT I L" D trI" DO" 
"BEGIN"OLD4tJJI=V[J, .. 2J' 
OLD5[JJI:OI 
VAL[JJI=OLD 4 tJJ, 
"HID"or LOfJp .1. 
"FnR"II:~3.-2,-1.D"~QII 
"BEGIN"RKUTTA(~lM,H,nT·l*H-H,VAL.Yl 
DEHIvr(kT·I*~,v1,nY~)J 
"F' 0 R II J I = 1" S T H' II '- III Jr IT I L." TJ 1 '1" r 
"BEGIIJ"VtJ, (J: ='IAL.(·Jll =YUJ: 
lV(J. IJI=DYHJJ. 
"Er,W"Df LOOP JI 
"HID"Of LOOP 1 J 
"GOTO"L11 
"END"or TEST FAIL' 
tll::H-l, 
RT I ::RT.rli 
"COMMENT II toUBL( I~TEGRATIDN STEP LENGTH IF' APPRoPRIATE. 
2nO 
281 
?82 
2(J3 
2-34 
285 
280 
287 
288 
2(j9 
290 
291 
292 
21)3 
294 
295 
296 
297 
290 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
3Q8 
309 
31 0 
311 
312 
313 
31 4 
31 5 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
CARE 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
734 
2412 
3146 
&RIJN J 
f.1ROQRAMS 
ORO 
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Df)llBLEI="rALsr ll , 
" t f " T r: S T = f.!" A 1H1 II OL n5 (3] " NE II (I " A 'I D" '" = 2* ( '111 n t ~ 
"l\rllJlI(J>~. 
"TPEII" 
"fJElilfl"H I =H*2 J 
111 = II" n I V" 2 , 
o ; = (J " lJ J ': " 2 J 
nOIIBLE: = .. TRUE" I 
IIENO"OfTEST pnU8L[' 
"cml'IENT'1 'lor:>T FOR OUTPUT POIIHJ 
"COI'1.1Et~T" CUTPUT r.OUTI~IE FOP HUDEL 4 ... BASIC VtHTAGE "'ODn. ~ITH nETA= 
II t f' II ~I = 0 " T H F r J II .. 
III) F. Cj 1 r jll Ii 1ST L! [ (l J I = I 1 I = v 1t 1 J I 
III=vH?J, 
RIGTI=V1(3J, 
III=SP/fSIGt1A*N*EXPCALPHA*flrGT 
'/v .. ~I~+SP) I 
"P R It; T" A l.l ClnE!J C 3 , 2 ) , r. T t S AtiF LI'.IE , 
II L I G r' E T'l ( 6 , 5 ) t II , A L. I G 'I r: D ( 7 t 5 , t V I A L. I G J 
f 6 , 4 ) , fll G T tAL 1 rj; IE 0 C7 , 5 ) , 'I t I , S 4 \ \ t 
flIGITS(3) t11AXC'l1 
IICO~IMENT'I En:] or rilRTlcULAH 1'OlIEL. 
HISTORVI 
t1AXQI=I1, 
"ENU"or OtJTr'UTI 
"CQM'IErJT" A~'JMICE SOLliT I ~)t: PI! I OR Tn RE~E"TERltlG i'RED I (:TO~-r:ORRFCTOp 
11ITF.Cr!A.TIUt. RrJ!JTP'FJ 
" I F""IIfJT" not:!:iLE II TII(1I" "PDATF" EL SF" 
"fO~" J I =1" STEo"l "Ur.jT 1 L "D I 'I" DO" 
"8E~IN"vrJtOJI=Vl[JJJ 
vCJ,~2':=YCJt~1JI 
vCJ, .. 3J;=Ol.U5CJJI 
IlLD4CJ); =~)L!)5Ull =0 I 
nVrJ,CJI=!iyltJH 
nytJt-'JI=~VtJt~3JJ 
"ENU"or DOUrLF:;TRIJEJ 
" I ~ "H" rtF. " I) II T Hr: tl" "r; a T () II L.ll 
"r,~J1J"Of" ,-oop S1 "!-In rURRF.t'T fllltJl 
"EtID"of ARRAV DF.CL.A~ATION BLOCK, 
"E~~lIcr LOJP SIMI 
"ENiJIIOF' L.OT. 
.'Ie 
CODe 
TOTAL. 
RESULTS 
PAHMIETER VAL.LJE~ cr SV~TE -1 ARE 
ALPIiA:'O,OJOOO 
OfT"= o,onooo 
GAtlflA= 0.02000 
RHO= 0,00100 
SHillA= 3,6000'1 
DELTA= 0,00000 
Xl: o~OOOOO 
ETA= 0,00000 
ZETA: 0;00000 
COf'h·DOUGl.A3 I,J~nc=: ')~t')OOUO 
SAVIIlcS RATES,S"'= r,rorOOI\~'D SP= 0,55UOO 
RUfJ 1 
U: 0,650 AND V= 0;976 !~ITIALLV 
SP!UI.ATE 5 YEMo(S \JITH OlJTPUT I'ITERVAL or :3 Mn~ITHS 
Till£: IN StUrE or RU.AT J VE PLA'IT 
YL:ARS W,'CES E r1f'L. 0 vt-; E ~'T LIrE 
0,00 O,6I)C"O O,9?6CO t!2,31 4 8 
0,25 0,64930 0,98')23 ?2,370? 
0,50 O,64r;1? O,9El219 22,3736 
0.75 0,~4937 0,98279 ?2,343? 
1.00 O,641j12 0.98208 ?2,299? 
1,25 O,~5013 0.9.3::!79 ?2,2!)01 
1,50 0,65059 0.98206 ?2,1997 
1,75 O,6!)1"7 0.9A25b ?2, ',4 flA 
2,00 0,~~1!in 0.96249 ?2,O976 
2,25 0,~5a1 0.98:>42 ?2,O467 
2.50 0,65£64 0,98237 21,9957 
2,75 O,"5:!~fl 0.98233 21,9451 
3.00 0, ~5:!1ij O.98~29 ?1,B94? 
3,25 O,6~436 0.98226 ?1,8436 
3,50 0,6549'1 0.98222 ?1,?93" 
3,75 O,1I55!::tl O.9a~2\,l 21,7427 
4.00 0,656?j, 0,98::119 ?1,6?2Q 
4,25 0,ur.6r.:l O.9B21b ?1,6426 
4,-50 o,"~75n O.?8?15 21.5931 
4.75 0,6';1317 O.98~1~ 21,5435 
5.00 0, SSl1B4 0.98212 ?l,4 Qo45 
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f:~PLOV'"'E!IIT nTEt:\p.AT 
ON "'UI PLAilT SU~DIVI~; 
O.U5?~1 64 
r.. G52H 64 
O,OSi!f>O 4 
n,052~5 4 
o,O~~t'6 1\ 
I',05?65 4 
(!.052~4 4 
,'.05263 4 
n, u52H 4 
n.0521,O 4 
0.05258 4 
O.iJ5255 4 
1).05252 .. 
~,O52~O 4 
0,052 4 6 4 
11.052 4 3 4 
O,0~2~9 4 
n,05235 4 
0.05231 4 
0.05227 4 
0.05222 .. 
A2.3 Program SS3A 
~TITLE' 
~FUNCTION' 
~USAGE' 
~EXAMPLE DATA' 
~Item (i)' 
~Item (ii)' 
Simulation of national economic system wi~h 
vintage model and population growth. 
As for program SS3 but catering exclusively for 
case of non-zero growth in labour supply. 
The user is required to supply the following items 
of data in a sequence as specified in the line of 
the program quoted: 
(i) system parameters (line 158) 
(ii) coordinates of system equilibrium (line 171) 
(iii) number of runs required 
(iv) initial conditions, run length in years (LIFE) 
and scale factor (SF) for each run (line 174). 
0.03 -·02 0·02 0·001 0 0 
o 0 0 0·08 0,55 3·6 
0.98000 19·895 0·04011 0 0 
~Item (iii)' 1 
~Item (iv)' 0.780 0·985 2 6 
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•• ICL ~130 DES2 SvSTE~ Sl.AVE alu CORE 70J( VOL 4 
&JO~JES/R073/S3ISS3A' 
&ALGOl.' 
LIBHARy 
AL.GOL 
&l.INESI2000J 
ILISTI 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
t 5 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
U 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
PROGR4t1 ~S3A S PIUL.A Tl ON Of" ~IA T I 'JfIAL ECO~IOM I C SYSTEM ~ ITH V Jf~TAaE 
HonE~ A~n POPULATION GHO~TH M J HOWART~J 
II BE GIN"" t I·IT F== rlER" S 1'1, lIS HI, L1 F"F., 11 P', I ,J, ST ,a, HA XC, ", TESTJ 
"noc LEMI" '10iJEiL F. J 
IInEAL"ALrIA,RETA,~AHMA,~Ho,nELTA,FTA,Xl,ZCTA,SI~HA,SW,SP, 
II~CAL~VO,31GTn,HQ,~O,NO,U,V,A,BIGT,K,W,~,Sf,H.RTJ 
IIREAL"THETA,R,C.LAMBDA,~ST,~O,RO' 
"ARRAY"HIST~,HISTC(OI50UJJ 
IIPROCEDl!REltnERIVF'(~TIV,DV)1 
"VALUE"~TI 
"~EALltnTJ "ARRAY"Y,DY; 
"COM~eNT"T~tS PRaCEDUP~ CALCULATES THE D~RVATIVE or T~E STATF VECTOR 
0'1' 1 S T~r OUTPUT v AfU "SL.£; ArID RT HEPRESF.:>ITS PE AL T I '1E I 
"El!;GIN"" t'!TF'lER" I ,J, "RF.AL"AGE,P,Q,NAGc,XJ "ARRAY"F'U1JC .. 1 
"REAL""P~OCEJURE"I~TERP(rUN,X)J 
"~EAL."XI 
"COM~E~IT" THIs F'~OCEDlJRE lNTF.RPOLATES FOP F'UrJCXJ IN TtJE ARRAv F'1·JlIC .. l 
LSIHG AITKEN'S ALGOR1TM faR ITERATED LAGRA~GIAN INTERPOLAT 
"B~GIN""!MTE3ER"I,JJ "ARRAVItXXC~112l,YC~112,CI3JJ 
"rOR"II="1"STEP"1"urtT!L"2"DCl" 
"BEGIN"XXClll=X-I, 
V[ I, oJ! =fUN~ III 
"fOR"JI=l"STEP"l"UNTJL"I·l"nO" 
vtl,JJI=CXX~J .. ~J.V[l,J-1J~XXtIJ·Y[J·2,J-ll"(1~J 
"ENO"Of l.OOP 11 
INTErlP:=VC2.;SJJ 
"ENDHor PR~ceDuRE INTERPJ 
"REAL""PROCEDUPE"l~TEGRALCrUN)J 
"ARRAyufUN, 
"COM~ENT" T!lts rqOCeDlJflE EVALUATES THE hlTEGRAL oF' F'U~·'CO I~OO] BETWEE 
C T"S I Of) AriD T US PIG TH~ TRArn I UH RUL.E "' GLOBAL VAL-UFoS 01 
p. a AND SF' AHE RE~U1HEDJ 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
~3 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
6 0 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
6 9 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
16 
,,!7 
70 
79 
ao 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
67 
88 
69 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
.96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
151 
"BF.G I ~!" " I r: TE :'ER".J; "REAL II sun I 
s U '11 = ( r 11'1 ( 1.3 + I=' U i~ L 1 +1' ) /2 I 
" r ") r " J I = ? " ~, T f:: P" 1 " U 'I T ! L" I II :J"" ';11'1, = S' 1'1. F" IJ~' [ J 1 , 
S I I'll = S LJ r~ • ( r li~. [1 J .. F' J' j [ 0 J ) • P /2 J 
S [I '·1 I = S l' t , ~ ') / 2 * ( r II J( I J * J .. r U ~i ( I .. 1]* C ? .. ') , ) J 
t "Tr uRAL I :';\.JH/sr I 
"Er~n"Of PRI)CEDU;:[ INTEGRALI 
"CO:IME'JT" ioIHICHI 
RSTI:~T·srl 
AG[I=1+st.vr3J+~NTI(R(RST-O.1'6)-RSTJ 
II = = rj r I r Ii ( A', U I 
PI=~sr"ErITIER(R1T-O.l·6) I 
fH=Y+1"AfiFI 
HISTr:COJI=VC1JI 
V I =EX? ("['ET 4*kT I. I ~JTEnRAL (H! STi!), 
VC1J IS ~J 
V t 2l I ') V A ';0 
VC3J I') SInTi 
"HI ~" J I = -1, rJ , 1 , ::" uo" r t IN [J J I =It 1ST r J( 1.1 .. J J , 
r~ AGE I = I r. T r: f\ p ( fll' I, IJ ) I 
r I A G = I = I I, T f= f-( C' ( HI 'I, II ) / E)( P ( fl reT A. ( R T .. Vel J ) ) I 
XI= .. r;AtIlIA+R Hi/(t- V) I 
D V ( 1) I = ( Ii U. ,. ( S [1 .. ALP H .... S I G ~I A ) - E x P ( .. " L P ~ A. V (3 J , * f ( S P - S Ii ) 
• ( Y C 1 J .. X· V ) .. X • S ',~. 1>1 A G U A L f' f I A / [X P ( r; E T t • YL 3 J ) ) ) 1 S I .; r1 A 
-V(U*8EU, 
X I = XI A U' H A , 
PVC 2 J I :'(( U .. :,i;OT hv .. rIAflE*X_EXP (-8ETA.VL3J I .'~'''H2.', 
:W[3]I=l"X, 
"F,D"nr rPJC2DlIRF. :J!;RlvtJ 
"PRO:EDJnE"r~UTTA(~,H,XO.VO,Y1)1 
II '/ A L lJ :: " )( a , YO, rl , 
"I1;TEJE~lltJ' It"P.EAL"Xn,t\, 
"COM"IEtIT" TillS r~rC[nlmF. P-TFGHAT[S THG ., DPIE'i5!C1tJAL !:;VSTPI OF 1=Q~IAT 
tVl:'X=F(x,Y)'}V>:h r'IE SFP Of LPjGTIj H rROH (XC,YO) US!'!G A 
C n :J r: p ~ U \I G F .. K l! TT A A L G U rq T H II • " IJ T P lJ T I ') V I A T ~ ~ A K R A v v 1 -
pr8CEDJRE DERI'Jr '-IIIST 8[ DECLArED GL.ORALL.V; 
"BEGI~I'"1 InTEGER" t ,.11 
" A R ~ A Y " Y , 1 V ell WJ , K (:t I ~I , 11 31, 
DERIVF(XO,VJ,LVI, 
" F' 0 ~ It 1 I :: 1" S" r. p 111" u ~ IT I l, " : I" 0 0 II 
"~E31~IIK(I,lJI='VCIJ; 
YCI J :=VO~ I J+II/2*[;V( I J, 
"nlDI'Of LODI' I I 
DEPIVf(XO": l l2,v,DY), 
" ,0 ~ 'I 1 I : 1 " S T E. f·'" 1 " LJ iH It. II ! j II DO" 
"BE G 1'111 n I , ., J ; = '1'1' I: ! J I 
'H I J: =YO( 1 J .. :I/?*nvt 1 J; 
"EtlD"JF I.0CW 11 
DEf'IVr(:'(n+HIZ,Y,DY); 
"rO~lIll=1"Sn-,pll:1."LlNTILII'I"DO" 
"BEGI~lIh(I,3JI:~V(IJI 
VCIJI:YOCIJ+H.nvCIJ' 
"E~19"()F LOOP 1 J .' 
PERIVF(Xn"H,V,DY)' . 
11 r a ~ II 11 = l. "S T e; P "1" U IH Xl. I' ~ J II DO" Y 1C I J 'II V 0 ~ I J .. H 16 * ( K r 1 , 1 J + 2" 
101 
lC2 
1':3 
10 4 
105 
10 6 
107 
10 8 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
11 8 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
1;50 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
1~1 
1:56 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
2j+2*~[[,3J.DY(IJ)1 
"Et,D" '1F' rp.JCC:DUH:, :~"UTT A; 
"PROCEDJ 1 r."r' IAf;::I:I'Ht ,II,XO,Y'1,LlYJ,Yl,DV1,:OL TEST), 
'I V A Lli E " 'i I X 0 ; , 
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,. 1 raE:; E ~ " t· , Tr'L , T E!; T I " REA L " H , X 0 I " Ail RAY" "0 , c Y!'l , V 1, i] Y 11 
"COM.'lEnT" THt~; r~(lCEl1iJRE r'ERro~~IS THE :;A"[ rUfJCTION A~ RKUTH ailT us 
TII[ 41'-1 JR['f-:P. HILflr: .. rjAtm!i~r, rR~:JICTL)I)~r.llr:r~t:r:TOr:) '!F:TW'I
, 
I 
THF. OUTPuT PAI~A"ET::R H:ST ts 0 THE'I Tdr f:EC;I'L T:; ':Q'ITA I 'I A:~ 
ErrWR > O,l.TOL, tr TEST >a TH~ RESUI. TS AkS ACC!:PTAbLE A':D 
T E::J T = 2 THE S T H L F. ' J Li T H ~1 A '( G E DO U 0 LX III 
" 8 E G 1"" " I tJ TI::: G t: R " I , . J , " A R RAY" PRE D , en R R I L , K ( 1 : ~ll ; 
1I~IJITCIf"SSI=Sl,S21 
" r n ~" I I = 1 " STU' " 1 " IJ liT 11. " ~ I ., DO" COR R ( I J , = P R F.!'t I J , = Y n ( I I - 3 1 • 
3.(2*OYn(IllJ~DVCCl,-!J+2.DYO(I,~2])' 
Sll DF~tVF(Xn.H,co~~,DY1)J 
" r () ~ II I , =~. " s nY " 1 " U i nIl. " rj" DO" Y H I J I = ( 9. '( a C I I II J ,. Y n C I , ~ 21. 
(~Yl[IJ .. 2~~VO(I,JJ-Jyn(I.-11)/nl 
" r a ~" t I =~. " ::; 11:: p " 1" u t J T Il. " ~ : " ~ iJ " " I ~' " " ~l S ( ( Y 1 [ t ] - r. 0 C) R r I J ) / C ~ R ) > 0 , 1 • TO Lit:" AN D " AdS ( Y H 1. J - c n r. R [ I J ) > Ij I 1 t Tn Ll2 C " T >. U! " 
" [1 E G I "" " ~ (l R " : , = t " S T E f''' 1 " ur I TIL " r~ II D I) II r, Q R R ( 1 J I = Y 1[ , J J 
"GOT~"SlJ . 
"ErJD"OF CClIJ'llTln;'1 TllE~1J 
TESTI=21 
11 r n Ii" I I = j, " S T r, P " 1 " lJ IH It. " : J " :1 0 " 
"fl E G I ~ "u I J , : A R::J ( '( HI] - f' r: r D [ I J ) I 
KC 1 J I =Al<S(LC I J/Pf~E:J( I J) I 
" I r " K C 1 J > 5 • 0 I 1 or 0 L " A ' lD " U I J > r. , 1 q C'L 12 " T H ~ " " 
"EiEGII':"TESTI=OJ 
"0 'J TO" S? I 
"F.~JD"Or CO:~LJ IT! O~I THFtiJ 
" IF" K ~ I J > 0 I 1. TO L 12 0 " M ~ J " L. C I ] > 0 ,1. TO 1./2 r) 0 " T:" F. j" 
H.ST,=ll' 
l'EtlrJ"aF l.OtlP II 
S21" ~\'l"ar rnr:lCEDlJr~E IfIA~'lI'JG, 
II PROCEDU;; F" til STO ~Y I 
IICOi'1'1ENT" Till" r~nCEDURE UFDUf::S THE HISTORICAL TItlE p,HH ~F VAP! o\pL 
~lldJFCT TO A Ttt-!E: '1~L.AY, THr: I1ISTOr:IGAL i-ErCR:l IS S~Wc.i' 
I '~T E R 1/ II L S 0 F" 0' J E S 11-1 U LA 'fT 0 r J T P' E U' j IT 1I;.j U HIS H a J H 0 L;J S T Ii 
cli~rt:r!T vALUE 'JF THE VAR!AOLCS, 
"8F.GPI""IIITrGER."11 
" r 0 1" 1 ; : ~ 0 0 " S T E P " -1 " ur I TIL 't 1 n DO " 
"BE G I ~"H I ST'J ( I J I = H 1 ST~I ( I-U 1 
HISTr.~IJ:=HlSTr.CI-1JI 
"ErlD"ar l.oop II 
" E :, D n (' F' P R 1 C E D L R r; HIS T '1 R 'I' , 
! t !PUT SYSTFti P ~f-,At1ETt:RS MJ II EO[ I I L. I flR ttl" VAL' IE: S F()L.l.D'~ 1; co v 
r:rr.p'qrJANTS or THE Cl'~r::FilT ~I"Ul.ATI[lrl ~U,'JS, Ti1E SCt,t,F. rA 
sr,' IS ToolE Wl!i4f-R Of SIiHILATIO~! TI"E [I"ITS PEq Y::AI.~ A·ID 
COR RES p 0 III D S TOT H E fIr! A L S TOP. A r, E AND () I IT PUT 1:< T E 1 V ALi 
"R~ArrALPHA,JETA,GAMMA,RHo.nELTA.XI,ETA,ZETA,A,~W,SP,s1~"AI 
"pnlr-T""L,!I,:>Ar.AIIETER VAl.l,F=S or SYSTEM Ar~F.'L\\, 
, , L \ ALP H~.:: \ , A L I G r, E rj ( 1 , '1 ) , SA j IE Ll N r , ALP H A I 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
166 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
1131 
182 
1C3 
1(14 
105 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
2C6 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
21 6 
217 
218 
219 
220 
"1. 'rrTA=' ,r~TA. 
, , L ' G A 'II·! A = , , :]A ~ t; A, 
"L'r;lIJ=',~IIJ, 
, 'l'~I.~I'A=',SIGI-iA, 
"L'rE~TA="DELTA, 
''1.l)q~'.XI, 
"I.'E~A=\,~TA.. 
"l'ZrTA=',Z,:TA, 
"I.'c:n;ln~n~IJ"LA~ I'JDI:X=',A, 
I , L 'S A <J II' ~ s ,~ A T r s , <; 1\:: \ , S W • I At IDS r = \ , S P , , , L \ , I 
QRHAtllvn.OIGTO.Mo,CO.Hn. 
"RI:AI: "il:.i 1/1 I 
"r~r"~I~I=1"ST[P"lHUNTIL"N5IH"DO" 
II B r:: G P I 1111 f? r: A D II U I V , L Y f[: , sr. 
153 
"rn~IIII::0"STEPll1"UNTll."50n"nO"HISTH[IJI=~O*EXP(-RETA*1/ 
snl 
RTI=OJ 
CI=CO, 
"P Po YilT 'I / I l.? \ Rlj~l \ , S Af1F.1. PI E • D I a I Ts C 1 ) I ~ I ~I, I / L~ , ! I = ' , 
A L 11 r: E D ( 1 , 3 , , u " A ;'JD \I = \ , V ,.' 1 NIT I ALL Y I L::)\ S I H 1I LA T E , , 
~tGITS(2),LnE,1 YEM~S '41TH OUTPUT rlTERVAl. OF', 
AL I :AIlED (2,0" l?lSf" , I ~lOnTHS \ J 
" prn 1·1 T " / , 1.11) , T Ii' F. r' I / S 6 \ S HAP E 0 r I :, n , R E L A T I V F / C; 7 ' P LA, '1 T' S 7 
, En 0 LOY ~ ~.'1 T / S 5 ' I :,1 T!: r, n " T I 0 tJ I L \ V E A P S / Sill '" A, 3 r= ') , S 7 ' 1:/11-' L 0 V:1 F 
"'S6\1.1fF.1~7\O·1 NE:11 PLANT sUfl(JIVIsIOM" 
"COM'1ENT" E"Trp. IrJlTIAL SET-UP PROr,ESS fN! PREDrCTOR-cnRRi;CTOR METHot 
"CON1ENT" SET UP 1I0DEl ;5 - RASIC V!NTAGF. IIODEll 
Pllu=J, 
"BEGl~""ARHAy"v.DY[11~,-310J,VOIYl,nYO,DY1,VAl.,nVAl.,uLD~ 
CL.!l5ClI3JJ "S~tTCH"SSI=1.111.2J 
"fEAL"IA,IH,IC,OLDTJ 
"PROCeDUrir: "t!PDATE J 
"CO~''1etlT'' T"I~ r"10CEDIIHE UPDATeS THE 11!1'IFDIATF, PAST p.F,corw OF' T'-lE t:;T~ 
IJAl1tA,[1l,[ TO pUl111T A F"URTnER APPI.ICATIrHI or "H.\j~~lI~!f.iJ 
L21 
"81::r, 1 n"" t I!TrGER" I, J' 
"r 0 ~" 1 I = 1" S T r. P "1 " UN TIl." J 111"1'0" 
qBE'I~"OL~5CIJ:=OLU4t!)J 
OLD4CIJI=YLI,-JJI 
"fOR"JI=.3,.2,-1"DC" 
"UEGIN"Y~t,JJI=Y[1.J+1Ji 
Dvt',JJI=~Y[I,J·l)J 
"EIJD" Of LOOP J I 
YtI,r)J!=V1CIJl 
Dvtl,GJI=DYHl~J 
"FrtD"Or l.nn~ I J 
"E~n"Or PROCEDURE UPDATE' 
01=64' 
lAI=(2.sr*V.~O'*SIGHAJ 
lR:=~*SInM~·N~·srJ 
I C I =J* ( S tl* ( 1/1 J -1) • S W ) J 
IAI=nlGTI=IA/lH; 
1r;1=IC/ln, 
OLnTI=8IGTI 
221 
222 
223 
2,,4 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
23~ 
230 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
CARe 
244 
24~ 
246 
247 
248 
249 
2~0 
251 
2~;2 
2~3 
2!)4 
2!;i5 
256 
2~7 
258 
259 
260 
2C11 
262 
263 
264 
2~5 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
27$ 
276 
277 
278 
279 
fll (J T I = I ,A, .. I LJr XfJ ( IILrH A onU1T) , 
R ! q T I ="1.' 1 ( 1 ~C[ T A*8 r G T) InET A, 
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" I r I' A [, S Cf)L.U T - n ! G T »rJ • :. , 4" TilE r' III' GOT f) ''I 2· 
IJ ~ =?II S F" * ( V .. ( 1. - f-: X r ( .. [3 rr II * 111 ri T) ) / H ET A * ~; 0 ; + NO' 
V[1, .. 3JI=VlJ(t);='I, 
Vt2, .. 3JI=VU[~JI=V' 
V[3, .. 3J:=V U[3J:=8rr.T, 
H 1ST J ~ 0] I = I~ I 
HI sTol,Y J 
" Co H"1 E NT" E r!l) 0 r P" H T I r: U L A R ~10 11 ELI 
~1=l/n/SrJ 
" p n 1 'n I~ , , L' , , A I. I Gr~ r: D t 3 I 2) I nT, SA H E LI N;: • II L q; t,1 ~ D ( I; , ~ 
U, "t. I G N Ell( I, r, ) , v , A L r r, nED ( 8 , 4' , U I r; T , ALl liNF il ( 7,5 ) , 'J 
"S4",DrGITS(~),QJ 
"rnR"JI="~,-1,n"DO" 
"n E G I 1'1" F I: U TT A ( n r II , II , ( 2 + J ) • H , V" • V II L> J 
D~R1VF«(3+J,*~,vAL,nVAL)1 
"r ot{" I ; = 1 II STEP" 1 II lltlT I I." D I ~1" DO" 
""~ijl~"VrI,JJI=YO[I]I=VAL(IJI 
11 YC I ,. J J ; = n v A L t I J , 
"Er~u" or L.our I J' 
"£:r~D"OF' L.Oup J ArlO l~IITIAL sr;r .. up PROCESS, 
"CO~l'1EtlT" ErJT[R 'lAIN StlllJLATlOrq 
L11 
OLn 4 C3JI=OL.U5t J J:=rJ 
11AXll,=rJI 
"fnH"STI=1"ST~r"1"UNTIL"Llr~*sr.Ot1"DQ" 
" tH; n II ~ " " IF" S T = ~. " T H r r J " ~11 = r') .. :; " r:: L S E " ... : = I) , 
Rl', =5T /SF-II.H I 
HIIAi\t1 I lill (D I Il, q, RT I Y,;JV, Vl, ~Y1, .. t TFST) J 
"COM'1erH" Tn;T nU'4CATIOf) EPP.OH Ailn IF U"ACGEF'TM1LE REDUCE STEP LE~IGT 
cr PJTc:G~A TI'Jil J 
"tF'''T[ST='l''THf:tl'' 
"llElil'I"HI=H/2' 
~II :~I. 2 J 
O'=a.2J 
" IF" 0 > ~t A l( Q " T H F:: J" H A X" : = f) , 
"COH~eNT" Rr~[NTER A SET.UP PRUCES~ rOR PREDICTnp-CORPECTOq '!ETYOD 
I"AVIt-:G HALVED THE snp L.f.NGTII or xrJTI:(WATI()~I; 
, 
"FOR"JI=l"STEPlll"U~TIL"DlM"DO" 
"BEGIN"OLD4[JJI=YCJ,~2JI 
Ol.p5tJJ:=Oi 
V-\L(JJI=OLD4tJJI' 
"EtfDIIOF' l.OOp ,I. 
"FOR"II=~3,-2.-1.o"nO" 
"BEGI N"f~:<UTT A (!)I ti, fI, f?T+ I *H-!I, VAL, Yi 
DERIVF(HT·I·H,Y1tnV~)1 
"FOR".I 1111" STFP" l"'FI TIL 11:1 I'~" n 
"8EGItI"VCJ, I J I =VAt.C,lJ: =YHJJ 
D V tJ I !J I = lJ Vi r J J I 
"r:~lD"OF LOOP ,)1 
"ErlD"OF LOOP I. 
2(:0 
281 
282 
283 
2134 
2a!) 
280 
267 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
301J 
30'" 
3C2 
3Q3 
30 4 
305 
306 
307 
308 
30~ 
310 
311 
312 
313 
31 4 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
32 4 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
CARE 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
740 
2526 
3266 
"aOTr"L1J 
"ENU"OF TEST FAIL. 
M I =11-lJ 
R'T'I:::F<T+H; 
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"CoM~IEri T 'I [l f) )nLE I NTHm A T1 OtJ S rEP I. PIGTH If API'RoF'R I ATE f 
{'OUtiL.1: 1==" fAt SF" f 
II If" n::s T ::?" Af~Il" OL D5 (3 J ,. NE" Q" A 'fD"r1::2* (I'" [II v 
"II h!lI" n>~. 
"THt::N" 
"9EfiI/JI'li: =11*2, 
111 ;: ~\I' n I V" 2 I 
n: =(~lIl1IV"2J 
nOUBLEI="TRl!FII, 
"~Nu"orTEST nnugLEI 
"COM'IEtIT" Tf3T FOR OUTPUT POINT' 
I'C0t1~ENT'1 ,CllTruT RUUTI~It:: f'OR ~luDEL. 4 .. HIISIC VI·'IUGE '-IODr:L. WITH RETA= 
"If 'IM=O" TH~:rjl' 
"r'lF.lJ 1'1" HI ST': r n J I = if' co vH 1 J , 
IlI~T~/cnJ I =:J*[XP(lJEU*RT) I 
"I::YH?JJ 
RIGTI::Y1C3]J 
II I ;: SF' Its 1 r.I1A" i 1* E X P ( A L. P H A *~ f C1 T 
, IV-S~J.SP) I 
" N: If IT" A L I r, m·)l ( 3, 2 ) , 11 T , S" 11 '-: Ll 'J r: , 
AL 1 G/ lE f) ( 6 , 5 ) , 'J , AL I r,~IE j) ( 7 I 5 I , V I A L ! G 1,! 
( 8, 4 ) , n I G T , A l. I G ."1 ED ( 7 , 5 ) , • J , , I $ 4 \ I • 
n 1 G ITS ( 3 ) , '1 A X '11 
"COd'1enT'1 rrlll or rARTIClJl.AR ~10UELJ 
HISTORy, 
~AX'1I=n; 
"!;f.lU" Of O'JTrUT; 
"COI1l1EiITl, A"VA/ICE SOLl/TIotl pRIOR Tn nE;';E"TERllIr. rP.t:DICTor;"CO~Re:CTOP. 
IrJTrGr.UIor; POIJTl':U 
" IF"'" ~I(JT" DOlJ8L E" THEn" 1 JP lJA TE" EL SE II 
"F' OR" J 1= 1 " STEP "l" I"IT! L" D I i'lI'OO" 
"OEGI:I"vtJ,OJI:Y1CJJ.1 
Y(J,.2)I=YCJ,~1JI 
Y[J,~3]:=OLn5[JJ; 
OLD4(JJ;==OLD5lJJI=O' 
OY[J, 0 J I =DY1(.IJ J 
nvtJ,-2JI;:DY[J,-3JI 
"END"OF' Dl)urL~=TR'JE J 
II t r"~I"rlF." Q"THr:fl" Il GOTil"L.l J 
"EfJDI(;f LOOP ST AMD CURRr:r'IT nJNJ 
"ErlD"Jf' MH~4Y DECbARATION HLOCKJ 
"E~D"Or L01P SIMI 
"END"Of 1.0T' 
:-1C 
CODE 
TOTAl. 
RESULTS 
&RI'I, J 
PROGHAMS 
ORo 
PAf1AI1ETER VALUE'; cr SVSTE'1 ARF 
ALFI-tA= 0 I 03000 
UETA= .. 0~02000 
GMlIIA= 0,02000 
RHO= 0,00100 
SIC/1A= 3,60ilOO 
DELTA= 0,00000 
XI= O~OOOOO 
ETA= 0,00000 
ZETA= 0,00000 
COOC"DOUGLAS I'J~r:)(lI 0:£100UO 
SAVINGS RATES.S~= ~,~R~nOAND SP= O,55UOO 
Run 1 
u= 0,780 A~D V= 0~9J~ I~ITIALLY 
SHIULATE 2 VEAI'lS ',11TH QliTPUT l~ITEP.VAI. Of 2 MrlTHs 
TINE I r~ SH.\Rf: or RH.ATIYE PL.AI!T 
YEARS j./ A GE:; EMPL.UVMENT LIFE 
0,00 0,780-'!J 0,98'100 '.9,9114" 
0,17 O.'A01'I? 0,9B136 ',9,936 A 
0,33 0,78115 0,98000 !9,9281 
0,50 O,'810J 0,Q7940 ~.9, 932"i 
0,67 0,'R139 0.97'112 ~.9,9421 
0,83 o ~ 7,~14~ 0,97900 19,9!)46 
1,00 O,7~141 0,97:193 '.9,9680 
1,17 0,78149 0,97889 ~.9,9[.22 
1,33 u,?alr;o 0.97887 !9,996" 
1,50 O,'81"il O,97i~86 ?O,011 4 
1,67 0,781':)2 O.97f'1S4 20,0262· 
1,83 o, 7A 1r::::2 0,97883 20,0410 
2,00 0,73152 0,9]881 ?O,0!)59 
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F.r1PL.OY~ENT !~TEGRAT 
ON NEir.' PLAt IT· ')UBDIVIS 
il,03532 64 
0,031)', :s 6 4 
'l,u3r:;n5 4 
0,03:,,,0 4 
C,034 97 4 
0,03495 4 
",03 493 4 
,,034°1 4 
0,O34~9 A 
0,03487 4 
",03 485 ~ 
o ,[l34fH 4 
C,034e2 4 
A2.4 Program ES4 
'TITLE' 
'FUNCTION' 
'USAGE' 
'EXAMPLE DATA' 
Append.1,x ~ 157 
Equilibrium solution for basic putty-clay model. 
To determine the coordinates of the unique 
equilibrium of the system in question. The non-
linear system of algebraic equations is solved 
using a two-dimensional Newton-Raphson algorithm. 
The user is required to supply the following item 
of data in a sequence as specified in the line of 
the program quoted: 
(i) system parameters (line 5). 
'Item (i)' 0-03 a 0·02 0·001 3·6 0-08 0·55 0'25 
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•• ICL 4130 PES2 SVSTr:~ SLAVE AtC; Val 4 
&J0I3JES/R013/ESIECLJIL!n~JJH SOL.UTlO:1 OF" rlATlor:AL ECnNO~lIC SYSTEilS MJHI 
&ALGOL J 
LJlh~AHY 
ALGOL 
&LIST. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
;53 
34 
;55 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
EOUJL.JFlRJU", SOl.tJTlorl fnR PIJTTY CL.Av l10nEL 
nBEGl~II"R~AL"~LP~A,HETA,GA~HA,~HQ,A,SIGHA,sw.sr,p,C,qIGT,W,V,U,NI 
nRrAL~ExrA,EXpr,r.U.rT,fH,GT.UR.DFL.N8IGT.~HJ "~W!TCH"SS;=Lt 
" Ii rAn" A L r '-l A , R F T A , n A ~1 '" .0\ , R H n , ~ I m: A , ~!l , S P , A , 
"pr!'IT'" 'L~'PAP"!IEH·p VALlI£:!-l Of" SYSTEil AHF.'L2", 
, A L F r I A;: \ , A L. I li r , F. D ( 1 , 5 ) , S MI E L ! N £: , ALP II A , 
"L 'rETA=',~ETA, 
., , L ' r, 1\ 't H A = , , G M! i-t A • 
"L'f"IO=',f·"W. 
"L '~J(i~!A;:' ,SICi~IA. 
"L'C08R-rynJGLAS INDEX=',A, 
"l'SJ,VPI:;S RATF.S,St.=',SW,' MW SP=',SPJ 
R hAlf'!!A J 
alGTI=2(lJ 
Ll, IItr"AJS(p-ALPHA)CO,0011 "TH~N"PI=ALPHA.O.~C01J 
E:<PAI:arXp(-ALF'I;A*IIIGT)f 
EXP~I·F.XP(-~*HlnT)f 
"COWIE~JT" ;,1LuT I G·J [iV tH:!o- TO'J .. f~APH~OIJ AL!WH ITHfI - COtIPUTi: fUNCT J O:'<J A··I 
rM~TlAL DrHIVATES fUR CllRHErlT APPr.OXl·iAT10~IJ 
rl=Sr.R/ALr~A*(1" EXPA)"R.B!GT.r:xPA*(;,r"~'I)"A·tl·cXPR' I 
G I = <r~ XPA .. ;;: X?R) I (R-A L PitA» - (1"" ) 11'* (l-F XPP) I 
fR I =Sfl/ALPI'A*( 1 .. EXf'A ) .. P,l GT* r EXp,\* (SP-$~I) +I\*EXPP) I 
F'T I = ~ fl * fl * E X P A - ~i .. P: x P A It ( ;l P - S H ) * ( 1- ALP H A * n I r. T ) + A .. r::;; l'.R ) I 
QRI.-(EXrA-~Xrp)/(R-~LP~A)t~.~[GT*[XP"/(R-ALP~A)+ 
(1 .. A)·«1-rXrp)/R'2~PIGT/R*fXPR)1 
(IT I = (R*rxPP--ALPHA*EXP ~) 1 (t1 .. ALPHA) - (1-4, *EXPfO 
D~LI=rp*GT-GR*fTf 
N~:=r .. (r*~T-G·fT)/DELJ 
/IR I GT I =E I 3T .. (r;.rR-F*GR) /UF.L, 
"tr"AnS(~R[GT-nl~T)/nl~T»n,lt5qon"A8S«NR-R)/R»Q.l.5hTHE~" 
"REG 1~rq813T; =NHt Gn 
RI=r.RJ 
"GOTJ"L11 
"~HcnDr RELATION TRUE, 
V I = 1-i1 H n / ( A L. PH A" (iA~: M A , I 
CI=(A/SIQ~A/R*(l"EXPR»~'l/(l"A')1 
WI =C' AlS I ~Ii A*FXPA J 
NI=V/l1lGTI 
UI=sr/(Sr-S~+SlnHA*C'(l~A)/AIGT/EXPA)J 
ItPRPIT""1.5'EnLJI\...IRIWI SOI.UTIOr-! IS'1..2~~, 
'SHAm; or Io:AGES='.SAt-1ELlNE,fREEPOItlT(5),IJ."L", 
45 
46 
017 
46 
49 
50 
~1 
'~rLATlvr: ['1PL(1Y!1':I,T=I,V, 
"L-'LIF'E :)F' PLMIT=',8tGT, 
, 'L \rrWPO~T I Ot~ of LAfH)lI~ r:HPLOvrD C.J I-JEW 
"L'rf:R CAPITA III'Jt.ST'H-;NT Cot~sTAr~T:\,C, 
"L\~ATE or RETURN ON INvrSTMENTS=',R, 
"L\~ACE CO~STA~T=',WJ 
332 
~88 
920 
&RUIJ J 
PRO()HAME 
ORO 
"EtJD"OF' l.OT J Me 
CODE 
TOTAL. 
RESULTS 
PARAMETER VALU~~ cr SVSTE~ ARE 
ALPHA= 0,03000 
RETA= 0;00000 
GAI!l1A= 0,02000 
RHO= 0,00100 
SIG!!A= 3,60000 
COBEl .. OOUGLAS JII;'EX= O~25000 
SAVINGS RATES,S~: O.08~OO ANn Spa 0.5~OOO 
~aUILIRIUH SOLUTIC~ IS 
SHAkE or WA3ES= ~77a60 
Rf:LATIVE H1 PLOV"HT= ;()gQOO 
LIrE or PLA~T= 16,678 
PROf'ORTIOt: Or LARC t Jf1 H'PLOYFP 0" NHJ PLANT= ~05P76 
PER CAP ITA I NVE'lTf>lCIIT COIJ~T M!T= .6(1~4l 
RATE or RETUR:r ClI! l-IVESTI1EIHS= ,06973 
WAGE CONSTA~T= .14044 
STaRt lErT 61386 l~GD 52~7 
&ENOI 
CPU TIHE = ~QOO 08.636 ~EAL TIME 
A 
00 on 24 
159 
. 
PLANT: '_, j.I, 
loOU 
A2.5 Program SS4 
"TITLE' 
'FUNCfrON' 
'USAGE' 
'EXAMPLE DATA' 
'Item (i)' 
'Item (ii)' 
"Item (iii)' 
'Item (iv)' 
Simulation of national economic system with basic 
putty-clay model 
As for program SS3 but catering for non-constant 
capital-output ratio. Detailed discussion may 
likewise be found in ch. 6. 
The user is required to supply the following items 
of data in a sequence as specified in the line of 
the program quoted: 
(i) system parameters (line 263) 
(ii) coordinates of system equilibrium (line 276) 
(iii) number of runs 
(iv) initial conditions, run length in years (LIFE) 
and scale factor (SF) for each run (line 279) 
0·033 0 0·0435 0·00095 0 0 
0 0 0·25 0 1 3·53 
0·98759 16·673 0·05923 0·87946 0·033 
1 
0·780 0·988 1 24 
,. 
~. 
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•• ICL 4130 DES2 SVSTE~ CORE 70K VOL. 4 
&JOBIES/R073/SSls!rtULATln~ OF NATIO~A~ ECONOMIC SYSTEMS H,J, HOWARTH' 
&ALGOL' 
LIBRARY 
ALGOL. 
&LINESJ10001 
. ,., 
PROG~A'tl !!is., SIHUl,ATJOfJ of ~1:\TIOrJAl. ECONf'llIC SYST~M WITH BAStc 
rUTTY CLAY tIQUEL. M J HOWARTH I 
" BEG IN" " tr I T I: 1 r Fl " S I 't , f'.! S I H • L. J F' E , D I H, l • J • S T , Q • M A X a , It, T EST I 
"~OCLEAN"~OjRLr,STARTI 
"REAL"ALP4A,Or-TA,r,A~MA,~Ho,nELTA,F.TA.XI,ZF.TA.SlGMA,SW.SP, 
" REA L 'I V (i , ~ 1 ITO, \.I 0 I K 0 , r I a , u , V , A , BIG T , K , W , N, Sf. H , R T J 
II RrAL." THFTA, H. C, LMi8DA, ~ST, r.O, RO, CAGE! 
"AR~AV"HISTN,HlsTctOI50UJJ 
"PROCEDunE"~2rlVF'(RT,Y,DV)1 
"VALUE"RTI 
"R~AL"Rr, "ARR4Y"Y,DYI , r, 
"Ca~~eNT" r:115 PQoCEDU~E CALCUL.ATES TH~ nCRIVATIVE oF' THE STATE VEe' 
v, Oy IS THE OUTPUT VARIABLE AND RT R~PRES~NTS REAL. TIMEJ 
. 
"BEGltJ""lItTEGER"I,JI . 
"REAL"AGE,P,Q,NAQ~,DCAGE,L,K,F'O,Co,nU.RD,cU.CD.EXPQ.XJ 
"A~nAY"fIJN I GUNt-l:?J J 
"SHITCH"SSI=Zl,Z2,Z3,Z4,Z5,Z6J 
"~OOLEAN"CDO~N'CU~J 
"ReA~""PROCEJURE"I~TERP(F'UN,X)' 
"REAI,."XI 
"COH~eNT" TillS pqOCEDLJRE; INTr:RPOLATES F'OI:! rUNe>:l IN T~E ARRAV F'lHJ( .. : 
LSING AITKEN'S ALGORITM·rOR ITFnATED LAGRA~QIAN INTERPOLA' 
"BFiGln"I'P1TFlER"I,J' "A"RAY"XXe;;lJ2J,YC .. 112,OIJ1J 
"rOR"11="1"~TEP"1."urtT.IL."2"DO" 
"BE31~"XX[IJI=X·ll 
Yt I, OJ I =rljr~[ 1 JJ 
"t"OR"J I =l"STEf-'''l"Ut!TIL" l·l"n:l" Ytl.JJI=CXXtJ~?J*Yrl,J~11-XXClJ·YCJ-2IJ .. 1J'/(I. 
37 
38 
;59 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
4t! 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
~2 
53 
54 
55 
56 
!)7 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
6b 
67 
66 
,69 
''i: 70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
60 
Sl 
82 
83 
e4 
65 
86 
87 
88 
69 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
" Er!!) " ') F L n a i' 1 I 
, I~TER~:=vr2,3JI 
"Er~D"r)F' PR1 Ci;DIJPE IHTEHPI 
"REAL."flP"OCE~)URE" 1 '\jTFGr~Al. C run) I 
"I\RRAY"rUNJ 
162 
flCOH'1Ei~T" TI'YS p~OCErllmE F.VAL.lIATES THE: ItlTEGHAL or flJ~I[O:500~ rETWEEN 
("!' .. rnnT) Mill T LJ5Y'IG THF. TRAPE:7.1U~1 rWLF. .. GLOBAL Vo\LIIES or 
F, Q A 'H) Sf ARE REqUIRED. 
"flF. G I'! '"' Ifl T[ GEP II J I "REAL." SUI'" 
SU'II = (r1I}I( 1 ~ +r'l'·I[ 1+11) 121 
"r:lR" J 1=2" C:;TEP" 1 "lItIT! L" 1 II DI'I"')uri, =Sll!1.fUf\,[ JJ' 
S II ~11 = S lJ H + ( FUN [ t J + F" r: ( 0 J ,. p 12 1 
!W'" =StJl! .. Q/2IHnll~r 1 J*o+nH·:[ I+U.ct~-iH)' 
J rl TE GRA l.1 = 'lUH/SF' I 
flE~D"rr PPJCEDUR~ INTE~RAL.I 
THE aAsIC PUT?Y"CLAY MODEL I~ wHICHI 
yell IS c.r: 
YC2J IS v . 
YCoSJ IS aIGTI 
"PEAL""rROC~DUPF"FCC,R)' 
"REAL.flC,P, 
"RUIl'J '''' Rr: AL." X' 
TH~TAI=(ALrHA*YC3J+A·(L~(C)·L~(CAGE)')/L~~BI 
lXro I =F.XP C -R-Tf'[Tld I 
X 1:1 II IF" A H:i (R-L AIlanA) < n ~ l' 6" TIIEN" T~F: T A -I: XPO 
"El.SI::" CI~ XI' (-L A '!3DA-T~'~ T A) -EXPO) I C R-LA HBD 4) J 
"Jf"AI:JStR)(c,1t6"THE.I" 
FI=SIGHA·C·CtA.(X-T~~TA)"ELSE" 
r t =S I G!IA·e.c. i\. (X- C l-r.XPU) I~) I 
"EllO"of Pr!OGEDllRE f I 
"REAL""ppocrpUPE"GCC,M)1 
"REAl."e,"" 
"REG1'j"THr:TII: = C ALPHA*Vt3J+A*(L:'IC c) ·LN( CAGF.»' ILAMrr 
''If''A8StR)(O,~_'6''THr:II'' 
G I =:i I nrIA*C/ A-r:. A*THE 14" ELSF" 
G t =S I G~IA·C/ A .. C' AlR* (1-f;XP C -R*THETA) , I 
"END"Or PROCEDURE G. 
"P~OCEDURE"S~ARCH~I 
. "OEGtN""BOOLEAI!"rWP,ROOWfJ, 
"5W!TCH"SSI=Ll,L2,l.3,L·,l.5, 
K;=n,OO:1. 
Ruf> 1= H!)(lIH!: =" F' AL!)[" J 
L3t rOI=fCC,R), 
RlJl=RD:=RJ 
L.5' "1r"RDO\~N"THErp"'GOTOHL4; 
L21 R:=RU+KI 
"If"Fo.rCC,R)"LE"O"THE~" 
"Bf.ClPI"fH=HUJ 
RUP;="TRUF.'" 
"GnTO"Lll 
"ENO"OF RFl.ATION TRUE. 
RIJI =R I 
Loll H If"RUP"TIIENII"GOTO"L2' 
97 
·.96 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
lOt') 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
110 
119 
12U 
121 
122 
123 
124 
12~ 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
146 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
... 
R:=RD~KI 
IIIr"f'J·r((',RI"L[1I0"THE~I" 
II El E; C1 pili n I = n 0 J 
RD"II~I=IITRUe;"J 
"GOTO"L1.J 
"EN""Or RFLATIQH TRUEs 
R"I=RJ 
"GOrO"L51 
Li. "IF"K>5.nt1t6PTHE~" 
II BF.rt llilllO =K/10 J 
RSTI=~T.SF" 
"GnTO"LJJ 
"EIIn"OF' RFL"TION TRUE, 
" I r II R·DO~II~II THErl" R laR .. K J 
"END"Or PRnCEDURE SEARCHIH 
J. =" IF''' H = ~"oR II ~:ll II TIIENII ENT I FP. (HST~O ~ l' 6) 
"FLSFIIE~TIER(RST.Ut1'~)J 
AGEI=1+Sf·YC3l+J~HSTI 
11 = = IJ TI F FH Arl ~ » I 
PI=1ST .. JI 
Q 1=11.1, .. A fiE J 
"rOqIlJI=-1,~,1.2"UO" 
"Be G 1 ~"F" Uri t J l 1:1 lit ST 'I t ! +l ... J J I 
GlPlt Jl I =11 I STet I +l-JJ I 
"EtIO"OF' Lon~ JI 
II A n E I = It J T E R 11 ( r WI, lU • 
C.nEI:llNTERp(Gu~,U)1 
DCA3EI=(HISTCCIJ-HISTctl+ll).SFJ 
LAH9DAI=~GAMHA+~HO/(1"YC2l)1 
163 
"COHMENTq S"LVE THe ALGEBRAIC ~QUATIONS FOR C ANn R BV TWO~D'HFNSION 
Flr')OT SEA~CH' 
Z51 
Z21 
HI 
LI=O.1J 
CUr': = CDOIW I = urAl-SE"; 
·SEARC"'RJ 
GO I =G, C ,10 J 
CUI=CDI=CI 
"Ir"CDOWN"THfN""GUTO"ZlJ 
C I =Cll+U 
SEARCiolRI 
"Ir"GO.G(Ci~)"LE"U"TH~N" 
"8E~I\j"CI=CUI 
ClIP 1:1 II TRUE" I 
"GOTl)"Z3J . 
"EtlO"or RtLATlon TRUE' 
CUI=CJ 
"lrIlC~p"THEI""GnTu"Z~J 
CISCD"L' . 
SEA~CHRI 
"lr·GO.G(c,~)"L~"U"TH~N" 
"BEGPl"CI=cn, 
cpmhll="TRlJE"J 
"GOTa"Z31 . 
"EtlO"or R61..AT10Q TRue, 
CDI=e. 
"GOTO"Z5, 
"JF"L)O,0005"THeN" 
"BEGIN"LI"L/10I 
lS7 
158 
159 
10 0 
1~1 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
161 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
118 
119 
180 
lfa 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
168 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
. 200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
206 
20 9 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
\ 216 
.... 
"GOTr'l"Z4J 
np!D"Or r~ELATIO'J TRUE' 
"Coli"EllT" C M.JO ~ ARE NO~J LETEI'//1111F.DJ 
"ff"START"THRN""GOTO"l6J 
expo I =exP( -AL.P~IA.'([3l) J 
rll=vr3.J/CJ 
HISTI\![OJI=llJ 
VI=JI!TEGkALHtlSTf.U I 
164 
loAI!3(1A I = .. r,A't~A.'lHIJI (l-V) J 
X'=LA~8DA/<A*~C~G~/CAnE+ALPHA)J 
DVC1JI=(5P"S~)*EXPO*(CAGE'A.(ALPHA.X.V+~.~AGE.X)+A*CAGE' 
(A"l'·V*~CA~E*XtJ 
DVC1J'=(SP*(~'A.N~CAUF.tA.NAGE·EXPO*X)~DVC1J)/SI~MA_ALPH, 
C.~' J 
OVC2J' =~I .. t~Aiir..XJ 
IWC3ll:1".>:1 
Z61"E~D"0r p~JCEDUHF "ERIvrJ 
"PROCEDun~"~~UTTA(~,H,XO.yO'Vl)J 
"V A llJ E " )( 0 , YO, H J 
"lrITEGE~IINJ "REAL."Xn,HJ 
"COM'1ENT" TI~lS p~OCEnliRE INTEQt-IATE!i THE ~, Dp1EIJStoNAL SYSTEM OF' EOLIA 
tVlox=rC)(,y)oVr::R O~IF. STEP OF' L.EtiC'iTIi H F'RO"l (XO,VO) USP;(,i A 
Cr.DF.R ~LJ'IGF-KlJTT" ALljURlTHll; nllTplJT I S v 1 A THE ARQAY '1'1 -
FrJCEDU~E DERIVf ~UST o~ DECLAPED GLOHALL.YJ 
"BEGIr!"" JrITr:GEA/I t,.JJ 
"A~RAY"Y,nyrl1Nl,KrlIM,113JJ 
DErlVr(Xn,v~,oY). 
"rnR II II =1/1 STI;;P" 111 Ui~T Il." tl 'Ino" 
"BEG1~"Ktl,lll=1VCIJJ 
YtlJI=YO[IJ+H/?*DYCIJ' 
"HIO"aF' LOOP 1 J 
DERJVP(XO.H/2,Y,DY)J 
. "F'Oq" I I =1"ST[p"t"ur·'TII."'/1I00". 
"f1 E G 1 ~"K [ I , ~ J 1=:1 v t I J I 
VtlJI=YOCll+Q/?'*nYrllJ 
"EW)" OF' LOOP I' 
PERIVF(XO.H/2,V,DVl; 
"rnR"II:l"STEP"1"UNTIL"N"DO" 
"8EnI~IIKtt;3JI=~VtIJJ 
V[IJI=VOCIJ+H*nY[IJ. 
"EtIO"OF' LOOP I J 
DERJVreXO+H,y,DV)I, 
"ro~" II =1 "STE pl1,IIUNTIL"N"DO"Y1C I JI =vot 1 J+1I/6*C Kt l,lJ+2* 
?l+2·~CJ,3J.DYtlJ)J 
"END"or PR~CEDUR~ RKUTTAJ 
"PROCEDUnE"!lHUttH tI~ (N, '·h XO, yn, uYO, vi, DV1, TOL, TEST' I 
"VALtJE"1,XOI "IHTEGE~"N,TOL.TESTJ "REAL"H,XOJ "ARRAY"Vo.DYO,v1,DY11 
THIS pqOCEDlIRE pERF'mmS '''HE ~A~E F'UNCTtON AS RKlJTTA SUT uS 
TH8 4T4 QRDER ~lLNE-HANHING PRFDICTOR~CORRECTOR METHOJ, I 
THE OLJTP1.JT PARAMETER TF.ST ISO THErl THf: RESUL. TS CO"TA 1 N H 
ET'~r!OR > O.1tTOl •• IF' TEST')O T!-IF RESULTS ARE ACCEPTA81.E ANt 
T~ST =2 THE STep L.~NQTH HAy oE OOUBLEnJ 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
23 9 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
2!)1 
252 
253 
2!;i4 
255 
256 
2!'i7 
2;;0 
2!)9 
26lJ 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
216 
165 
1131!r.pl""JfJn:GER"I,J' " RR Y A A "PREn.CnRR,L,~[ll~JJ 
"SIIITCH"SSI:!;.l,S?. 
I' r 0 111 1 : : 1" S TH' "l" UI" T I I. II ~ I" pO II CORI'! [ III =p RE ~ [ 1 II = Y n t I -3] + 4 4 
3.(2*UYO[I,nJ~DYn~I,~iJ+2*DVO(1,_?'J)' - , 
S11 _DERIVF(XO.~,~DP1,UV1)' 
"r f' 1" 11 : 1 II S T E P II 1, "UN TIl. "~J" DO II Y 1t I J 1= ( 9. YO C I , n l- Y n ( I , -2 J. 34 (OV1tlJ+?,*uVOCI,nJ-Jyn[l,_lJ»/3, 
VH~)I=V' 
"raQ"I::l"STEP"l"UNTIL""lInO""If""AnR«(Yl[IJ-CORRrI)/C"RRI »O,1'TOL/2"AtIP"Ad~(Yi(lJ-Cn~R(IJ»a,ltTnL/20IlTHE~" 
"OE::i J :\I" "F OR II 11 = 1" STEP II 1" ur IT I L II f~ II nn" caRR [ I J I = YH J j, 
"nOTo"511 
"Er!!l"or CON1llTI'Hl T'IPH 
TE~TI=2; 
"rO~1I1 :=j."STf.P"1"L1HTll."~IIIDO" 
"GEGI~IILtIJI=AP~(Yl[lJ-rRrD[IJ)J 
K[lJI:A81(L(IJ/pr~DCIJ)J 
" 1 r I' K t I )5 * U ,1· TOL" M'D" L [ I J >0,1 t T(lL/2" THF.N II 
"BEClIN"TE3TI=O, 
"';0 T r}ll S;~ J 
"E'JD!IOr CONDIT~O~j TI-ir:tlJ 
" I ru I( C I J > t1 , 1 t TOL /20" ArID" L t I J > 0, l' TOL.l20 0 II THFJ" 
Tf;STI=1J 
"PIDlor l.oop I J 
S2, "Ef,D"ClF' pn,1C€:DUHE :1HM':11 fIG I 
"PROCEO:JnE" III STCqy, 
"COM:'H~rJT" TltlS r~OCF.fllIRF. IjPDAT~S THE HISTORICAL TInE PATH OF' VARIAr.LFl 
S!'OJr:CT TO A THiE ~lE:l.AY, THr HISTORICAL R[COP.:'l IS STORE" A' 
l'ITF.RV4LS Of' OllE SPlllLAT!OIl Ti'le UIIIT A~D HlSTCOl HOLDS THE: 
ClliWE II T VA lllf: 'IF THE v Afq A8LE S I 
"BEepl"" IflTF.GEP" I I 
IIr01"1:=~nDIISTEPII·1"UHTIL"1"DOII 
II BEG p~ " HIS T J [ 1 J I = tI I S nl t I .. 1 J I 
HISTr.tIJI=HlSTr.CI-1JI 
"PID"Jr L.Df)P II 
"e~DIIOF' P"DCEDUR[ 41ST~RV' 
I~lPlJT 3VSTFH Phf~A~Ir:TERS AND [QilILIBf.:III., VALUES rOLl.o~!F.n BY 
tr:TE~rtIr;AtlTS or THE CIJRRf.NT SIMULATlo"1 RUNS. TYI:: SCALS rAC' 
sr, IS T,-lE tlUH[]ER Or S1111lLATIOt' Tl~lE lJ~IITS PER YEA~ A"ln 
CORnESP(l~DS TO THE fiNAL STonA'~[ A!ID lluTPUT INTERv"LI 
"R~Ar"ALrHA,~ETA,GA~MA,RrlO,DfLTA,Xt,ETA.ZETA,A,SW,SP,stGMAI 
"PRI~T""L2'PAnAHET~R VALUES OF ~YSTEH ARE'L", I, l. 'ALPHA=', A.L llirJt.:n (1,5), SAlifL I Nr, ALPHA I 
, 'I. 'E ETA = , • BET A, 
"L 'GAtll-!A=' I ",A/41-':4, 
"l.'RIIO=~.~HO, 
I 'l.'SJ.1iIA=~,5IGHA, 
"l.'rrLTA=',DELTA, 
"L'XI='.Xt, 
"1.'ETA=',ET4, 
"1.'ZfTA=',Zi:TA, 
"L'cnnn~JOUGLAS INDEX=',A, 
"L'SAVINn~ ~ATES,~~:\,S~,'AND sr=\,SP,"L~" 
"R f: A t I' V ') • r. I G TO, ~, 0, Ii 0 , R I) J 
2]7 
278 
279 
260 
281 
282 
263 
284 
265 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
29!i 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
31)6 
307 
308 
309 
:$10 
3U 
312 
313 
314 
31 5 
316 
317 
318 
319 
·32CJ 
32~ 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
326 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
! 336 
.,.r 
"Rf;Ar: !':I~ I:! I . 
" F" C r. "~ T " I = 1 " S T E f '" 1 "I IN TIl. "W~ I tI" no !I 
"Sr:Glll'I"f'F.AOIIU, 1,I,t..H E,SF"'J 
"rr)~" II =O"STt::P"1I1LJtITJl."500"!'O" 
"£lE G I ~"H! S T 'I ~ 1 J I : ,~o J 
Ht!lTctIJI:CO, 
"Et't)"of' LoOP 11 
RT.=(q 
CI=::OI 
P!I1TI=SIGTOJ 
RI=~fJJ 
-166 
"F'R I II T" , , I. ~ \ RU~j\ ,SAIIEl,l tiE. DIG ITS Ul • S 1 M, ' , L2 'U= , , 
A L I :111 E D ( 1, 3 ) , U " MID \I:" v " III I T I ALL Y , L 2 ' S HI U LATE: ' , D!~IT~(2),LItE,' Y~ARR ~ITH OUTPUT INTERVAL or" 
Al. I 'HIEO (2,2) ,121sf " ~'OHTIIS' I 
"PRINT'" 'L1'l'TIrIE Ifl l S6'SHARE 
'EIIPLuYtlr:NT' 55' I !nEGRA T I 011' L' 
,"S6'Ltrli:'~7H1" NE!I PLANT 
"PP.trJT'" 'S5'(,;'S12'R'. 
Qr'S~'R~LATIV['~7'PLANT'S7 
VEARS' S6 '~!H1ES' 57 'E~IPLoVtl~ 
SlIBDIVI S l()~' \ I 
"COH'1E:IT" EIITFR INITIAL sn .. IIP PROr.ESS f'nr. PREOICTOR-CORRECTr'R :'IETl-fO[ 
"COMMENT" Sr:T UP HOOF.I. 4 • B.\SIC PIITTV;;CLAY "on~LJ 
[' I'll = J I 
"BEGI~""ARHAY"V,DYtll~,-310)tVO,Y1,nYU,nV1,VAL,nVAL,OLD~ 
OLD~C1IJJ' "SWITCH"SSI=Ll,L2J 
"HEAL"IA,IH,IC,OLDT,nLUCI 
"PI10::EDURF"tlPDATEJ 
"COM'1ENT" THIS p~OCEnIllH:; UPDATES THE IMI'1FDIATE PAST RECORD or TI-IE ST,' 
V A RIA B l. £: TOP E ,f hIT A F"lJf! THE: RAP P LIe A Tln'~ 0 r :1 HAM'~ I /II G I 
"BEG!!l"" ItITt::;jER" I, J, 
"r 0 ~" 11 = 1 "S TE P" 1 " liNT ll. " 1111~" 1)0" 
"BEGI~"OLO~(lJI=O~U4t!J, 
OLn4(lJI=VLI,~~J; 
"fOR"JI=·3.-2,~1"DO" 
"HEGIN"Ytl,JJI=Y(r,J+1J, 
DV~l,JJI:DYtl,J·l]' 
"EtlD"Of' 1..011P JJ 
vCt,.o~I=V1tIH 
nYCl,OJI=DY1tl~1 
" HID" J r L.O 0 PI' 
"END"nr pROCEDURE IJrOATE' 
0'=32' 
STARTIC:"TRlIE"J 
yO(l] I :r:n.i~O I . 
VnC2H=VJ 
lA'=(2*Sr*V+NO'*SIGMAJ 
IBI=~·SlaMA.NO.SFI 
ICI=v·(SP·(1/U~1).SW).CO·AJ 
lAI=rAlI!11 
Ol.DTI=BIr.T, 
OI.PC I:C I 
VO[3JI=8tGTI . 
NI=lC/EX~(ALPHA.BIGT)/C/SIGMAJ 
yO t 1 J , FC":~ I 
337 
338 
3~~9 
3~O 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
34CJ 
347 
348 
349 
350 
3~1 
352 
353 
3~4 
355 
356 
3~7 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 . 
364 
CARE 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
37~ 
376 
377 
378 
379 
:ISO 
3el 
382 
383 
"",,~,.-384 
t. 385 
386 
387 
38il 
3a9 
390 
391 
~) 392 
393 
394 
395 
.W 
167 
Dun vr (0, '(0, vi \ ; 
8IGTI=IA-l~/C/!8/EXPfALPHA.nL~T)' 
"lr"AGS(0~JT-B!GT»O,lt3"On"ARS(OL~C_c»r 1 4 
"THE:I"IIG'JTU"L2J . , t 
STAIH I ="rALS[" J 
V[l, .. 3J I =Vu(lJ I =e_fl, 
Vt2,~3JI=VU(?ll=V, 
V[3,~3JI=VU[1JI=HlaT' 
"COi'1'1ENT" enD or PARTICULAR t~OilELf 
HIS Tnt 0 ] I = IH 
HISTr.tOJI=C, 
HIsTn~:Y J 
I-II=l/Q/S;. 
"PRI 'IT" / ~ L", AI. t GrJrDCS,2), RT, SAHEL.INE, AL lQ~IED(6,51 
U,ALtGNE,l(7 ,5),V ,ALIr,nED(8,4) ,HI'lT ,ALIGNF.DC7 5) il "s4",ntGITS(~),QJ • " 
II P R l' J T" S "H E L IrI F. , , , sa' \ , A L I G N F iH :5 , ~, , C I AUG 1,1 E D 
C7,4),Fq 
"fOR"JI=~2,-1,n"no" 
II B F. G If'.;" M 1 :; ll-J -? J 
RI<LIrT/dnUI,H, (~+J"H,VO.VAL." 
DERIVr(f3+J)*u,VAL.DvAL1, 
" F"01<l " 11 =l"STF:P"l"UNT lL"iJltI"DO" 
"ElE~I!l"V( I,JJI:VO[ IJI=V"L[ Il' 
nV[l.JJI=DVAL(lJ. 
"Er~u"of' LOOI' II 
"EN1Jl'(Jr L.OU? J AilO p., IT I AL, SET .. UP PROCESS, 
"cmt:1ENT" [liTER "AIN SII\'ILATtON, 
L11 
OLD4r.3JI~O~u5t~JI=O, 
HAXOI=Q, 
"faR"~TI=1"STEP"1"UNTIL"LIr~.sr.o,1"DO" 
"REGI~""lF"ST=1"THr~"MI=n~3"~LSE"~I=l' 
RT I =sT/sr -lleH J 
MHAHMl~G~DIH.H,nT,V,Uv,Yl.DV1.5.TE~T", 
"COM'1ENT" Tr:~T T~lJNCATIO'1 ER'lOR Min IF U~'ACCEPTA£)t.E RF.DUCE sTep LE~IG'T 
CF' 1 NTEGRA Tl atl J 
" If"TEST=O"THr.tI" 
"AF,[i 1 rl" it I =H/2' 
HI=n*2, 
n.=g-2, 
"I f I' a)t-'AXQ" THE'I" ilAxn I =Q, 
"COM~ENTq ~E~ENTER A SET~UP ~RDCES~ rOR PREDICTnR-CQRDECTOR METHOD 
JoIAVPIG HALVED THE STt::P LF.NGTII {'f IflTE()RATIJ'" 
"fOR"JI=l"STEP"l"UNTIL"DIH"D~d 
."BEGIN"OLD4[Jll=V[J.-2]' 
Ot..D5[JJ.=OI 
V4L[JJI=OLD4CJJI 
,."END"OJ:' LOOP J, 
"fOR"II=~3.-2,-1,C"nO" 
"BEGIN"RKUTTA(DIH,H,"T+l*H-H,VAL,Y 
DERIvr(nT·I·H,V1.~V1" 
39(1 
3y7 
398 
399 
400 
401 
402 
4,,3 
404 
405 
406 
4C7 
408 
4!)9 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
41 6 
417 
41 8 
419 
4,0 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
426 
429 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
43~ 
4~6 
437 
4:38 
4~9 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
440 
449 
4~O 
4!oi1 
4~2 
CARE 
453 
4,4 
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II F'rH'" J , = 1" 5 T c: r II :1. " ! Jf! TIL" D I '1" rtl 
.. H F. G P! " V [ J, I ~ : :; V A U ,I J : :; V 1 ( J ] 
DYlJ.I J I =DVH JJ J 
"E~!Dlfnr LUOI' JJ 
"PlDltor LOnp (I 
"GflTO"L1J 
"I:rW'nf TEST rAIL! 
~~r=M-l' 
RTI=HT+HJ 
"COH~tEfiT" I:OUnLE PITEGRATJ O~J STEP I.EilGTH IF' APPRQPlq ATE I 
D~UdLEI~lIrALsrlll 
"t F' II T[ST=2" AN!''' ilL 05 C 3J II lIE" 0" AI~D"I'I=2* (II" D 1 V 
"TH~~II . 
"I1EtJI:I"H:=H_2J 
111 =~II'D rV"2, 
Ol=0IlDI'J"21 
OOIIBLE I ="TnUE", 
"EWU"ofTEST DnUHL~J 
"COH'1EfIT'! T!":3T r:lR OUTPUT POPITJ 
"COM~tErIT" CUTPLIT r.OUTPJE FOR ~llIlJEL 4 ... BASIC FlITTY"CLAY t10~EI.I 
" If"f1=O"THEt;1 
"H[lllrl"OEHl'JF(P.T, Y1,VAL.' J 
HISTnnJ:=rq=v1tlJ/C, 
'1I=Y1C?J, 
"COM"ENT" E"f) or P.\RTlr.ULAR '101lEL' 
HIGTI=YH3J, 
HISTcCnJI:C:, 
III =sr I (SP-s~:+s I QIIA*C*\I*EXp t Al,PIIA*e r 
/V/CAGr=.tA)J 
"P R 1/' T " A L I ri m'; il ( 3 • 2 ) , rn , S A I·' F. L PI E • ' 
A L I G nF.1'l ( 6 , ~ ) , II, AL I ,,'I£: n ( 7 , 5 I , V , A L I G 'J 
(8,4) ,pIGT,ALtlJ·lt;D(7,5) ,N.' '54' '. 
nIGITS(3) .:1AX'lJ 
"pf1P'T"SAt!EU i IE,' 'S8" ,Al.lr..'IEIH3.3) 
AL I Gti!:I' (7 , 4, , H J 
HISTORY; 
~IAX(U = '1 J 
"~Nl1"Or OUTPUTJ 
"CO H ~1Etj TO, A!'V ~v:c e SOl.lITl'JN Pfll UR TO RE~E ~ITER t tlG PRE D I ('TOR"CORRf.=CTOR 
IrlrrCp.,6,TIOtI ROlJTINE, 
II t r"" nOT" nOI JElLE" THE" "lIPDA TE" ELSE" 
"F"OH"JI =l"STEP" 1 "IItIT tL "D I H"nO" 
"OEUl:JI'YCJ,(1Jl=Y1CJJ, 
YCJ,-2J:=V[J.-1J, 
YCJ,.3]:=OLD5tJJ. 
OLD4(J1;=OLD5CJll=OI 
nYtJ,OJ:=DY1CJJ' 
nVCJ.-?JI=aYC J ,·3JJ 
"F.tlU"oF DOU8LF=TRlJC J 
" t fll "'" i'IE" 0" THnl" "GOTn" \.1. 
455 
4~6 
4~7 
4513 
" "j'!H)"or ~OllP ST Mn rIJlHlF.IIT i'UIH 
rtlOllor ARRAY DL~CI..ARATIn~1 ~HOCK' 
"E:,t\"Or LOjP Sltl, . , 
"ENO"Of lCJll 
He 
CODE 
892 
:5188 
4!J80 TOTAL. 
dJ~Ull J 
PRO(aflAt1S 
ORO 
RESULTS 
PARAMETER VALUES cr SYST[~ ARE . 
ALpHA:: 0,03.300 
UETA= o~oooao 
GAI1I1A= 0,04350 
RHO= 0,0009:; 
SIGIlA= 3,53000 
DEI.TA= 0,00000 
XI: O;COOilQ 
ETA= 0,00000 
ZETA= O,ooouo 
COG[l .. OOUGLA 5 I' J'; F.X = 0 ~ ~50 00 
SAVINGS RATES,S~= ~,nOOOOAND SP= 1,nouoo 
AWl 1 
U= 0,780 A~1O V= O,?:1f\ 'I\JlTrALLY 
SltlULATE 1 YEAnS "'ITH OUTPUT I~TER\!AL or 0~!i0 ~1(JtJTHS 
T 1 ~lE IN SHAPE Of RELATIVE PLAnT F.HPLov"'E'IIT 
yeARS WAGES EHf'l.OVI"iENT LIfE ON NEW P!.AlT 
0.00 0,78001 0,98800 !6,6851 !'1.04621) 
0.04 0,7f3003 0,9d750 ~,6, 6043 0 1 05112 
0,08 0,7£1011. 0,9(1730 ",6,6l\59 0,U5313 
0.12 0,7801 3 0,98722 i6,6138!,? 0.U5308 
0,17 0,76015 0,98116 ,-6,6915 1::.05434 
0,21 o ~ 780j.u 0,98117 !6,6946 0.05450 
0.25 0,'8017 0.93117 ~6.697R lit 05459 
0,29 O,"801.13 0,9671 6 ,,6,7011 0,05462 
0,33 c,7801~ 0.9873,7 ~6,7043 0.054(14 
169 
I :~TEr;R j 
SUBDtVI 
32 
32 
16 
8 
8 
4 
2 
2 
2 
0, :57 o,"eC~l O,9H117 
0,42 0,7'80 22 0,98717 
0,,46 0,1002J 0,9d717 
0,50 Q,7aO~4 0,9~7:1.7 
0,54 O,7~02J 0,9ts117 
0,58 O,7AO?6 0,98717 
0,63 O,7BC?7 0,1)r.l7H 
0,67 0,180'\1 0,98711:1 
0,71 O,7802'} 0. 9 8116 
0,75 0,1803:) 0,98718 
0,79 0,7,'3011 0,98716 
0,83 O.7aO~2 0,9871 8 
0,88 O,7tlC03 0,98118 
0,92 0,7B034 0,9671 9 
0,96 1l,7:'\C35 0,98719 
1,00 0,7!JC:U 0,9671 9 
STO~[ LEfT 55886 L~En 10717 
&EIlDJ 
CPU TIME c 0004 21,387 REAL TIME 
A 
170 
~,6, 7fJ7r::; ",O:4~7 2 ~6,7jOA n,O~4~7 2 
H,7140 ".05471 ? ~.6,7172 0,05472 2 ~.6, n04 I),U5474 2 
"6,7236 (1,05475 2 ~.6, 7261 ",05477 2 ~.6'7f'99 0,05418 2 
'.6.733" n,054R.O 2 
'.6,7362 ",05 4t'1, 2 
~,6, n9~ O,054fl4 2 ~,6.7424 1'\,05485 2 
~.6,7455 n,054~6 2 
,,6,748f, 1'),0548 7 2 ~6,7~11 O,054~9 2 
,.6,7!i4A ",U5490 2 
00 Of! 34 
